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skills   

Research into how human capital influences organizational effectiveness in 

WOSBs as they pursue government contracts is lacking.  Understanding the impact of 

human capital upon organizational effectiveness in WOSBs may also help in recognizing 

how knowledge and skills contribute to the firm's ability to secure a government contract.  

Using the case study method, the influence of human capital on organizational 

effectiveness in WOSBs seeking government contracts is a phenomenon this study 

explored.   

Firstly, this research has discovered the importance of knowledge within human 

capital as a contributor to core competencies; furthermore, this finding was meaningfully 

observed through the lived experiences of the study’s participants.  The overall responses 

also indicated that skills did not emerge as a significant theme for contributing to core 

competencies.  Knowledge, as a key contributor to core competencies, supports the 

research of Godbout (2000) who asserted that the impact of knowledge from human 
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resources is key in developing core competencies.  It also strengthens the research of 

Coombs (1996) who claimed that firms should organize in such a way so that knowledge 

is developed to contribute to core competencies.  Secondly, the study found that 

Contractor Performance Assessment Reports (CPARs), Annual Audits, and Retention 

Rates were the overarching metrics for measuring organizational effectiveness.  This 

finding helps inform the decades of disagreement among scholars about defining criteria 

for organizational effectiveness and how to best measure it since it differs for each firm 

(Cameron, 1986, 1981; Reimann, 1975).  Thus, the study extends the Organizational 

Effectiveness literature while being rooted in the Theory of Human Capital.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Overview 

On 12 August 2020, the United States Small Business Administration (SBA) 

announced that the federal government had exceeded its small business federal 

contracting goal by awarding a record-breaking $132.9 billion to Small Businesses 

(Small Business Administration, 2020).  While this news was inspiring for an economy 

recovering from pandemic-related setbacks, the fact that the federal government had also 

met its Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) contracting goal for only the second 

time in history (SBA, 2020) was no less monumental.  Furthermore, Dilger (2021) states 

that the SBA's contracting goal originated with the Women's Business Ownership Act of 

1988 to combat discrimination and exploitation against WOSBs in the federal 

marketplace.  Although the federal government has taken steps to level the playing field, 

WOSBs must successfully use their resources to compete effectively against competitors 

in a crowded marketplace.   

The Resourced-Based View (Barney, 1986, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; Wernerfelt, 

1984) predicts that a firm's competitiveness directly results from its resources.  Barney 

(1986, 1991) stated that resources must have heterogeneity and immobility for obtaining 

a competitive advantage; thus, a bundle of resources differs across firms, and these 

resources are "sticky" or not easily moved from firm to firm.  Barney (1986, 1991, 2002) 

affirmed this position by stating that resources need to be valuable, rare, not easily 
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imitable, or substitutable and supported by their organization to obtain a competitive 

advantage.   

Several researchers suggested that human capital plays a defining role in firm 

survival when viewed as a resource (Acs, Armington, & Zhang, 2006; Audretsch & 

Mahmood, 1995; Pennings, Lee & Witteloostuijn,1998).  Coff (1997) and Ling and Jaw 

(2011) indicated that human capital is a resource that can sustain a competitive 

advantage.  Dahou and Hacini (2018) asserted that human capital should be considered an 

essential resource to a firm's performance.  Adeyeye (2009) researched human capital 

development practices and found that effective Human Capital Management (HCM) 

correlated positively with organizational effectiveness.   

While human capital's contribution to effectiveness in a firm, as a key resource, is 

established in the literature (Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, & Kochhar, 2001; Ployhart, Van 

Iddekinge, & MacKenzie, 2011), how does human capital influence organizational 

effectiveness within WOSBs?  Although Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum (1957) defined 

organizational effectiveness as the means and ends of obtaining goals, Cameron (1978, 

1981) and Reimann (1975) explicitly refuted this position.  Reimann (1975) proclaimed 

that the controversy revolved around a disagreement among scholars on what criteria to 

use in assessing organizational effectiveness and what factors influenced organizational 

effectiveness.  Furthermore, Cameron (1978, 1981) and Reimann (1975) declared that 

there had been decades of disagreement defining criteria for organizational effectiveness 

and measuring it since it differed for each firm.  My research seeks to inform 

organizational effectiveness by exploring how human capital impacted the organizational 
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effectiveness of WOSBs in pursuit of government contracts.  Additionally, my research 

seeks to capture how subjects understood organizational effectiveness within their firms 

by examining organizational effectiveness models.  Finally, my research seeks to 

discover what criterion was used by multiple WOSBs to measure organizational 

effectiveness.   

Research on organizational effectiveness also indicates that human capital is 

critical in the development of core competencies.  Both Prahaland and Hamel (1990) and 

Gallon, Stillman, and Coates (1995) defined a core competency as a specialized area of 

expertise that firms do exceptionally well, offering a sustainable competitive advantage.  

Specifically, this research investigated how human capital influences the organizational 

effectiveness of WOSBs seeking government contracts.  The subjects within this study 

discussed factors that shaped their human capital, which assisted firms in formulating 

bids to capture government contracts, executing the contract while managing personnel, 

and formulating re-proposal activities for winning subsequent government contracts.  It is 

also important to note that some factors influencing human capital may not lead to 

organizational effectiveness.  Understanding how human capital impacts organizational 

effectiveness in WOSBs is even more critical since research has shown that women tend 

to be under-represented, especially in the federal contracting market (Coleman, 2005; 

McManus, 2012).   

Using the case study method from an explorative perspective, my research 

investigated the impact of human capital on the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs 

competing for government contracts within the defense sector of Northern Alabama.  
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Most research in this field is quantitative and occurs across larger companies; therefore, a 

qualitative examination of organizational effectiveness within a WOSB was unique and 

valuable.  This research explored the disciplines of Competitive Advantage, Absorptive 

Capacity, and Core Competencies to understand the competitive environment.  While the 

study's theoretical foundation is Human Capital Theory, it also explored HCM literature 

and how human capital is transformed into a core competency contributing to 

organizational effectiveness.  For employees, as a key resource, to provide a competitive 

advantage, they must add value to the organization, be unique, and be difficult to copy or 

substitute (Barney, 1986, 1991, 2002; Davis, 2017).   

Background and Rationale of the Study 

 A firm that fails to realize the value of its human capital for creating a 

competitive advantage could find itself struggling to compete in a highly challenging 

business environment (Crook, Combs, Woehr, & Ketchen, 2011).  According to Shultz 

(1961) and Lin, Wang, Wang, and Jaw (2017), human capital consists of the workforce's 

implicit and explicit knowledge and unique abilities that lead to competitiveness.  

Nafukho, Hairston, and Brooks (2004) asserted that the learning capacity of the 

workforce is just as crucial as other resources within a firm.  While some small 

businesses may maximize their core competencies to secure government contracts, some 

firms may not. 

With $4.1 billion of economic growth coming to Madison County in Northern 

Alabama over the next few years (Dughi, 2018), WOSBs have a critical opportunity to 

realize their human capital as a core competency.  This dynamic has spurred the 
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researcher to investigate how human capital influences organizational effectiveness.  

While the coming economic growth is a mixture of commercial and federal dollars, 

Fernandez, Malatesta, and Smith (2013) suggested that federal procurement dollars have 

usually gone to male-owned business owners.  While some large defense contractors are 

mandated contractually to use disadvantaged and small businesses like WOSBs or 

Veteran-Owned Small Businesses as sub-contractors, women must often seek federal 

preferences to compete (Mee, 2012).   

The U.S. government defines contracting goals to ensure that at least twenty-three 

percent of federal contracting dollars are awarded to small businesses (SBA Goaling 

Guidelines, 2020).  Even though the Small Business Act was passed in 1953, it wasn’t 

until 1994 that Congress passed the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA). This 

set a government-wide goal for awarding a minimum of five percent of federal 

contracting dollars each year to WOSBs (Herrington, 2016).  In 2000, Congress passed 

the Equity in Contracting for Women Act (ECWA), which provided federal contracting 

officers with tools to reach the minimum five percent goal (Dilger, 2021).   

When these initial enactments did not produce the intended results, the WOSB 

Program was initiated.  Under the purview of the Small Business Administration (SBA) 

of the United States, a final rule was issued that would allow contracting officers to 

restrict competition to WOSBs to increase their access to federal contracts and dollars 

(Herrington, 2016).  Understanding this history provides a snapshot of the challenges 

WOSBs face regarding their survival in the defense sector. 
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Statement of the Problem 

Since small businesses fuel the economic engine of the United States, WOSBs 

must compete successfully (Valadez, 2012).  The impact of human capital on 

organizational effectiveness in WOSBs is not well researched in the literature, especially 

for women who own defense sector firms.  The federal government's modus operandi 

uses its authority to place requirements on the federal procurement process to help small 

businesses owned by women, veterans, or other disadvantaged groups to competitively 

capture a fair proportion of government contracts (Dilger, 2021).   

Contracting officials who administer federal contracts can use a set-aside 

engineered explicitly for small businesses to allow equitable competition.  Government 

agencies offer a set-aside to small businesses that have complied with particular 

requirements (Set-aside Procurement, 2019).  For WOSBs to compete in the WOSB 

program, they must be a small business defined by the SBA, be at least fifty-one percent 

directly owned or controlled by one or more women who are also U.S. citizens (Dilger, 

21).  One or more women must also manage the daily operations of the WOSB, and the 

WOSB must be certified by a federal agency, the SBA, a state government, or another 

national certification entity approved by the SBA (Dilger, 2021).  In addition, WOSBs 

must meet the stringent requirements of the request for proposal and perform the required 

service for which they are bidding successfully.  Failing to meet the expectations of the 

contract could mean losing a re-bid to a crowded business environment.   

It is important to note that, generally, small businesses have long been essential to 

the success of the United States (Davis, 2016; Krol, 2017; Lewis, 2017).  The United 
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States Congress felt so strongly about protecting and encouraging small businesses that in 

1953 Congress passed the Small Business Act, which stressed the importance of small 

businesses to the economy and security of the United States (Clark & Moutray, 2004).  

Unfortunately, it took Congress over forty-seven years after passing the Small Business 

Act to realize the importance of WOSBs.   

According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), the U.S. 

government purchased nearly $600 billion a year in products and services (GAO, 2020).  

Since small businesses fuel the economic engine of the United States (Valadez, 2012), it 

is imperative that WOSBs can compete successfully against other prime contractors and 

subcontractors in a crowded marketplace.  Organizational effectiveness in WOSBs is 

critical since research has shown that women tend to be underrepresented, especially in 

the federal contracting market (Coleman, 2005; McManus, 2012).   

 Extant literature in organizational effectiveness is primarily quantitative and 

focuses on large firms.  According to Osteryoung, Pace, and Constand (1995), the SBA 

defined a business as small if it has under 100 to under 1,000 employees, depending upon 

industry classification.  While the federal government has been slow to ensure that 

WOSBs received an equal opportunity to compete for federal contract dollars (SBA, 

2019), my research filled a gap in the literature surrounding organizational effectiveness 

for WOSBs from a case study methodology.  The gaps addressed in this study are the 

scarcity of research on the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness in 

WOSBs and the limited qualitative research on WOSBs in the federal marketplace. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study added to the body of knowledge regarding 

organizational effectiveness in WOSBs.  The research investigated the impact of human 

capital on organizational effectiveness within WOSBs seeking government contracts. 

This research also looked for factors influencing human capital that could bolster or 

inhibit effectiveness.  Specifically, the study broadens the current literature by exploring 

how human capital becomes a key resource shaped by Human Capital Management 

(HCM) and how human capital as a core competency drives organizational effectiveness.  

The study also explored how HCM shapes the workforce into a core competency that 

leads to organizational effectiveness. 

While much of the literature on organizational effectiveness is primarily 

quantitative and focused on large firms (Pandey, Coursey, & Moynihan, 2007; Deem, 

DeLotell, & Kelly, 2015), this research utilized the qualitative methods approach to 

explore the lived experience of the participants.  This research investigated factors 

shaping human capital using the case study method and an explorative approach that 

allowed the researcher to ask open-ended or "why" questions.  The study provided 

findings that explored the impact of WOSBs who either effectively or did not use the 

expertise of their human capital as a key resource.  As the findings of this research 

detailed, failure to properly use human capital could negatively impact competitiveness in 

the marketplace.  The study also fills a gap in the organizational effectiveness literature, 

having investigated how firms measure organizational effectiveness and define criteria 

used to assess the organizational effectiveness of the firm. 
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Jamal and Saif (2011) conducted a study that showed a firm's investment in HCM 

has a significant positive impact on organizational performance.  The results from this 

study provided support to a strategy of growing and training human capital and its 

management for competitive advantage.  In their research, Jamal and Saif (2011) also 

affirmed that HCM could increase employee engagement, job satisfaction, reduce 

attrition, and lower turnover costs.  This study has also captured factors that shape human 

capital within WOSBs, and it identifies WOSBs who effectively develop their workforce 

as a vital resource and those who do not.  

Josan (2013) suggested that an organization's leaders must value knowledge and 

experience within the company so that each of its members can learn more effectively.  

Additional research from Lin et al. (2017) also linked human capital and organizational 

effectiveness at the employee level.  The scholars empirically tested the relationships 

between HCM, employees' value and uniqueness, and organizational competitiveness.  

Lin et al. (2017) verified the positive relationship between behavioral competencies and 

organizational competitiveness from a human capital perspective.  HCM shapes human 

capital into a core competency, but there is little research on the impact of human capital 

on the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs within the defense sector.  The purpose of 

this study was to add to the body of knowledge regarding organizational effectiveness.   

Nature of the Study 

While there is much research on how firms can achieve organizational 

effectiveness (Angle & Perry, 1981; Caillier, 2011; Cameron, 1986), this study focused 

on the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness within WOSB and how 
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much they contribute to capturing government contracts within the defense sector.  

Clarke (2012) asserted that workforce effectiveness is directly correlated with leadership 

behavior.  An exploratory approach using the case study method to engage with the 

workforce and managers has allowed the investigation of factors that shape human 

capital.  Furthermore, the research explored factors contributing to strategic and 

operational success, sound policies and practices, decision-making, and competitiveness 

of WOSBs.   

The researcher identified WOSBs from the defense sector within Northern 

Alabama competing for, or have recently competed for, government contracts.  The case 

study method assisted the researcher in retrieving rich data to understand the significance 

surrounding the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness and the 

contribution of this crucial resource toward competitiveness.  The researcher has 

collected the data through open-ended questions that allowed the participants to share 

their lived experiences and observations regarding organizational effectiveness within 

their firms.  

The researcher interviewed personnel at all levels and specialties having direct 

knowledge, such as women owners, management, and employees.  These individuals 

possess knowledge about how strategic and operational decisions are made within the 

firm.  As a retired U.S. Army officer, the researcher has connections with WOSBs and 

previous coordination with the Women's Business Center of Huntsville and the Madison 

County Chamber of Commerce.  Finally, the researcher selected WOSBs as cases from 

the defense sector, thereby enabling him to collect data that resulted in significant themes 
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to analyze (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  The in-depth analysis will be explored further in 

Chapter four of the study.  

Research Question 

Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) are a significant part of any 

emerging market; however, research on WOSBs in the federal marketplace is scarce.  

The researcher attempted to understand how human capital impacts organizational 

effectiveness.  Furthermore, the researcher investigated factors influencing human 

capital's role in a firm's survival.  Van Marrewijk and Timmers (2003) maintain that 

management should view their human capital as partners who can professionally discuss 

overall costs and firm productivity.  The researchers posited that dialogue between 

management and employees to solve strategic problems contributes to commitment and 

organizational alignment.     

Research into the importance of WOSBs to the economy and the knowledge of 

how human capital influences organizational effectiveness in WOSBs as they pursue 

government contracts is lacking.  The research sought to explore rather than predict what 

factors would be uncovered that influence human capital.  Selart and Patokorpi (2009) 

argue that management should engage employees in creating a shared vision and 

encourage their participation in decision-making.  These scholars also assert that 

including employees in the decision-making process improves the outcome and quality of 

decisions.  Businesses that lack knowledge of properly engaging their workforce when 

making strategic decisions could struggle to compete successfully against other 

businesses (Hitt, Harrison, Hoskisson, & Summers, 1994).  It is critical to understand 
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what factors influence the human capital of WOSBs and how human capital, in turn, 

influences organizational effectiveness since this could mean the difference between 

winning or losing government contracts. 

Jacobson and Sowa (2015) suggest that "human resources play a critical role in 

the success of organizations" (p 1) and must be leveraged to increase firm performance.  

The impact of human capital on the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs pursuing 

government contracts in Northern Alabama has not been fully explored in the literature.  

More importantly, this study adds to the organizational effectiveness literature and helps 

fill the gap for a population that has been underserved and under-researched.  Therefore, 

the focus of this research provided salient contributions to the literature and explored how 

factors influencing human capital contributed to organizational effectiveness and their 

impact on a WOSB successfully securing a government contract.  Hence, the research 

question was: 

How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to capture government contracts? 

This research extends the organizational effectiveness literature by investigating 

factors influencing human capital and how human capital impacts organizational 

effectiveness.  The study in later chapters addressed assumptions regarding how this 

phenomenon may occur.  According to Lawler and Worley (2006), organizations that 

stay connected to their environments, reward experimentation, learn about new practices 

and technologies, commit to continuously improving performance, and seek temporary 

competitive advantages achieve organizational effectiveness.  Koys (2001) conducted 
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research that asserts that conscientious and altruistic employees influence a firm's 

profitability, while employee job satisfaction influences customer satisfaction.  The 

researcher of this study sought to identify factors influencing human capital in WOSBs.  

Therefore, the first assumption is that some factors in Women-Owned Small Businesses 

lead to organizational effectiveness. 

Research has shown that when individuals are educated, trained, and developed, 

they positively impact organizational effectiveness (Abd Rahman, Ng, Sambasivan, & 

Wong, 2013).  Lawler (2005) states that firms are highly dependent on their human 

capital for their competitive advantage; moreover, effective talent management can help 

change management, influence business strategy, and host other high-value-added 

activities that impact organizational effectiveness.  Stanton and Nankervis (2011) 

examined effective Human Resource Management (HRM) processes and suggested they 

have the capacity to contribute significantly to organizational effectiveness by increasing 

productivity, efficiency, return on investment, competitiveness, and profitability.   

While research has shown that skills are vital (Hisrich & Brush, 1984), knowledge 

also has its place.  Jardon and Gonzalez-Loureiro (2013) contend that human capital is a 

source of competitive advantage that helps to build dynamic competencies that also build 

value.  Zheng, Yang, and McLean (2010) posited that knowledge bolsters the impact of 

the organization's culture and the organization's strategy on organizational effectiveness.  

My research scrutinized each firm's core competencies by examining each with a mix of 

observations and open-ended questions to explore those factors that may be common 

across both firms.  Therefore, assumptions 2a and 2b are that human capital, consisting of 
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skills, within WOSBs contributes to core competencies, and human capital, consisting of 

knowledge, within WOSBs contributes to core competencies. 

Clardy (2008) asserts that core competencies are a crucial basis for competitive 

advantage.  Scholars agree that core competencies are central to organizational 

effectiveness.  Richard and Johnson (2001) examined the effective use of human capital 

on organizational performance.  The scholars found that human resource management 

reduces employee turnover and increases overall market performance assessment.  

McCann (2004) determined that agility and resiliency were critical components of 

organizational effectiveness; however, my research highlights different competencies 

across all cases.  While the results show that the factors above and some other factors are 

applicable to one firm, it has also shown that some factors did not apply to other firms 

under examination.  Ultimately, this study focused on robustness in investigating how 

human capital impacts organizational effectiveness.  Therefore, the third assumption is 

WOSBs use core competencies to achieve organizational effectiveness. 

While Manzoor (2012) found a positive relationship between highly motivated 

employees to accomplish tasks and organizational performance, the researcher discovered 

that some employees, as human capital, hamper effectiveness.  Research indicated that 

ignoring or marginalizing the development of individuals can hamper organizational 

effectiveness.  Pettaway, Waller, and Waller (2015) concluded that (1) employee 

involvement and buy-in, (2) a reciprocal relationship between employees and the 

organization, (3) a secure and professional work environment, and (4) a strong 

organizational commitment to continuous improvement are factors that drive the 
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perception of organizational effectiveness in employees.  This study sought to obtain 

honest responses from subjects who reported various negative views regarding their 

organization or fellow employees and ensured that their privacy was kept.  Therefore, the 

fourth assumption is some human capital resources in WOSBs may hamper 

organizational effectiveness. 

Wiener (1988) reported that cultural factors, such as shared values, contributed to 

organizational effectiveness.  Furthermore, Patricia-Ordóñez, and Lytras (2008) 

purported that qualified and motivated employees lead to higher profitability, less 

rotation, higher product quality, lower costs in manufacturing, and faster implementation 

of the organizational strategy.  Reimann (1975) found that organizational effectiveness 

was essentially a function of the degree to which the high-ranking decision-makers 

valued their organizations in terms of achieving goals (profit and sales growth, product 

quality, employee satisfaction, etc.) and in terms of their job satisfaction (executive 

turnover).  The researcher's investigation for this study uncovered rich data and will 

discuss the data and other factors that may help improve organizational effectiveness in 

Chapter four.  Therefore, the fifth and final assumption is some factors in WOSBs assist 

in improving organizational effectiveness. 

Definition of Terms   

The paper will use terms from the defense industry, which may not be well known in the 

academic community.   

Contract Award – Acceptance of a bid by a project owner based on criteria presented by 

the bidding contractor. 
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Defense Sector – A group of firms that conduct research, development, testing, 

engineering, production, or sustainment of material intended for the Department of 

Defense (DoD).  

Federal Acquisition Regulation – The set of U.S. federal regulations applied to 

government contracting.  

Federal Contracting Dollars – Federal funding that Congress appropriates for the 

execution of an approved requirement by the Department of Defense (DoD). 

Set-Aside - A set-aside is a contract offered by government agencies to small businesses 

that have complied with precise requirements. 

Small Business Association – A U.S. government agency that aids entrepreneurs and 

small businesses. 

Sole-Source – A contract award that a contracting officer can provide to small businesses 

without full and open competition. 

Women-Owned Small Business – A small business in which a woman (U.S. citizen) 

owns or controls more than 51% of the firm and manages the daily operations and long-

term decisions.       

Significance of the Study 

A study that helps investigate the impact of human capital on organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs seeking government contracts is unique and contributes to the 

organizational effectiveness body of knowledge (Coleman, 2005; McManus, 2012).  A 

study of this context also assists strategic management and human resource practitioners 
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in understanding factors influencing human capital and how it shapes the organizational 

effectiveness of WOSBs.  The results from this study will help practitioners understand 

the role of knowledge and skills within a WOSB securing a federal contract, especially as 

it navigates the federal marketplace.  While the study looks at WOSBs from Northern 

Alabama, the results may not be generalizable to other regions of the country.  Another 

study may provide this insight by taking the study to other regions of the United States.   

Although the United States has programs to assist WOSBs in competing for 

federal contracts, other countries may not have similar programs.  Nakabayashi (2013) 

asserted that many governments worldwide use federal preference programs to provide 

disadvantaged small businesses with economic opportunities.  The researcher claims that 

many disadvantaged small businesses would simply exit the market if preference 

programs were not provided.  Finally, my research will extend the organizational 

effectiveness literature, which has been plagued with disagreement among scholars for 

decades (Cameron, 2015; Gochhayat, Giri, & Suar, 2017; Kareem & Hussein, 2019; 

Kumari & Thapliyal, 2017; Nguyen, 2017; Sharma & Singh, 2019).   

Assumptions and Limitations 

Assumptions   

The primary theoretical assumption of the study is that human capital, as a key 

resource and shaped by HCM, can impact the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs 

seeking government contracts.  As women continue to enter the workforce as small 

business owners (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018), researchers must understand those 

factors influencing human capital and its relationship to organizational effectiveness.  
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The five assumptions for the study used to address the research questions are below: (1) 

Some factors are present in Women-Owned Small Businesses that lead to organizational 

effectiveness; (2a): Human Capital, consisting of skills, within Women-Owned Small 

Businesses contributes to core competencies; (2b): Human Capital, consisting of 

knowledge, within Women-Owned Small Business contributes to core competencies; (3):  

Women-Owned Small Businesses use core competencies to achieve organizational 

effectiveness; (4): Some human capital resources in Women-Owned Small Businesses 

may hamper organizational effectiveness; and (5): Some factors in Women-Owned Small 

Businesses assist in improving organizational effectiveness. 

Limitations 

 The researcher was limited to analyzing WOSBs from Northern Alabama due to 

proximity and the ongoing global pandemic.  Chapter three provides an analysis of the 

WOSB case selection.  While the methodology was a case study from an explorative 

approach, it did present challenges reaching subjects due to social distancing because of 

Coronavirus pandemic restrictions within the state of Alabama.  The researcher looked at 

commonality across firms and discovered that some factors influencing human capital are 

unique. 

The study's limitations also included a lack of openness from two of the four 

WOSB cases when sharing their business experiences working with the federal 

government.  While two WOSB owners sat for an interview, both restricted the 

researcher from interviewing their employees.  While this occurrence was unfortunate, 

the owners provided rich data for the study.  Nevertheless, the other two WOSB owners 
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did allow their employees to be asked open-ended questions.  Due to the sensitivity of 

working with a disadvantaged group, the owners, management, and workforce will 

remain anonymous, and the researcher assigned pseudonyms to all subjects.   

Organization of the Remainder of the Dissertation 

Chapter one provided an overview of the study.  Chapter two consists of the 

literature review, which will cover themes that are relevant to the study.  Chapter three 

describes the methodology for a qualitative study, including the research design, 

methods, and procedures used to report the data.  Chapter four presents the analysis and 

findings from the study.  Lastly, chapter five provides a discussion including the overall 

results, implications, and future recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Overview 

 The impact of human capital upon the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) may shed light on the phenomenon of these firms 

seeking to capture government contracts.  Understanding the impact of human capital 

upon organizational effectiveness in WOSBs may also help in understanding how 

knowledge and skills contribute to the firm's ability to secure a government contract.  

According to Dilger (2021), most government contracts awarded to WOSBs occur after a 

full and open competition with other firms or other small businesses from a preference 

program such as a Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business.  A study examining how 

human capital influences organizational effectiveness within WOSBs seeking 

government contracts should begin with a foundation of examining competitive 

advantage, absorptive capacity, and core competencies.   

Competitive advantage (Barney, 1986, 1991, 1995; Christensen, 2001; Porter, 

1980,1985; Wernerfelt, 1984) is achieved when a firm provides buyers with superior 

value or offers the same value at a lower cost to the firm as compared to rival sellers.  

The works of Barney (1986, 1991), Postrel (2006), and Denrell, Fang, & Zhao (2013) 

will inform the discussion on competitive advantage and its importance to the research 

question.  These works explore how Barney understands competitive advantage in 

addition to his views on human capital.  The other works critically examine competitive 

advantage and why high-performing firms do not always sustain a competitive advantage.   
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Absorptive Capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Zahra & George, 2002) is a 

firm's ability to identify new information and assimilate, transform, and apply it toward 

commercial use.  The works of Lane & Lubatkin (1998), Schmidt (2010), and Todorova 

& Durisin (2007) will also assist in providing a foundation for Absorptive Capacity and 

its relevance to the research question.  These works provide a critique of Absorptive 

Capacity and provide a different perspective on how firms understand the importance of 

information.  Finally, Core Competencies (Gallon, Stillman, and Coates, 1995; Prahalad 

& Hamel, 1991, 1997, 2003;) are a specialized area of expertise that firms do extremely 

well in that offer a sustainable advantage.  The works of Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter 

(1996), Clardy (2008), Dyer and Shafer (1998), Kurz & Bartram (2002), and 

Mascarenhas, Baveja & Jamil (1998), will provide a basis upon which to address the 

research question.  Each of these works explored the importance of employees as a key 

resource and how human capital influences effectiveness in firms.    

While Competitive Advantage, Core Competencies, and Absorptive Capacity 

focus on the external impacts for WOSBs seeking to capture government contracts, an 

understanding of the influence that Human Capital Theory (HCT) and Human Capital 

Management (HCM) have internally on organizational effectiveness are essential to the 

tenants of this study.  Human Capital Theory (Becker, 1962, 1964; Mincer, 1958; Rosen, 

1976; Schultz, 1961) argues that workers have the skills and abilities that firms can 

cultivate over time with education and training.  Scholars such as Blaug (1976), 

Bouchard (1998), Buta (2015), Hayek, Thomas, Novicevic, & Montalvo (2016), Sikora, 

Thompson, Russell, & Ferris (2016), Marginson (2019), & Valenti & Horner (2019) 

describe how HCT provides insight on the knowledge and skills of individuals.  
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Furthermore, Human Capital Management (Finn, 2003; Perez & de Pablos, 2003; and 

Van Marrewijk & Timmers, 2003) is the investment in people and the alignment of the 

workforce with the missions and objectives of the firm.   

Human Capital Management shapes human capital into a resource that may be 

key to securing government contracts; moreover, the study helps one to understand the 

importance of organizational effectiveness within WOSBs pursuing government 

contracts.  Bell, Brown, and Weiss (2018), Coleman (2007), Dahou and Hacini (2018), 

Lajili (2014), Lin, Wang, Wang, and Jaw (2017), Mubarik, Devadason, and Chandran 

(2016), Toszewska-Czerniej (2018), Tucker (2018), and Young (2005) will emphasize 

how Human Capital Management Frameworks impact the skills and the knowledge of 

workers to shape human capital into core competencies that achieve organizational 

effectiveness.  Specifically, these works address how a firm management investment in 

human capital is positively correlated to an increase in firm performance; furthermore, 

these works address the link between employee development and sustaining a 

competitive advantage.   

 The influence of human capital on organizational effectiveness in WOSBs 

seeking government contracts is a phenomenon that this study has explored.  How human 

capital shapes organizational effectiveness has not been adequately researched for 

WOSBs.  Only by thoroughly examining the theoretical foundations of Competitive 

Advantage, Absorptive Capacity, Core Competencies, Human Capital Management, and 

Human Capital Theory can one understand the construct of Organizational Effectiveness 

within a WOSB seeking to capture government contracts.  A holistic evaluation of the 
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literature is necessary to frame the research question properly.  Thus, the theoretical 

framework and research question guiding the study is discussed in the next section.   

Theoretical Framework 

 Figure 1 captures the disciplines and theories relevant to this study and are of 

central importance to the research question. 

 

Figure 1  

Theoretical Framework 

 

The research question from this study assists in extending the understanding of 

organizational effectiveness, which is an under-researched construct (Cameron, 1986, 

1981; Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983; Reimann, 1975; Steers, 1975).  Competitive 

Advantage, Absorptive Capacity, and Core Competencies may shape the construct of 

Organizational Effectiveness.  Human Capital Theory, Human Capital Management, and 
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Human Capital are essential components of organizational effectiveness requiring 

examination as WOSBs pursue government contracts. 

Research Question 

Recent research (Cameron, 2015; Gochhayat, Giri, & Suar, 2017; Kareem & Hussein, 

2019; Kumari & Thapliyal, 2017; Nguyen, 2017; Sharma & Singh, 2019) demonstrates 

disagreement about the construct of organizational effectiveness, particularly about how 

to define or measure it.  My research, however, adds value to an understanding of 

organizational effectiveness within the underserved population of Women-Owned Small 

Businesses (Hisrich & Brush, 1999).  The purpose of the qualitative study is to explore 

the lived experience of those surrounding organizational effectiveness from WOSBs 

within the defense sector of Northern Alabama in pursuit of government contracts.  

Specifically, the research question guiding the study is: 

How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses) attempting to capture government contracts? 

Competitive Advantage 

 Any discussion on competitive advantage should begin with a look at the 

competition.  Porter (1980, 1985) asserted that competition is at the heart of whether a 

firm succeeds or fails.  He also stated that competition drives the other activities at the 

core of whether a firm succeeds at obtaining a favorable competitive position.  Porter's 

(1980, 1985) theories and research for his rules of competition are encapsulated by the 

following five competitive forces: the entry of new competitors, the threat of substitutes, 

the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, and the rivalry among 
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existing competitors.  According to Porter (1980; 1985), the number of new entrants in a 

market can erode profitability, and the threat of substitute products increases the 

likelihood of customers switching to a cheaper alternative in response to a price increase.  

Porter (1980, 1985) also contended that the number of buyers in a market could dictate 

terms to drive down prices.  Similarly, the number of suppliers could dictate terms to 

drive prices up.  Finally, Porter (1980, 1985) stated that competition between competitors 

in a market might reduce attractiveness if many different products or services are offered.  

For a WOSB competing for government contracts, these competitive forces could present 

a challenge as it competes for a government contract.  The challenge becomes even more 

difficult with a government customer levying contractual requirements, shifting 

government risk to the WOSB, and the competitiveness of a crowded federal marketplace 

(Johnston, Romzek & Wood, 2004).   

It should be noted that not all scholars concur fully with Porter's Five Forces.  

Christensen (2001) criticized the concept of competitive advantage as a false idol in 

which success is promised by mimicking the strategies of a successful firm.  Christensen 

(2001) strongly emphasized that the practices and models that are working for successful 

firms today are due in part to "particular factors at work under particular conditions at 

this particular time" (p. 105).  Further, Christensen (2001) declared that as competitive 

advantage wanes, firms must operate on a much lower overhead. They must mix and 

match their human resources to meet customers' needs.  Sikora, Thompson, Russell, and 

Ferris (2016) stressed the importance of hiring overqualified job candidates to increase a 

firm's performance.  The scholars asserted that maintaining a competitive advantage is 

dependent upon the retention of this overqualified human capital.  Missing from the 
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literature but explored in detail with this study is the human capital impact on 

organizational effectiveness within WOSBs as they pursue government contracts.  

 Postrel (2006) goes further than criticizing the concept of competitive advantage; 

he unequivocally declared that Porter's Five Forces provide conflicting definitions of 

competitive advantage, which has caused a multitude of scholars to produce a stream of 

conflicting definitions.  Postrel (2006) contended that Porter (1980, 1985) has several 

interpretations of competitive advantage.  One interpretation explained that competitive 

advantage is generated from the superior offers of one firm over another firm and a 

second interpretation is that competitive advantage is created from surplus rents.  While 

Resourced-Based View (RBV) (Barney, 1991) is discussed in the next section, Postrel 

(2006) even criticized Barney and states that RBV is more about what sustains an 

advantage than clearly defining the advantage.  This study does not take a position on 

whether competitive advantage has been defined appropriately in literature.  However, it 

is more concerned with other factors as WOSBs compete for government contracts. 

Denrell, Fang, and Zhao (2012) analyzed competitive advantage from the 

standpoint of the Bayesian framework in which managers look quantitatively at the 

differences between certain advantages within a firm.  Their results have implications for 

managers looking at the capabilities of high-performing versus low-performing firms.  

Denrell et al. (2012) avowed that managers should not be fooled by other high-

performance firms that could have a fleeting cumulative advantage; furthermore, other 

temporarily lower-performing firms may have superior capabilities arising from 

investment in superior skills or efforts putting them on the rebound.   
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For the purpose of this study and to expand the literature, the Competitive 

Advantage for a WOSB is achieved when the firm captures a federal contract and 

successfully wins a repeat bid.  While the study has addressed previous research on 

competitive advantage, it will now transition into the Resources-Based View (RBV), an 

extension of competitive advantage, and the role that human capital may serve.   

Barney (1986, 1991, 2002), Kraaijenbrink (2011), Peteraf & Barney (2003), and  

Wernerfelt (1984) are among the scholars who contributed to the RBV body of 

knowledge.  Penrose's (1959) seminal article described a firm as a bundle of resources 

and that the growth of firms can be restrained by managerial resources.  Penrose (1959) 

posited that firms must balance exploiting their existing resources while developing new 

ones.  Wernerfelt (1984) continued to advance the literature and was the first to coin the 

term "Resourced-Based View of the Firm."  Wernerfelt (1984) argued that products and 

resources formed a duality or a resource position corresponding to the product market 

position.  The scholar was also critical in defining resources as being tangible or 

intangible; moreover, these same resources could also be a strength or weakness for a 

firm.  To understand how human capital as a key resource contributes to sustaining a 

competitive advantage in a firm, one must first examine the impact of human capital 

within the RBV literature.  The following RBV articles inform the concept of human 

capital as a resource.  Additionally, RBV codifies human capital as a critical resource 

(Delery & Roumpi, 2017).   

While Penrose and Wernerfelt established the roots of RBV, Barney (1991) was 

the scholar who set the boundaries and the conditions that resources must be Valuable, 
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Rare, imperfectly Imitable, and Non-substitutable (VRIN) to sustain a competitive 

advantage.  Valuable means that a firm's resources must have a greater worth than 

resources in competing firms; furthermore, a rare resource must be difficult to acquire 

relative to demand.  Lastly, Barney (1991) states that the resource should be difficult to 

imitate and difficult to substitute.  The key takeaway in defining resources that 

researchers did not acknowledge initially is that human capital is as critical as land, 

material, or other tangible assets.   

Hatch and Dyer (2004) provided empirical evidence of the inimitability of human 

capital.  The scholars looked at the semiconductor manufacturing industry and found that 

investments in human capital had a significant impact on a firm's performance.  Lastly, 

Hatch and Dyer (2004) suggested that human capital training is key to improving 

performance since it reduces a firm's costs.  Saa-Perez and Garcia-Falcon (2002) 

conducted an empirical study using Spanish savings banks to assert that human capital 

can positively impact a firm's performance and influence the organization's capabilities.  

Westhead, Wright, and Ucbasaran (2001) focused their empirical research on small and 

medium enterprises from the manufacturing, construction, and service sectors to contend 

that firms with human capital resources with considerable management experience led to 

increased firm performance.  Finally, Abhayawansa and Abeysekera (2008) described 

human capital as a collection of competencies and knowledge controlled by the 

workforce.  They found that human capital creates value for the firm and leads to 

increased firm performance when aligned with corporate culture and systems.  

Abhayawansa and Abeysekera (2008) also posited that the workforce, as a bundle of 

competencies and knowledge, informed RBV.   
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Although Barney (1986, 1991, 1995) contributed immensely to the RBV literature 

regarding how firms sustain a competitive advantage, it is interesting that other scholars 

ventured into other disciplines as an extension of competitive advantage.  Rumelt (1984) 

was the first to use the term "isolating mechanisms" as potential means to preserve a 

competitive advantage.  Rumelt (1984) described isolating mechanisms as barriers to 

imitation that help sustain a competitive advantage.  The most important tenets from 

Rumelt (1984) for isolating mechanisms is that they have the following attributes:  a) 

path dependence or unique historical conditions that tend to shape future events; b) 

resource uniqueness; c) social complexity (interdependencies embedded in an 

organization); d) causal ambiguity; and e) time-compression (time constraints in catching 

up).   

While isolating mechanisms (Rumelt, 1984; Dierickx & Cool, 1989) prevented 

competitors from eroding a firm's advantage, D'Aveni (1994) coined the phrase 

"hypercompetition" to characterize the rapid change in markets.  D'Aveni (1994) argued 

that firms should not focus on sustainable advantages but build a series of temporary 

advantages.  Around a decade later, Miller (2003) introduced "Asymmetries" and argued 

that Asymmetries are the possible origin of a sustainable competitive advantage.  Miller 

(2003) stated that Asymmetries are rare, inimitable, non-substitutable, but not initially 

valuable and not supported by the organization.  D’Aveni, Dagnino, and Smith (2010) 

took a macro approach to negatively impacting a sustainable competitive advantage and 

argued that technical change, globalization, deregulation, privatization, government 

subsidies, and pressure for short-term results are key contributors.  While some of these 

scholars focused on factors that sustain or diminish a competitive advantage, this study 
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extended the literature by focusing on human capital as a key resource and its influence 

on organizational effectiveness. 

While many authors pointed to the positive relationship between various 

resources and RBV, it is not surprising that some scholars discuss its deficiencies.  

Kraaijenbrink (2011) produced an article that pointed to the weaknesses of RBV, 

including his assertions of its vague notions regarding resources and value.   

Kraaijenbrink's (2011) main critique was that RBV failed by treating all resources as 

equivalent and never attempted to differentiate one resource from another type of 

resource, especially human capital.   

Even with that critique, scholars such as Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, and Kochhar 

(2001) provided empirical data from the service sector that demonstrated how human 

capital moderated the relationship between strategy and firm performance.  Ployhart, Van 

Iddekinge, and MacKenzie (2011) constructed an empirical study that focused on 

depicting how changes in generic human capital (personality and cognitive ability) can 

lead to changes in unit-specific human capital (advanced training and experience).  

Furthermore, the scholars asserted that these changes resulted in improved performance, 

behavior, and effectiveness. 

Wright, Dunford, and Snell (2001) introduced a model intending to increase the 

collaboration between RBV and Human Resource Management, and they posited that the 

workforce, as a bundle of competencies and knowledge, informs RBV.  Wright et al. 

(2001) contended that there is a plethora of literature regarding human capital, composed 

of the management and workforce, who assist in sustaining a competitive advantage, but 
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there is little research on developing, motivating, and retaining them.  Additionally, 

Wright et al. (2001) stated that Human Resource Management has literature on the 

retention and development of people, but there is a dearth of research from human 

resource scholars on the focus of the retention and development of people within the 

firm.  They proposed a model suggesting that people management systems composed of 

staffing, training, rewards, and appraisals could create value by impacting the change of 

dynamic capabilities, intellectual capital, and knowledge management that form the basis 

of core competencies discussed later in this chapter.  As the literature alludes, human 

capital is an essential resource for a firm, but some scholars still discount its contribution 

to sustaining a competitive advantage. 

 While Coff (1997) posited that human capital should be viewed as only meeting 

three RBV tenets of scarcity (valuable), specialization of skills (rare), and tacit 

knowledge (non-substitutable), Barney & Wright (1998) argued that human capital often 

meets all four of the RBV criteria including imperfectly imitable.  Crook, Todd, Combs, 

Woehr, and Ketchen (2011) conducted empirical research which emphasized that human 

capital is positively related to organizational performance when management invests in 

programs that increase or retain specific human capital.  Shaw, Park, and Kim (2013) 

conducted empirical research that concurred and purported that increasing the knowledge 

and skills of the workforce can provide a sustained competitive advantage.  Overall, the 

research by Shaw et al. (2013) extended the literature by providing details on how human 

capital shapes performance; interestingly, not all human capital leads to firm success. 
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Other researchers such as Richard and Johnson (2001) studied the effective use of 

human capital on organizational performance through an RBV lens.  The researchers 

found that effective human resource policies reduced employee turnover and increased a 

firm's overall market performance.  The researchers contended that when human resource 

management created advanced human capital skills, experience, and knowledge, an 

increased human resource management effectiveness occurred.  Richard and Johnson 

(2001) stated that their results could also be based on firms with higher performance 

having more resources to commit toward human resource functions.   

Galbreath (2005) conducted an exploratory study of RBV to discover which 

resources matter most to a firm's success.  While the scholar examined tangible assets, 

intangible assets, and human capital capabilities, the empirical study suggested that 

human capital capabilities contributed the most to a firm's success.  Galbreath (2005) 

suggested that a firm should actively develop human capital and the systems that aid in 

this development.  He stated that his small sample size and exploratory nature of the 

study might limit its generalizability.   

Foss (1997) provided another look at sustaining a competitive advantage through 

the RBV lens.  The scholar explained a basic rule of economics that occurs when 

valuable resources are in short supply relative to demand and when these resources are 

deemed rare, they may yield a distinct return called a rent.  Foss (1997) also clarified that 

when it is impossible or costly for firms to imitate or substitute the resource of another 

firm, then the rent is sustainable.   
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While Barney (1991) argued that to have the potential to provide a sustainable 

competitive advantage, a resource must be VRIN, he also added in later literature that a 

resource must be VRIO (Barney, 1997).  Kull, Mena, and Korschun (2016) report that 

Barney removed nonsubstitutability since it was redundant with inimitability.  According 

to Barney (1997), the "O" asked whether the firm is organized to capture or exploit the 

value of the resource; moreover, failure to organize would not lead to a sustained 

competitive advantage.   

  Again, not all scholars agree with or support RBV.  Kraaijenbrinjk, Spender, and 

Groen (2010) raised three main critiques of RBV.  They initially stated that the 

VRIN/VRIO framework is theoretically imperfect and not empirically well-supported.  

Kraaijenbrinjk et al. (2010) asserted that the value of resources is difficult to determine 

and that the definition of resources is all-inclusive and unworkable.  While the previous 

points have some merit, Barney (1997) showed that VRIO conditions are necessary for 

building and maintaining a competitive advantage.  Even as early as 1986, Barney 

affirmed that culture could serve as a sustainable competitive advantage.  The critical 

tenant of RBV established human capital as a key resource and basis for core 

competencies, and this study helped to extend the previous literature. 

Core Competencies 

In their seminal article, Prahalad and Hamel (1990) described core competencies 

as the collective knowledge in the organization, especially when coordinating diverse 

skills and integrating technologies.  Additionally, the effort of establishing core 

competencies involved many personnel across the firm.  Prahalad and Hamel (1990) 
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recommended asking four questions for identifying a core competence within a firm to 

support a strategic objective.  The questions are as follows:  

(1) how long could we dominate our business if we did not control this 

competency; 

(2) what future opportunities would we lose without it;  

(3) does it provide access to multiple markets; and 

(4) do customer benefits revolve around it?  

Prahalad and Hamel (1990) stressed that core competencies must be established by 

investing in needed technologies, forging strategic alliances, and creating products from 

within. 

Prahalad and Hamel (1990) contended that core competencies are realized with 

communication, involvement, and a deep commitment to working across the firm's 

boundaries.  Moreover, they argued that competencies are enhanced when they are 

applied and shared across the organization.  Prahalad and Hamel (1990) suggested that 

companies that look at themselves as discrete businesses will most likely fail to build 

core competencies.  The scholars emphasized that core competencies provide access to 

various markets and increase perceived customer benefits.  Finally, as a nod to RBV, 

Prahalad, and Hamel (1990) indicated that a core competence should be difficult to 

imitate. 

Core competencies may impact Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) 

attempting to capture a government contract?  According to McManus (2012), many 
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WOSBs have the distinct disadvantage of being minority-owned and small firms.  They 

tend to have less capital that would help them stay solvent while competing to provide 

goods and services to the federal government (McManus, 2012).  My research explored 

human capital within WOSBs and how management identifies and cultivates this core 

competency to compete in a crowded federal marketplace.   

Dyer and Shafer (1998) contended that human resources as a core competency 

contribute to organizational effectiveness.  They acknowledged that the literature linking 

core competencies and organizational effectiveness is scant.  Dyer and Shafer (1998) 

formulated a framework to suggest that (1) work design, (2) staffing, (3) training and 

development, (4) performance management, (5) reward and recognition, (6) work 

context, and (7) employee communication are necessary competencies for organizational 

effectiveness with a firm.  Additionally, competencies may positively influence the 

effectiveness of a firm. 

Dyer and Shafer (1998) asserted that (1) work design, how assignments are 

defined, is the first core competency.  The scholars proclaimed that once employees, as a 

human resource, take true ownership of their assignment and if they have a chance for job 

elevation, they will strive for exceptional results.  They posited that blended work 

assignments, flexible work schedules, and cross-functional teams are just a few ways to 

operationalize this competency.  Dyer and Shafer (1998) also stated that (2) staffing 

begins with focusing on recruitment patterns to adapt to changing business conditions.  

Once organizations can forecast future needs between core employees, contractors, and 
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temporary personnel, they can develop employees as resources for upward mobility and 

decrease employee turnover.  

Dyer and Shafer (1998) described (3) training and development to ensure that 

employees understand the marketplace, how the organization competes, financial 

realities, critical success factors, and how employees contribute to the overall firm 

success.  The researchers contended that some firms extend this competency to include 

employees of customers, suppliers, and actual, or potential, partners.  The scholars 

declared that (4) performance management is an effort that emphasizes embracing 

change, trust, prudent risk-taking, teamwork and cooperation, and open information 

exchange. 

Dyer and Shafer (1998) avowed that the core competency of (5) reward and 

recognition emphasizes on-the-spot recognition to reinforce the sense of ownership, 

contribution to the firm, and alignment with core organizational values.  The (6) work 

context core competency, according to Dyer and Shafer (1998), embraces flexibility 

toward organizational policy decisions.  The scholars recommended that organizations 

provide employee education or training on perks such as dining facilities, parking spots, 

401K and other investment options to increase trust in the organization.  Finally, (7) 

employee communication is the last competency described by Dyer and Shafer (1998) 

and is foundational.  The researchers recommended that firms focus on communicating 

with employees via memos, newsletters, e-mail, intranet, electronic bulletin boards, 

among others, to share relevant information.  They encouraged firms to explore employee 

perceptions and mindsets.  This study further extended the literature by examining how 
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WOSBs within the defense sector of Northern Alabama use their human capital to shape 

internal core competencies.   

Kurz and Bartram (2002) formulated a framework to assist researchers in 

investigating organizational effectiveness while asserting that the performance of 

individuals, as a core competency, drives organizational performance.  They stated that 

competencies are the interactions between people and organizations and how they 

enhance or impose constraints on performance opportunities.  While Kurz and Bartram 

(2002) agreed that much empirical modeling has occurred, they confessed that much 

work is still left to link competencies and organizational effectiveness. 

Clardy (2008) strongly affirmed the importance of core competencies as the basis 

for sustainable competitive advantage; moreover, the researcher lamented the lack of 

research on the role of human capital in core competency development.  The researcher 

also hypothesized that core competencies are based on the firm's internal capabilities and 

are embedded in the firm's workforce.  Clardy (2008) stated that core competencies are 

based on intangible and tacit capabilities rooted in employees' knowledge and skills.  

Finally, the scholar asserted emphatically that core competencies could not guarantee 

success, but they can function as an operational and innovative tool for sustaining high 

performance. 

Mascarenhas, Baveja, and Jamil (1998) conducted case study research on twelve 

(12) multinational companies and examined how core competencies originate and how 

managers can develop them.  The researchers asked executives to explicate their 

company's core competencies, how they were created, how they changed over time, and 
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their future plans surrounding core competencies.  Ultimately, the scholars found that 

successful companies develop new competencies to respond to changing business 

conditions.  Mascarenhas et al. (1998) also described a shift in companies attempting to 

merge or acquire other firms to obtain additional core competencies.  Multiple 

competencies make it difficult for competitors to imitate, leading to long-term survival 

(Mascarenhas et al., 1998). 

Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter (1996) stressed that workforce management 

practices serve as the driver for creating core competencies leading to successful business 

strategies.  They conducted a paired comparison between human resource competencies 

and business strategies.  Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter (1996) explored Outside 

Development (i.e., external to the firm) versus Inside Development (i.e., internal to the 

firm) of employees as compared to flexibility versus established/niche markets.  Cappelli 

and Crocker-Hefter (1996) determined that organizations such as Pepsi tended to move 

quickly to capture new opportunities focused on flexibility and did not develop employee 

competencies inside the firm.  The scholars concluded that organizations such as Coke 

competed through their dominance in a market and tended to rely upon the internal 

development of employees.  Cappelli and Crocker-Hefter (1996) suggested that firms 

focus on ensuring a variety in employment practices to achieve a competitive advantage. 

While numerous researchers within the strategic management field focus on a 

firm's competencies (King & Zeithaml, 2001, Leonard-Barton, 1992; 1995), few studies 

concentrate on establishing human capital as a core competency contributing to 

organizational performance.  In addition, few researchers have conducted studies to show 
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how a core competency can be developed or maintained even as seasoned employees 

leave and new employees are brought on-board for training (Ireland & Hitt, 1999).   

While Nordhaug and Gronhaug (1994) argued that firms are made up of 

individuals who possess unique skills with various knowledge that make up a portfolio of 

competencies, Lepak and Snell (1999) concurred with and expanded the previous 

research.  Lepak and Snell (1999) researched and affirmed the link between a firm's core 

competencies, the human capital that comprised it, and the human capital management 

systems that maintained it.  With the earlier research pointing to human capital as a 

critical resource for obtaining a competitive advantage, further research is needed to 

better understand core competencies as a key influence on organizational effectiveness.  

Further research is needed that focuses on the interaction between human capital and how 

those interactions comprise competencies.  While the previous streams of literature 

explored Competitive Advantage, including RBV, Human Capital, and Core 

Competencies, the next section will discuss absorptive capacity and how it impacts 

organizational effectiveness. 

Absorptive Capacity   

Absorptive capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Zahra & George, 2002) suggests 

that a firm can identify new information, assimilate, transform, and apply that 

information toward commercial use.  Cohen and Levinthal (1990) contended that 

developing an effective absorptive capacity depends on the firm's individual members; 

however, they admit that absorptive capacity is not the summation of each employee's 

absorptive capacity.  The scholars further affirmed that absorptive capacity does not 
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depend solely on the firm's exposure to the external environment.  The empirical analysis 

of Cohen and Levinthal (1990) concluded that absorptive capacity is typically developed 

and exploited when knowledge is already within a firm's current knowledge base.  They 

point out that a firm must be dedicated to assimilating and transforming new knowledge 

unrelated to its base knowledge.  How a WOSB uses absorptive capacity within the 

workforce to influence organizational effectiveness is an area that this study explored.          

Zahra and George (2002) were the first researchers who offered a 

reconceptualization of absorptive capacity to reduce ambiguity in various absorptive 

capacity studies.  Furthermore, the scholar intended to advance a model that would 

identify when conditions were optimal for Potential and Realized Capacities to sustain a 

competitive advantage.  The authors distinguished Potential Capacity as acquiring 

knowledge for assimilation through the firm, while Realized Capacity focuses on 

transforming resident knowledge and exploiting it within the firm.  Zahra and George 

(2002) concentrated on absorptive capacity as a strategic process of transforming 

acquired knowledge and exploiting this knowledge for value creation.  The ability of a 

WOSB to transform and exploit knowledge to assist in capturing government contracts is 

a process this study investigated in later chapters.    

Todorova and Durisin (2007) critiqued the reconceptualization of absorptive 

capacity by Zahra & George (2002).  They stated that their research lacked gaps, 

ambiguities and did not truly extend the original contribution of Cohen & Levinthal 

(1990).  A major disagreement among both sets of scholars was the process of capturing 

individual capabilities that comprise absorptive capacities.  While Zahra and George 
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(2002) suggested that the drivers of transformation and assimilation are similar, Todorova 

& Durisin (2007) contended that those drivers are dissimilar and more complex.  Finally, 

Todorova and Durisin (2007) emphasized that recognizing the value of new external 

knowledge is not automatic and requires a firm to foster this ability since absorption 

begins there. 

Lane and Lubatkin (1998) took a different approach to the research by Cohen & 

Levinthal (1990) by suggesting that one firm's ability to learn from another firm is 

dependent upon both 'firms' knowledge bases, each 'firms' compensation, and 

organizational structure, and possession of similar logic for processing information.  

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) suggested that a firm's ability to recognize and value 

external knowledge depends on the firm having some underlying basic knowledge 

underpinning the new knowledge.  However, Lane and Lubatkin (1998) stated that new 

external knowledge that is specialized has the most significant potential for a firm to 

value and understand.  Lane and Lubatkin (1998) reconceptualized absorptive capacity 

with an empirical study differently than previous researchers by looking at two firms as a 

teacher-to-student construct.  Moreover, the scholars indicated that the student's ability to 

value, assimilate, and commercialize its teacher's knowledge is more likely to occur if 

both have similar core competencies.  A WOSB competing for a government contract 

against firms with similar core competencies may be better positioned to obtain a 

competitive advantage if it can identify any new information contained within the Federal 

Acquisition Regulation dictating how firms compete for government contracts.  
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Although Cohen and Levinthal (1990) examined absorptive capacity at the firm 

level, Schmidt (2010) provided a critique of the concept as difficult to measure especially 

using surveys.  Schmidt (2010) argued that the surveys researchers utilized created 

unintended difficulties for subjects to provide straightforward responses regarding their 

level of absorptive capacity.  It is interesting that while Schmidt (2010) lamented the use 

of a survey, he used data from a German innovation survey to investigate how firms 

exploit knowledge from external partners to advance their innovative activities.  Schmidt 

(2010) conducted an empirical study to examine the determinants of absorptive capacity 

within innovative firms.  He provided evidence that firms that introduce innovations 

based on external knowledge could successfully exploit this knowledge from external 

sources.  Schmidt (2010) stated that the drivers for successful absorptive capacity 

depended upon the firm's human resources and ability to share knowledge.  While 

Competitive Advantage and RBV, Core Competencies, and Absorptive capacity are 

salient disciplines for comprehension of the forces driving a WOSB to compete for a 

government contract in a competitive market, the subsequent section examines the critical 

resource of human capital and how it can impact organizational effectiveness.  

Human Capital Theory 

While this study extended organizational effectiveness literature, the research was 

grounded in Human Capital Theory.  A seminal work by Schultz (1961) suggested that 

human capital is the embodiment of knowledge management.  Schultz (1961) described 

human capital as a mix of explicit and implicit knowledge.  Moreover, human capital can 
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be described as that invisible force guiding management and employees to drive for 

competitiveness.   

Scholars like Valenti and Horner (2019) recently looked at Human Capital Theory 

from a ‘board of directors’ impact on innovation.  These scholars stressed the importance 

of external human capital influences that lead to competitiveness.  Their study examined 

whether the board served as a valuable human resource.  Ultimately, board tenure did 

have a positive relationship towards competitiveness which also spurred innovation.  The 

scholars found that human resource qualities such as scientific and financial expertise, 

industry experience, and women directors positively affected firm innovation in the 

pharmaceutical industry as measured by R&D expenditures and the number of patents.  

These results imply that directors' knowledge, experience, and expertise to corporate 

boards are important human resource considerations that contribute to competitiveness.   

Becker (1962) investigated Human Capital Theory, whose focus was investing in 

or influencing human capital.  Although his original aim was to focus on economic 

returns regarding high school and college education, he developed a theory of investment 

in human capital that focused on the individual.  Furthermore, Becker (1962) highlighted 

the two types of on-the-job investment from a general and specific training perspective.  

In an abbreviated sense, he sought to determine whether the employee or firm bears 

training costs.  According to Becker (1962), general training is an acquired skill that is 

identical within the firm, and firms are usually unwilling to pay the cost for this general 

training.   
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Becker (1962) declared that employees with general training usually earn a wage 

that is equal to their marginal productivity; thus, general trained workers earn the same 

pay.  An example of general training is earning a bachelor's degree and starting a job with 

entry-level pay.  On the other hand, the firm usually pays for specific training on behalf 

of the employee, leading to an increase in productivity if the employee stays with the 

firm.  Becker (1962) insisted that employees with specific training are less likely to be 

laid off by a firm since replacing them is costlier, and these same employees are less 

likely to leave an employer since their training is specific to their firm.  A WOSB seeking 

to compete by securing federal contracts may invest more in specific training to give its 

workforce a better understanding of Federal Acquisition Regulation guidelines and 

familiarity with certification as a WOSB within the Small Business Administration as a 

means to increase the likelihood of securing a government contract. 

 While some seminal articles were briefly discussed, Buta (2015) referenced 

Appendix A to depict the evolution of varying definitions of Human Capital Theory over 

time.  Buta (2015) discussed human capital as a key resource that can serve as a core 

competency.  The central theme posited by his study was that, as a resource, human 

capital is as valuable as other material or immaterial resources (Buta, 2015).  

Additionally, a synthesis of the “theorists'” definitions for this study is that the 

workforce's knowledge, skills, and abilities can create competitiveness and value when 

investment and development are made in the management and workforce. 

Sikora, Thompson, Russell, and Ferris (2016) referenced both Human Capital 

Theory and RBV to assert that hiring an overqualified candidate would contribute to 
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increasing a firm's human capital depth, which in turn would sustain a competitive 

advantage.  Sikora et al. (2016) posited that firms failing to hire overqualified candidates 

neglect a source of highly skilled human capital.  Adom and Asare-Yeboa (2016) 

analyzed Human Capital Theory while exploring female entrepreneurship in sub-Sahara 

Africa.  These scholars captured the lived experiences of twenty-five women working in 

the manufacturing and service industry.  They found that education, knowledge, and 

business training contributed to women's entrepreneurship success through in-depth 

interviews and observations.  According to the scholars, this success spurs the need for 

broader research on Human Capital and its impact on women entrepreneurs in other 

global areas.  

According to Hayek, Thomas, Novicevic, and Montalvo (2016), Human Capital 

Theory predicts that investments in individuals translate into increased job productivity 

and greater wages.  They argued that the theory is economically rational and functionally 

dependent upon the workforce’s education, tenure, and training.  Hayek et al. (2016) 

conducted an empirical test that suggested institutional pressures and socio-cultural 

elements could bias Human Capital Theory.  Additionally, any bias could also impact 

human capital investment and employee wages.   

Not all researchers agree with Human Capital Theory.  Marginson (2019) 

criticized Human Capital Theory and asserted that it failed pragmatically by poorly 

explaining how education augments work productivity.  Marginson (2019) argued that 

Human Capital Theory does not adequately explain unequal salaries, nor does it consider 

the role of social background.  Bouchard (1998) strongly decried Human Capital Theory 
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and stated that there are no skill shortages, rather skill mismatches.  Furthermore, he 

asserted that social forces could also work to counter the success of people despite their 

skills and knowledge (Bouchard, 1998).  Finally, Bouchard (1998) suggested that there 

are no better skills, just those that serve the needs of the business at a particular time.   

Blaug (1976) indicated that, while Human Capital Theory had its "early naïve 

formulations” (p. 849), it never lost focus of its original goal as an explanation of a 

decision-maker’s forward perspective as justification for his or her present actions.  His 

prediction of the slow demise of Human Capital Theory has proven to be incorrect.  The 

previous research has been bolstered with multiple studies, although many of the 

empirical studies are not generalizable and seem to fit only under specific conditions.  

Despite these critiques of Human Capital Theory, this study contended that the theory 

acknowledges the workforce as a potential core competency and adequately explains how 

the knowledge and skills of individuals can increase firm productivity and influence 

organizational effectiveness. 

Human Capital Management 

The pivotal role that human capital plays as a vital resource within a Woman-

Owned Small Business (WOSB) requires an understanding of Human Capital 

Management research.  Dahou and Hacini (2018) explored the concept of Human Capital 

Management and Resourced-Based View (RBV) by asserting that human capital is a 

firm's leading asset for sustaining a competitive advantage.  Dahou and Hacini (2018) 

asserted that Human Capital Management improves performance in a firm by "investing 
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in employees: recruiting the best ones, developing their competencies and retaining them 

within the organization" (p. 3).   

According to Dahou and Hacini (2018), human capital investment leads to higher 

returns in the company because of two key ideas.  Firstly, investing in employees 

increases their value.  This development and investment lead to improved organizational 

performance.  Secondly, the company's business strategy or strategic direction must be 

aligned with the firm's human capital policies.  Dahou and Hacini’s (2018) research on a 

Jordanian firm showed the crucial necessity for management developing the workforce's 

skills, experience, and knowledge since this can dramatically increase firm performance.  

Finally, the scholars produced research asserting that competence, motivation, and 

commitment were the significant elements contributing to heightened firm performance. 

Huselid and Barnes (2003) provided insight on what could happen when firms do 

not invest in their human capital.  They presented a conceptual framework to provide 

more emphasis on Human Capital Management Systems.  Huselid and Barnes (2003) 

suggested that human capital measurement systems are needed since firm's do not devote 

adequate time investing in their human capital.  Huselid and Barnes (2003) contended 

that human capital might not develop into a source for sustaining competitive advantage 

without proper management systems for these resources.  They warn that managers need 

to be cognizant of unintentionally spending more funding on depreciable assets such as 

buildings and other capital assets rather than on training for human capital. 
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Young (2005) suggested that Human Capital Management is essential for a firm's 

survival, and he presented a ten-point plan to assist a firm in maximizing or increasing its 

effectiveness.  The salient elements of Young's ten-point plan include the following:  

(1) Measuring Human Capital Management Capability, 

(2) Focusing on the Business Case, 

(3) Capturing Market Share, 

(4) Removing Barriers, 

(5) Establishing Metrics, 

(6) Understanding the Culture, 

(7) Fixing Leading Indicators, 

(8) Integrating Metrics, 

(9) Creating Performance Metrics, and 

(10) Taking Ownership of Business Performance.   

A thorough explication and applicability to a WOSB of the points follow.   

Young (2005) first asks a firm to measure its (1) Human Capital Management 

capability and includes four distinct phases.  Understanding the firm's capability involves 

an early phase of developing measures related to the firm's strategy.  It is essential for a 

WOSB to capture government contracts by measuring how well the workforce and 

management develop contract proposals and how many government contracts they are 
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awarded.  Benchmarking against other organizations to ascertain how well the firm 

performs in crucial areas is the second phase.  The third phase involves the linkage of 

several metrics.  For a WOSB, this phase may reveal a relationship between leadership 

decision-making and how well the company's employees are trained in developing 

proposals to win government contract awards.  The last phase is maturing the metrics to 

properly predict how well the firm will perform (Young, 2005).   

Young’s (2005) second point of his ten-point plan focuses on the (2) business 

case.  Simply, this phase seeks to engage the firm’s human capital (its management and 

employees) in net-profit increase.  The third point is planning how to (3) capture market 

share by introducing the appropriate metrics for improved performance.  The fourth point 

is (4) removing any barriers that prevent the required organizational change.  The 

identification of the barriers and use of organizational development resources to promptly 

remove them is critical.  The fifth point is (5) establishing the proper metrics by aligning 

them with the firm's business strategy.  For a WOSB competing for government 

contracts, the management should identify the leading indicators contributing to the 

firm's winning government contract awards.   

The sixth point is (6) understanding the country's culture in which the firm 

operates.  Young (2005) emphasizes that metrics will differ based on the country as a 

result of its culture, and different metrics per country may be necessary.  The seventh 

point is (7) fixing the leading indicators to become a high-performing organization.  

According to Young (2005), the seventh point involves monitoring leading indicators 

such as leadership, communication, and customer satisfaction.  The eighth point (8) 
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integrates metrics in order to improve the firm instead of just measuring them.  Young 

(2005) posited that a firm must integrate performance metrics to influence employee 

engagement, thus creating productivity.  The ninth point is (9) creating a dashboard of 

performance metrics so that employees can provide input into management decision-

making.  The tenth and final point is (10) ensuring that the entire workforce is engaged 

and takes ownership of business performance; consequently, performance metrics should 

aid the leadership in decision-making (Young, 2005).       

Coleman (2007) examined the role of human and financial capital in the 

profitability and growth of women-owned small firms.  Prior research from Enchautegui 

(1997) supported this study, indicating substantial disparities between the share of 

government contract dollars received by minority-owned firms such as WOSBs.  

Coleman (2007) conducted early research into this area, showing that WOSBs were 

smaller, less profitable, and grew slightly slower than small firms owned by men.  The 

overall results of the research concluded that human capital did have a more specified 

role in profitability for women, albeit financial capital was more of a factor for men 

(Coleman, 2007).   Moreover, Coleman (2007) concluded that the growth for WOSBs 

was not impacted by human or financial capital.  Coleman (2007) ultimately concluded 

that human capital elements such as experience and education are positively related to the 

success of WOSBs. 

      Lin, Wang, Wang, and Jaw (2017) explored the role of Human Capital 

Management in a firm's competitiveness.  They demonstrated empirically how Human 

Capital Management could influence organizational competitiveness if employees are 
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treated as valuable and unique.  The results of their study affirmed that competencies 

such as on-the-job training and leadership training help employees become unique and 

valuable.  Additionally, the scholars found that Human Capital Management was 

influenced by the management's ability to lead a workforce striving for competitiveness 

and improving organizational performance.  

 Tucker (2018) outlined four vital tenants for Human Capital Management that 

assist with obtaining the best business outcomes.  The four elements are the following:  

(1) Strategic Competence, 

(2) Business Insight, 

(3) Implementation Infrastructure, and 

(4) Results Assessment. 

Tucker (2018) explained that the first element is (1) Strategic Competence, which ensures 

that the Human Capital Management strategy is grounded in the firm's overall business 

strategy.  Strategic Competence encourages leaders to focus on key business objectives as 

well as the needs of the workforce.  The second element is (2) Business Insight, and this 

area creates a Human Capital Management plan that identifies risks, prioritizes those 

risks, and outlines actionable strategies for the employees (Tucker, 2018).  The third 

element, (3) Implementation Infrastructure, encompasses leaders' and employees' roles 

and responsibilities to execute the business strategy (Tucker, 2018).  Finally, the fourth 

element is (4) Results Assessment.  This final area recommends engaging the workforce 

and customers with surveys to determine whether the Human Capital Management 
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strategy provides a return on investment (Tucker, 2018).  When all four elements are 

executed, the firm's workforce is best positioned for achieving productivity and positive 

outcomes. 

Concerning Human Capital Management, Toszewska-Czerniej (2018) asserted 

that employees are a strategic asset for firms and that they assist in a firm gaining a 

competitive advantage.  Using a case study method, Toszewska-Czerniej (2018) showed 

the importance of value creation in a firm by employees due to the organization's level of 

employee investment.  Toszewska-Czerniej (2018) pointed out that a knowledge-based 

economy requires qualified human capital with a human capital management strategy to 

ensure that employees are motivated to accomplish the firm's objectives. 

Fundamentally, firms seeking to be competitive must develop their human capital 

through a diligent understanding of the employees’ abilities and talents.  Artene and 

Roman (2012) reinforced the importance of human capital in that it represents “the only 

inexhaustible resource of creativity, solutions, and new, innovating and valuable ideas" 

(p. 787).  Artene and Roman (2012) argued that while employees may differ in skills, 

qualifications, and knowledge, they may or may not always be useful for the firm.  

Moreover, these scholars warned firms against human capital erosion caused when some 

employees are under or overused (Artene & Roman, 2012).   

Human Capital Management – Frameworks.  Before exploring several Human 

Capital Management Frameworks, it is vital to review Human Capital Theory and its 

earliest theoretical history.  Initially, Mincer (1958) was an early theorist who considered 

employees as a resource with the capacity to impact a firm's productivity based upon 
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their training and development.  Mincer (1958) focused on showing that a firm investing 

in its workforce could potentially reap dividends in productivity even as wealth increases 

for employees.  Schulz (1961), an early theorist, contributed to Human Capital Theory by 

focusing on how human capital is essential for productivity at a national level.  Schultz 

(1961) posited that investment and development in human capital were essential to 

growth at the firm and national levels.  Finally, Becker (1962) fused elements from 

theorists like Mincer and Schultz to assert that firms investing in specific training or on-

the-job training for employees contributed to overall productivity while increasing wealth 

for employees.  Becker (1962) tied human capital investment, productivity, and firm 

competitiveness to show their symbiotic relationship. 

Mubarik, Devadason, and Chandran (2016) proposed a Human Capital 

Management Framework that tested the Human Capital – Performance Relationship.  

They proposed that investment in the workforce leads to improved performance resulting 

in a sustainable competitive advantage.  Mubarik et al. (2016) looked at small and 

medium firms and drew from Human Capital Theory and RBV.  They intended to test 

whether all dimensions of Human Capital are essential for firm productivity and 

competitiveness.   

The Human Capital Management framework from Mubarik et al. (2016) 

examined the following five Human Capital dimensions across a firm: (1) Productivity, 

(2) Innovation, (3) Technological Progress, (4) Survival, and (5) Export.  The scholars 

suggested that their framework is useful for determining which elements impact firm 

performance.  Hence, the framework proposed that development in human capital drives 

increased (1) productivity and competitiveness while allowing for (2) innovation and (3) 
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technological advantages.  Mubarik et al. (2016) proposed that firms with increased 

success domestically based on investment in human capital may also have a strong 

advantage internationally regarding higher exports.  While this framework focused on 

human capital and firm performance, the following framework examined the impact of 

leveraging team composition decisions. 

 Bell, Brown and Weiss (2018) outlined four principles that aid in developing 

Human Capital, thereby contributing to core competencies and increased firm 

competitiveness.  Bell et al. (2018) asserted that effective human capital management 

increases firm competitiveness even as these same resources accomplish a similar 

purpose when RBV is applied.  They posited that effective team management relies on 

decisions impacted through the influence of human capital.  These scholars depicted a 

Human Capital Management conceptual framework that starts with a strategic or 

peripheral team composition decision (Bell et al., 2018).  Their research declared that the 

composition of these teams, whether loosely or tightly organized, can significantly 

impact investment in human capital and whether a competitive advantage is achieved 

(Bell et al., 2018).  Bell et al. (2018) indicated that strategic and peripheral teams 

contribute to competitive advantage in disparate ways.  For example, a strategic team 

focuses on the firm's objectives to assist the firm while competing directly against 

competitors.  A peripheral team supports the firm's overall mission but does not 

accomplish or support a core competency. 

 According to Bell et al. (2018), their framework aligns human capital 

management activities such as training, investment, and compensation with team 
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composition decisions.  Ultimately, the framework suggested by Bell et al. (2018) 

identified four principles when executing strategic composition decisions.  Firstly, 

positive team effectiveness, when coupled with the firm's core competencies, contributes 

to competitive advantage.  Secondly, firms should maximize the human capital 

capabilities of strategic teams instead of peripheral teams.  When the focus is on the 

strategic team, management can maximize firm competencies; however, peripheral teams 

can be engaged when the firm's objectives are interdependent.  Thirdly, decision-makers 

need to ensure that teams are integrated and fully complement other human resource 

activities.  Finally, firms should allow teams the flexibility to readjust and pursue 

alternative strategies while remaining competitive (Bell et al., 2018). 

 Lajili (2014) introduced a conceptual Human Capital Management Framework 

that embedded human capital with corporate governance design and governance 

mechanisms.  Lajili (2014) mapped human resource policies that focused on investing in 

human capital assets with governance designs such as governance hierarchy, outsourcing 

in contract-based governance, and market-based contracts.  Lajili (2014) asserted that, as 

firms begin to realize the value of their human capital, they will include this data in their 

annual reports and other financial reports.  Lajili (2014) defined corporate governance as 

the policies and procedures codified that reduce or eliminate conflicts of interest between 

management, employees, the board of directors, and shareholders (p. 744).  

 Lajili (2014) maintained that corporate governance is the embodiment of the 

policies and procedures that define roles and responsibilities within the firm.  

Additionally, corporate governance supported conflict resolution between the firm and 
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stakeholders, ensuring that the company's strategic goals remain at the forefront.  Lajili 

(2014) contended that corporate governance addresses ownership of the firm, the voting 

power of stakeholders, and board composition.  Human capital and corporate governance 

can be leveraged together, providing that governance mechanisms contribute to higher 

performance, productivity, and an increase in the firm's value (Lajili, 2014). 

Ultimately, Lajili (2014) delineated a framework that “combines the human 

capital attributes, namely, human asset specificity [skill specialization], uncertainty (both 

of the internal and external types), and the extent of asset complementarities to propose a 

governance model that would best accommodate human capital in leveraging modern 

corporations.” (p. 758).  Human capital investment policies should align with supportive 

corporate governance mechanisms leading to maximization of firm value, benefiting 

stakeholders and providing a competitive advantage (Lajili, 2014).   

Organizational Effectiveness 

 While this study explored the impact of human capital upon organizational 

effectiveness in WOSBs seeking government contracts, it is necessary to understand the 

history of disagreement regarding organizational effectiveness in the literature.  

Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum (1957) conducted an early empirical study of 

organizational effectiveness focused on an organization that delivered retail merchandise 

to metropolitan department stores.  Even within this seminal work over sixty years ago, 

they struggled with defining the concept of organizational effectiveness, as they intended 

to provide a definition, develop operational criteria, and evaluate the concept in an 

industrial setting.   
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Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum (1957) asserted that organizational effectiveness 

boils down to the organizational means and ends of obtaining goals.  The 'researchers' 

initial assumption was that all organizations look to achieve certain objectives by 

manipulating their tangible and intangible resources.  Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum 

(1957) ultimately define organizational effectiveness as “the extent to which an 

organization as a social system, given certain resources and means, fulfills its objectives 

without incapacitating its means and resources and without placing undue strain upon its 

members" (p. 535).  Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum (1957) contended that 

organizational effectiveness is best measured by focusing on the means or resources and 

using the criteria of organizational flexibility, organizational productivity, and the 

absence of organizational strain or tension.  As with research in general, other scholars 

who followed disagreed with further study and research for measuring organizational 

effectiveness.   

 Amid scholarly disagreement, Reimann (1975) sought to understand better how 

one organization is more effective than another.  The scholar suggested that the area of 

disagreement for organizational effectiveness centered around two areas: (1) what criteria 

to use in assessing organizational effectiveness and (2) what factors in the organization 

tended to influence effectiveness (Reimann, 1975).  Reimann (1975) conducted an 

empirical study of large manufacturing firms in which he introduced a new concept 

called organizational competence as a criterion.  He introduced management's values as 

an additional predictor variable.   
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Reimann (1975) argued that during the 1960s and 1970s, most of the empirical 

research viewed effectiveness in terms of high productivity, morale, conformity, 

adaptiveness, and institutionalization.  He concluded that most researchers confused 

organizational effectiveness with goal attainment (Reimann, 1975).  The scholar 

maintained that most organizations are attempting to accomplish multiple goals 

simultaneously, and some goals could inhibit the accomplishment of others (Reimann, 

1975).  Therefore, Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum’s (1957) explanation introduced 

unneeded confusion.  Reimann (1975) found that organizational effectiveness was 

essentially a function of the degree to which high ranking decision-makers valued their 

organizations in terms of achieving goals (profit and sales growth, product quality, 

employee satisfaction, etc.), and in terms of their own job satisfaction (executive 

turnover).  Reimann did state that a shortcoming of his empirical study was the use of 

manufacturing firms only and that future studies should examine hospitals, universities, 

and government agencies (Reimann, 1975). 

Steers (1975) examined organizational effectiveness by reviewing seventeen 

organizational effectiveness models to determine the best models that evaluate criteria for 

organizational effectiveness.  He analyzed each model's evaluation criteria, descriptive 

nature, and generalizability.  Steers (1975) found inconsistencies and posited that too 

many models took a macro approach and focused too much attention on organizational-

wide variables such as profit and productivity instead of investigating individual behavior 

and effectiveness.   
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Steers (1975) concluded that there is an ongoing issue with researchers not 

agreeing upon the criteria in which to measure organizational effectiveness.  He stated 

that effectiveness measures are usually designed to reflect the point of view of disparate 

reference groups (profitability for managers, satisfaction for employees, etc.).  Steers 

(1975) also suggested that most of the models have criteria that become unstable over 

time.  For example, in good economic conditions, the capital investment seems relevant 

to researchers, while in poor economic conditions, capital liquidity may emerge as a 

leading criterion.   

Another weakness of most of the models, according to Steers (1975), is that 

frequently several variables conflict with others.  He found that pressuring workers to 

increase productivity could decrease job satisfaction (Steers, 1975).  Steers (1975) 

commented that managers attempting to increase job satisfaction by increasing more 

leave time could potentially decrease productivity.  Steers (1975) confirmed that 

measurement of variables in many models allows for considerable error; hence, 

measuring performance in terms of output or satisfaction units or satisfaction in terms of 

reduced turnover results in less accurate evaluations.  Furthermore, Steers (1975) 

determined that most models are not generalizable since criteria for large firms 

(profitability, market share, etc.) may not be appropriate for small businesses or public 

agencies.  While organizational effectiveness is a complex issue, he asserted that any 

future model(s) must understand the firm's function and operating environment and use 

flexible criteria to account for goal preferences (Steers, 1975).  The researcher stated that 

future models should initially disclose and explain their weaknesses or the likely location 

of measurement errors (Steers, 1975).  Lastly, Steers (1975) recommended that 
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researchers conduct more simulations to manipulate variables to decrease variable 

conflicts.   

Other researchers such as Angle and Perry (1981) stressed that organizational 

commitment positively correlated with organizational effectiveness.  They conducted an 

empirical study of twenty-four organizations from the transportation industry to look 

more at the micro-level of organizational effectiveness and commitment.  The scholars 

sought to relate the organizational commitment of lower-level employees to 

organizational effectiveness.  The researchers measured organizational effectiveness in 

organizational commitment, employee turnover, employee tardiness, operating expense, 

and organizational adaptability.  They attempted to find commitment-performance 

relationships between the workforce's commitment to their organization and its relation to 

the organizational effectiveness measures previously discussed.  Angle and Perry (1981) 

concluded that organizational commitment and voluntary turnover had a negative 

relationship.  The other results were mixed, showing that tardiness was not significantly 

associated with operating costs, among others.  Angle and Perry (1981) suggested that 

future research must not assume a simplistic relationship between commitment and 

positive performance outcomes.   

Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) developed a competing values framework to clarify 

the organizational effectiveness construct but confessed its limitations and stated that 

there is no way to combine all the organizational effectiveness constructs into an 

agreeable path of theory development.  These scholars declared that judging the 

effectiveness of an organization involves agreement upon values; however, selecting one 
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criterion for measurement may inadvertently ignore others.  They proposed articulating 

values, assigning weights, and integrating them to produce an overall effective criterion. 

Cameron (1978) lamented that agreement upon criteria is a major obstacle to 

assessing organizational effectiveness empirically.  Cameron (1980) suggested that issues 

in organizational effectiveness arise from organizations evaluating themselves based on 

criteria that justify their previous accomplishments.  He asserted that an organization may 

be assessed as highly effective even with communication issues or employee conflicts, 

such as a baseball team winning the world series with poor internal communication and 

tension between players and coaches (Cameron, 1980).  Cameron (1980) introduced the 

following six critical questions in Figure 2 to provide a framework for evaluating 

organizational effectiveness. 

Critical Questions for Organizational Effectiveness 

(1) What domain of activity is being focused on?  

(2) Whose perspective, or which ' 'constituency's point of view is being considered  

(3) What level of analysis is being used?  

(4) What time frame is being employed?  

(5) What type of data are to be used  

(6) What referent is being employed? 

Source Cameron (1980, p. 75) 

Figure 2  

Six Critical Questions in Evaluating Organizational Effectiveness 
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Cameron (1980) addressed the four major approaches to defining and evaluating 

effectiveness in his study; furthermore, he proclaimed that none of the following models 

is appropriate with all types of organizations and in all circumstances.  The scholar stated 

that the most widely used approach defines effectiveness in terms of how well a firm 

accomplishes its goals.  According to Cameron (1980), the second approach, or systems 

resource approach, declared that the more resources a firm obtains, the more effective it 

is.  Cameron (1980) suggested the third approach focuses on internal processes and 

purported that firms whose human capital is fully integrated and communication 

processes flow vertically and horizontally will be more effective.  Finally, the fourth 

approach, the strategic constituencies, emphasized that effectiveness is based on 

responding to the demands and expectations of external stakeholders (Cameron, 1980).     

Cameron (1986) tried to clarify organizational effectiveness research by asserting 

that managerial strategies were vital to organizational effectiveness.  The researcher 

conducted an empirical study on twenty-nine universities and focused on managerial 

strategies.  According to the study’s findings, managerial strategies were more important 

than demographics, finances, and other factors (Cameron, 1986).  Cameron (1986) 

studied nine managerial strategies associated with long-term organizational effectiveness 

and found that they are more likely to lead to effectiveness than previous strategies.  The 

researcher was not attempting to develop a theory of organizational effectiveness, but he 

looked to address deficiencies in previous studies.   

Wiener (1988) suggested that shared values within the organization contributed to 

organizational effectiveness.  The researcher explored effectiveness from a cultural 
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perspective and found that the contribution of cultural factors, such as shared values, did 

contribute to organizational effectiveness (Weiner, 1988).  McCann (2004) pursued a 

different vein of research and introduced agility and resiliency as salient components of 

organizational effectiveness.  McCann suggested that the study of organizational 

effectiveness should focus on the capacities of individuals, groups, and the entire 

organization as they align themselves to accomplish goals and realign based on the 

changing environment (2004).  McCann (2004) stressed that rapid change requires 

agility, while disruptive change requires resiliency.  The scholar recommended that future 

research should focus on studying how knowledge is transformed to support adaptation 

and organizational performance.   

In the 2000s, research began to focus on the necessity for scholarly agreement on 

how organizational effectiveness is measured.  Lawler and Worley (2006) outlined five 

conditions that contribute to organizational effectiveness; moreover, these researchers 

recommend firms asking internally where they need to evolve.  The scholars conducted 

extensive research with large corporations on organizational effectiveness.  Lawler and 

Worley (2006) found that organizations that stay connected to their environments, 

rewarded experimentation, learned about new practices and technologies, committed to 

continuously improved performance, and sought temporary competitive advantages 

achieved sustained organizational effectiveness.   

Additionally, Lawler and Worley (2006) posited that any organizational 

effectiveness model should be established to assume that continuous change within firms 

is certain to occur.  They suggested that the appropriate organizational effectiveness 
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model should stress the need for short-term competitive advantages.  Lawler & Worley 

(2006) contended that firms should ask themselves whether their current capabilities need 

to evolve instead of focusing too much on what is going well.  The researchers contend 

that firms with the correct organizational design (in terms of employees, rewards, 

management, and information systems) will stay adaptable to meet market changes 

(Lawler & Worley, 2006). 

Yukl (2008) focused his study on the assertion that leadership is ultimately the 

primary driver of financial performance in a firm.  He claimed that firms need flexible 

and adaptive leaders who understand the relationship between performance determinants 

and how they should be influenced contingent on the environment (Yukl, 2008).  The 

scholar affirmed that leaders are responsible for organizational effectiveness depending 

upon human capital, efficiency, reliability, and adaptation to the external environment.   

Caillier (2011) is one of a few researchers to focus on governmental 

organizations.  He developed a model to predict perceived organizational effectiveness 

and tested it on 330 New York state government workers.  Caillier (2011) found that 

funding matters to the workforce, and, when perceived funding increased, perceived 

organizational effectiveness also increased.  Further, Caillier found that organizations 

performed better when they value employees' ideas and when these workers have defined 

roles (Caillier, 2011).  Lastly, Caillier (2011) concluded that employees perceive higher 

organizational effectiveness when firms exhibit behaviors of serving society or the 

community in general. 
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While the previous scholar focused on leadership, Manzoor (2012) contended that 

employee motivation is a major igniter of organizational effectiveness.  He sought to 

formulate a model that explains the impact of employee motivation on organizational 

effectiveness (Manzoor, 2012).  The scholar found that empowerment and recognition 

positively impact employee motivation (Manzoor, 2012).  Additionally, Manzoor (2012) 

concluded that employees who are highly motived to accomplish tasks contribute to 

organizational performance and success of the firm.   

Amah and Ahiauzu (2014) looked beyond motivation to shared values.  

Additionally, Amah and Ahiauzu (2014) defined shared values as “beliefs, values, and 

expectations to which the workforce of a firm adhere to” (p. 695).  Their research 

supported the previous conclusion of Wiener (1988) that shared values increase 

organizational effectiveness.  While conducting an empirical study of the Nigerian 

banking industry, Amah and Ahiauzu (2014) found that an increase in the shared values 

of profitability, productivity, and market share also increased organizational 

effectiveness.   

More recently, Arnett, Sandvik, and Sandvik (2018) suggested four stages of 

product development that positively impact organizational effectiveness.  These scholars 

looked at product advantage and life-cycle flexibility (modifying current products based 

on market changes) and their impact on organizational effectiveness by conducting an 

empirical study on 180 hotels.  The scholars found that new product development 

capability improves organizational effectiveness.  Arnett et al. (2018) identified the four 

stages of new product development as opportunity analysis, technical development, 
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product testing, and commercialization as areas that positively impact organizational 

effectiveness.  Lastly, the researchers implied that new product development enables 

modifying current products to meet market demands.  The findings suggest that managers 

should enhance new product development to obtain a competitive advantage and increase 

organizational effectiveness. 

Jean-Francois (2004) introduced five models of organizational effectiveness to 

bridge the gap between organizational effectiveness and performance measurement 

literature, as shown in Table 1.  Jean-Francois' research, as influenced by Goodman et al. 

(1977), and Cameron (1984), served to identify if an overarching organizational 

effectiveness model could be applied to WOSBs.  Furthermore, each WOSBs was 

evaluated through the lens of the following models to discover where each case's subjects 

perceived their firm regarding organizational effectiveness.   

Model Conceptualization 

of the organization 

Focus Advocates 

1 – Goal Model Organization as a 

rational set of 

arrangements 

oriented toward 

achieving goals 

Accomplishment of 

outcomes (ends) 

Etzioni, 1960 

2 – System Model Organization as an 

open system (input, 

transformation, 

output) 

Inputs, acquisitions 

of resources, and 

internal processes 

(means) 

Yuchtman & 

Seashore, 1967 

3 – Strategic 

Constituencies 

Model 

Organization as 

internal and external 

constituencies that 

negotiate a complex 

Response to the 

expectations of 

powerful interest 

groups that 

Connolly et al., 

1980 
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set of constraints, 

goals, and referents 

gravitate around the 

organization 

4 – Competing 

Values Model 

Organizations as a 

set of competing 

values which create 

multiple conflicting 

goals 

Three dimensions 

of competing 

values: 

1 -internal vs. 

external focus 

2 - control vs. 

flexibility concern 

3 – ends vs. means 

concern 

Quinn & 

Rohrbaugh, 1983 

5 – Ineffectiveness 

Model 

Organization as a 

set of problems and 

faults 

Factors that inhibit 

successful 

organizational 

performance 

Cameron, 1984 

Source: Goodman et al. (1977) and Cameron (1984) from Jean-Francois (2004) (p. 99). 

Table 1 

Models of Organizational Effectiveness 

Jean-Francois (2004) contended that a firm using the Goal Model tends to focus 

on the results.  Using the Goal Model lens, a firm would focus on whether metrics such 

as profit goals and productivity goals were accomplished.  He asserted that a firm using 

the System Model focuses on the "front end" and will change inputs and acquire other 

firms, all aspiring to find the right mix.  Jean-Francois (2004) also suggested that a firm 

using the Strategic Constituencies Model must negotiate with external forces like the 

customer, boards, and shareholders to determine whether a goal was met.  The scholar 

stated that a firm using the Competing Values Model essentially focuses on where value 

(end versus means) is most supported within the organization to determine whether they 
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have achieved organizational effectiveness (Jean-Francois, 2004).  Finally, firms using 

the Ineffectiveness Model focused on areas to remedy within the organization to increase 

organizational effectiveness (Jean-Francois (2004).   

Jean-Francois (2004) concluded that goal, system, and strategic-constituencies 

models are well integrated with the performance measurement literature.  He asserted that 

additional research should be conducted to explore the richness of the competing values 

model concerning its dimensions of competing values (Jean-Francois, 2004).  Further, 

this study’s author stated that the ineffectiveness model should be studied more to 

determine the impact of ineffective factors (problems or faults) on effectiveness (Jean-

Francois, 2004). 

Synthesis 

Improving opportunities for Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) seeking 

government contracts in the federal marketplace remains a challenging endeavor (Mee, 

2012). Moreover, the lack of research on WOSBs in the federal marketplace compounds 

the issue.  My researcher investigated human capital's impact on organizational 

effectiveness from interviews with owners, management, and employees to identify 

factors contributing to organizational effectiveness from WOSBs seeking government 

contracts.  Van Marrewijk and Timmers (2003) maintained that management should view 

their human capital as partners who may have a professional discussion about overall 

costs and firm productivity.  The researchers posited that dialogue between management 

and employees to solve strategic problems contributed to commitment and organizational 

alignment (Van Marrewijk & Timmers, 2003).     
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While the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness for WOSBs in 

pursuit of government contracts has not been studied, my research contended that 

WOSBs are salient, and knowledge of organizational effectiveness in this area is lacking.  

Selart and Patokorpi (2009) argued that management should engage employees in 

creating a shared vision and encourage their participation in the decision-making process.  

They asserted that including employees in the decision-making process improves the 

outcome and quality of decisions (Selart & Patokorpi, 2009).  Businesses that lack 

knowledge of how to engage their human capital when making strategic decisions 

properly could struggle to compete successfully against other businesses (Sani, 2012).  It 

is critical to understand how WOSBs define and measure organizational effectiveness 

when competing for government contracts since this could mean the difference between 

winning and losing contracts as well as firm survival.  

Jacobson and Sowa (2015) suggested that "human resources play a critical role in 

the success of organizations" (p. 1) and must be leveraged to increase firm performance.  

The impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness in WOSBs of Northern 

Alabama seeking government contracts has not been fully explored in the literature.  

More importantly, the study adds to the organizational effectiveness literature and helps 

fill the gap for a population that has been underserved (Reardon, Nicosia & Moore, 

2007).  The focus of this research provided important contributions to the organizational 

effectiveness literature.  As a reminder, the research question was: 

RQ: " How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to capture government contracts? 
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The study extended the organizational effectiveness literature by investigating 

human capital from WOSBs and describes their lived experiences competing for 

government contracts.  Koys (2001) conducted research that asserted that conscientious 

and altruistic employees influence a firm's profitability, while employee job satisfaction 

influences customer satisfaction.  The researcher of this study examined the impact of 

human capital on WOSBs competing for government contracts in a dynamic marketplace.   

Research has shown that when individuals are educated, trained, and developed, 

they positively impact organizational effectiveness (Abd Rahman et al., 2013).  Lawler 

(2005) stated that firms are highly dependent on their human capital for their competitive 

advantage; moreover, effective talent management can help change management, 

influence business strategy, and impact organizational effectiveness.  Stanton and 

Nankervis (2011) examined effective Human Resource Management (HRM) processes 

and indicated that they can contribute significantly to organizational effectiveness by 

increasing productivity, efficiency, return on investment, competitiveness, and 

profitability.   

While research has shown that skills are of vital importance, knowledge also 

affects organizational effectiveness.  Jardon and Gonzalez-Loureiro (2013) contended 

that human capital is a source of competitive advantage that assists in building dynamic 

competencies that create value.  Zheng, Yang, and McLean (2010) posited that 

knowledge bolsters the organization's culture and the organization's strategy have on 

organizational effectiveness.  My research examined the core competencies of each firm 
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under examination with a mix of observations and open-ended questions to explore any 

common factors across both firms.   

Clardy (2008) asserted that core competencies are a crucial basis for competitive 

advantage.  Scholars agree that core competencies are central to organizational 

effectiveness (Dyer & Shafer, 1998; Clardy, 2008).  Richard and Johnson (2001) 

examined the effective use of human capital on organizational performance.  The 

scholars found that human resource management reduces employee turnover and 

increases overall market performance assessment (Richard & Johnson, 2001).  McCann 

(2004) determined that agility and resiliency were vital components of organizational 

effectiveness; however, this research highlights different competencies across both cases.  

Ultimately, the researcher focused on robustness in investigating the impact of human 

capital on organizational effectiveness (McCann, 2004).   

While Manzoor (2012) found a positive relationship between highly motivated 

employees to accomplish tasks and organizational performance, other research to follow 

indicates that ignoring or marginalizing the development of individuals can hamper 

organizational effectiveness.  Pettaway, Waller, and Waller (2015) concluded that (1) 

employee involvement and buy-in, (2) a reciprocal relationship between employees and 

the organization, (3) a secure and professional work environment, and (4) a strong 

organizational commitment to continuous improvement are factors that drive the 

perception of organizational effectiveness in employees.   

Wiener (1988) reported that the contribution of cultural factors, such as shared 

values, impacted organizational effectiveness.  Furthermore, Patricia-Ordóñez and Lytras 
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(2008) asserted that qualified and motivated employees lead to higher profitability, less 

rotation, higher product quality, lower costs in manufacturing, and faster implementation 

of the organizational strategy.  Reimann (1975) found that organizational effectiveness 

was essentially a function of the degree to which the high-ranking decision-makers 

valued their organizations in terms of both goal achievement (profit and sales growth, 

product quality, employee satisfaction) and job satisfaction (executive turnover). The 

researcher's investigation uncovered rich data and will later describe the findings that 

inform organizational effectiveness.  Therefore, the researcher has addressed the 

following assumptions outlined in Figure 3 and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.  

Assumptions for the Impact of Human Capital on Organizational Effectiveness 

(1) Some factors are present in Women-Owned Small Businesses that lead to 

organizational effectiveness. 

(2): Human Capital, consisting of skills, within Women-Owned Small Businesses 

contributes to core competencies. 

(2b): Human Capital, consisting of knowledge, within Women-Owned Small Businesses 

contributes to core competencies. 

(3):  Women-Owned Small Businesses use core competencies to achieve organizational 

effectiveness. 

(4): Some human capital resources in Women-Owned Small Businesses may hamper 

organizational effectiveness. 
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(5): Some factors in Women-Owned Small Businesses assist in improving organizational 

effectiveness. 

Figure 3  

Assumptions for Human Capital's Impact on Organizational Effectiveness 

 This chapter identified the central issues and historical context regarding 

organizational effectiveness and the need for a qualitative study to inform the research.  

Moreover, the study provided insight into the impact of human capital as a core 

competency while also contributing to Absorptive Capacity of the firm.  The next chapter 

will describe the methodology and the researcher's approach toward data collection.  The 

next chapter will describe the subjects in addition to providing a portrait of their lived 

experiences.  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

Overview 

This chapter will explicate the process undertaken for the exploratory analysis of 

Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) firms and the method that allowed human 

capital investigation and its impact on organizational effectiveness for WOSBs seeking a 

government contract.  A study of this nature required structured interviews and open-

ended questions to garner in-depth discussions of the participants' lived experiences.  

According to Yin (2018), a case study is appropriate when the research questions are 

“why” or “how.”  Furthermore, a case study requires multiple sources of evidence and 

benefits from theoretical propositions that guide the design, data collection, and analysis 

(Yin, 2018).  Based on the need to thoroughly investigate how human capital impacts 

organizational effectiveness and the factors that shape human capital, a qualitative case 

study with assumptions was best suited for this research.  A case study allowed the 

researcher to capture the lived experiences from subjects within multiple firms, thereby 

allowing full immersion in the phenomenon. 

While a case study can be a single or multiple cases, Yin (2018) strongly states 

that analytic conclusions coming from two or more cases are more powerful than a single 

case.  Yin (2018) defines a case study as an empirical method that is used to investigate a 

real-world phenomenon.  He also affirms that a case study relies on multiple sources of 

evidence.  Creswell and Poth (2018) recommend choosing at least two cases, but no more 

than four.  While two cases would have been appropriate, this research focused on four 
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cases congruous in annual revenue with similar numbers of employees for an appropriate 

comparison.  According to the Dynamic Small Business Research Tool website (SBA, 

n.d.), there are approximately twenty-two WOSBs in Huntsville, Alabama.  These 

research and technology firms were chosen since they are within the defense sector.  

Ivanova (2017) ranked Huntsville, Alabama, as one of the leading technology hubs in the 

nation.  Huntsville has been a technical center since the 1950s when the U.S. Army sent 

German scientists to work on rockets for manned flights to the moon (Dewan, 2007).  

 Furthermore, selecting the four firms allowed a more in-depth investigation of 

lived experiences and added rich data.  While two of the WOSB firms allowed virtual 

interviews with employees, two of the WOSB firms did not allow in-person or virtual 

employee interviews, but the owners did agree to participate in interviews.  The data from 

the two owners from the closed firms added depth, perspective, and substance to the 

study.   

Worldview (Interpretive Framework) 

According to Creswell and Poth (2018), the philosophical worldview is composed 

of the ideas and beliefs that shape the research.  The philosophical assumption of this 

study was epistemological since the subjective evidence originated from the participants 

or subjects.  Yilmaz (2013) affirmed that the researcher’s responsibility is to understand 

the phenomenon being studied by capturing experiences relayed by subjects in their own 

words during the interview.  Yilmaz (2013) emphasized that the researcher must 

thoroughly examine what influences the subjects and capture participants' meaning to 

their experiences.  The interpretive framework of the study upon which epistemology was 
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applied is social constructivism.  Creswell and Poth (2018) suggested that subjective 

meanings are developed from the subject’s experiences and formed through interactions 

with other individuals.   

Since the research is driven by the experience(s) of the individual, the social 

constructivist worldview and a qualitative study are best suited (Moustakas, 1994).  

Additionally, in social constructivism, a pattern of meaning is generated inductively 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018).  An inductive inference would construct meaning from 

participants' experiences, leading to a general solution that is probable (Wilbanks, 2010).  

This study incorporated a social constructivist worldview to obtain lived experiences 

from subjects within WOSBs pursuing government contracts.  Furthermore, examining 

the phenomenon helps practitioners and researchers better understand human capital’s 

impact on organizational effectiveness.  The intent of this study was not to create a model 

of organizational effectiveness but to investigate the experiences of WOSB owners, their 

employees, and how each understands organizational effectiveness while seeking 

government contracts. 

Social Constructivism also aided this research in understanding the subjects' 

environment (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  Social constructivists view knowledge and truth 

as created by the interactions of individuals within a society (Andrews, 2012).  The 

study’s researcher constructed this case study to investigate factors shaping human 

capital and human capital’s impact on organizational effectiveness in WOSBs competing 

for government contracts.  Kim (2001) maintained that social constructivism is the 

creation of meaning through their interactions with each other and environmental 

influences.  Creswell and Poth (2018) posited that case study researchers often do not 
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know exactly what they seek.  It is also understandable that the researcher for this study, 

who also has a defense industry background, would shape the interpretation of the 

collected information.  Finally, this framework allowed the study’s researcher to generate 

a pattern of meaning by asking open-ended questions focusing on what subjects do in 

their work settings to investigate factors influencing human capital across the firms 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

Research Question 

The primary research question was formulated to assist in the examination of the 

impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness and the factors that shape human 

capital for WOSBs operating in the defense sector of Northern Alabama.  The research 

question is broad yet specific enough to ensure a unique study contributing to the 

organizational effectiveness body of research. 

How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to capture government contracts? 

Research Design 

The overarching methodology for this study was a case study approach that 

focused on research and technology firms classified as WOSBs.  According to Yin 

(2018), research designs must address the following areas logically: construct validity 

(use multiple sources of evidence), internal validity (not necessary for exploratory cases), 

external validity (explaining whether the case can be generalized), and reliability (study 

can be repeated with the same results).  The research focused on data collected from four 

WOSBs competing for government contract dollars from the Department of Defense, 
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among other governmental agency funding within the Tennessee Valley region.  No 

novel information was encountered during data collection that drove a design change.   

According to James, Slater, and Bucknam (2012), qualitative research focuses on 

participants' lived experiences and probes participants’ perceptions and motivations.  

Creswell and Poth (2018) stated that qualitative research is appropriate to implement for 

the following reasons:  

(1) to empower the participant;  

(2) when flexibility is needed for reporting information;  

(3) to understand the context in which participants deal with a 

phenomenon;  

(4) to better explain quantitative findings;  

(5) to develop a theory when addressing a gap;  

(6) when quantitative measures are not appropriate; and  

(7) when a detailed understanding of a problem is required.   

To better understand the participants' lived experiences as they sought government 

contracts, the case study was the most effective approach for this study.  The researcher 

collected data by asking open-ended questions from a semi-structured interview protocol  

to subjects while garnering the requisite data for analysis (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2015; 

Creswell & Poth, 2018).   
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Although there are five qualitative approaches, the case study was chosen as the 

primary approach to acquire data from the study’s participants while underlining it with a 

phenomenological methodology to capture individual experiences.  The researcher sought 

to explore the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness and to understand 

the factors that shape human capital with a WOSB. 

In order to increase the quality of the case study, Yin (2018) asserted that case 

study evidence can come from at least six different sources.  Yin (2018) described the six 

major sources as (1) documentation, (2) archival records, (3) interviews, (4) direct 

observations, (5) participant-observation, and (6) physical artifacts; moreover, none is 

more advantageous than the other.  A basic review of each source of evidence as defined 

by Yin (2018) will follow along with identifying those used for this research.   

According to Yin (2018), (1) documentation consists of paper or electronic 

information and is used to corroborate evidence from other sources.  The researcher of 

this study visited the websites of the WOSBs to confirm statements regarding their 

operational mission and what services they provide to the government.  The next source, 

(2) archival records (such as US Census data), is usually quantitative in nature and may 

not be relevant in all cases.  In this study, the Dynamic Small Business Research Tool 

website (SBA, n.d.) and the Small Business Administration website were vital in 

identifying WOSBs within the defense sector and whether the federal government had 

met its minimum goal of five percent of federal contracting dollars each year to WOSBs 

(Herrington, 2016).   
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According to Yin (2018), the next source, (3) interviews, is one of the most 

important sources of case study evidence.  In this study, interviews provided vital 

information about a participant’s personal views and perspectives of organizational 

effectiveness.  The next source of evidence, (4) direct observations, also provides 

invaluable data to complement the other sources of evidence.  This source may involve 

observations of meetings or the workspace in general.  The study did not rely heavily on 

observations due to the interviews being conducted over Zoom and the telephone.   

The next source of evidence, (5) participant-observation, would involve serving as 

a decision-maker or staff member in an organizational setting of the case under study.  

Due to the nature of the classified work conducted by the WOSBs in this study and the 

pandemic restrictions, there was no opportunity for participant observation.  The last 

source of evidence to discuss, (6) physical artifacts, could be a tool or some other 

instrument that was an important component of the phenomenon under study.  The study 

did not lend itself to collecting a physical artifact.  While this section has provided a 

review of the sources of evidence for case studies, not all sources were relevant for my 

case study.      

Overview of Research Approach 

This qualitative case study aimed to explore the impact of human capital on the 

organizational effectiveness of WOSBs seeking government contracts.  Creswell and 

Poth (2018) asserted that qualitative research should be conducted when a problem needs 

to be fully explored but is not easily quantifiable.  Additionally, they stated that 
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qualitative research lessens the formality and power structure when conducting 

qualitative research (Creswell & Poth, 2018).   

Yin (2018) contended that a case study requires the researcher to ask reliable 

questions and to be an effective listener.  Ultimately, all participant responses must be 

recorded correctly, and the researcher must be cognizant of any bias or preconceptions.  

A case study requires the researcher to stay adaptive when interacting with subjects, fully 

comprehend the theory being studied, and ethically conduct the research.   

An experienced independent auditor was asked to provide feedback on the study 

questions as Hardesty and Bearden (2004) suggested to increase face validity; 

furthermore, the researcher incorporated the recommendations.  The auditor’s function 

was to assist in refining the line of questions.  The auditor was a former WOSB owner 

who led a company that competed for government contracts.  The audit culminated in 

rewording the study questions as depicted in Appendix C to remove loquacity and one 

duplicative question. 

Sample 

The sample for this dissertation originated from the defense sector of Northern 

Alabama.  While Coleman (2005) purported that WOSBs are concentrated in the service 

and retail sectors of business and tend to be smaller and less profitable than other sectors 

such as manufacturing or construction, this study focused on the defense sector.  The 

researcher of this study does not assume that the results are generalizable but 

recommends further research in other countries and other disciplines and industries.  
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 The study’s sample included owners, management, and workforce employees to 

ensure that individuals who set strategic goals, led or directed, and executed factors that 

shaped human capital participated.  All participants were prescreened prior to obtaining 

informed consent.  The eligibility criteria consisted of a subject’s ability to address how 

their firm operationally sought government contracts and whether they could assess how 

effectiveness was measured, and the criteria used for measuring effectiveness.  All 

subjects had the opportunity to discuss human capital, human capital management, 

competitive advantage, core competencies, and organizational effectiveness as it applied 

across the organization.   

The study used purposeful sampling (Palinkas, Horwitz, Green, & Hoagwood, 

2015) to select information-rich cases by the researcher’s knowledge of defense 

contractors.  Yilmaz (2013) argued that purposeful sampling in qualitative research 

intends to study a small number of unique cases that produce a wealth of detailed 

information.  This study successfully captured data from management exercising strategic 

actions and the workforce responsible for executing the missions and goals of the firm. 

The researcher interviewed fourteen participants consisting of four WOSBs 

owners, four managers, and six lower-level employees, as displayed in the Case Study 

Demographics Table (See Appendix B).  Polkinghorne (1989) advised five to twenty-five 

interviews for a phenomenological study.  Starks and Trinidad (2007) and Creswell 

(1998) both recommended interviews with up to ten subjects for a phenomenological 

study, while Morse (1994) suggested at least six subjects.  This case study focused on the 

viewpoints and experiences of subjects to assist in gathering robust data for analysis, 

while using the phenomenological methodology to explore the lived experiences of the 
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subjects (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The number of interviews (14) for this study exceeded 

the requirements for a general phenomenological study as suggested by Morse (1994), 

Creswell (1998), and Starks and Trinidad (2007). 

Northern Alabama was an appropriate site for this study for several reasons.  The 

Northern Alabama region is one of the fastest-growing technology hubs in the United 

States, with Cummings Research Park serving as the second-largest research park in the 

nation and fourth-largest in the world (Cummingsreasearchpark.com, 2019).  According 

to the Dynamic Small Business Research tool (SBA. n.d.), there are forty-seven WOSBs 

in the state of Alabama focused primarily on the defense sector, but the purpose of this 

study was to conduct exploratory research that allowed for the investigation of human 

capital’s impact on organizational effectiveness for WOSBs seeking government 

contracts.   

Instrumentation, Procedures, Data Collection 

The researcher captured the experiences of all subjects and aligned each question 

to prompt rich responses.  The interviewer took precautions not to influence the 

participants inadvertently but listened carefully to engage with the participants as the 

subjects discussed factors leading to organizational effectiveness.  According to Kvale 

(1994), bias cannot be avoided entirely, but it can be decreased significantly by 

counteracting researcher influence.   

The researcher collected the data through semi-structured interviews with WOSB 

owners, management, and employees to gather information on their lived experiences 

within these firms seeking government contracts.  The subjects were chosen based on 
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their varying levels of exposure and experiences to understand how organizational 

effectiveness is measured and identify factors that shape human capital within their firm.  

The subjects provided keen insight based on their previous and current job experiences 

working for a WOSB.  Ultimately fifteen WOSBs were contacted, with four WOSBs 

agreeing to participate.  However, only two WOSBs agreed to allow their employees to 

participate in interviews for the study.  While two WOSBs did not allow their employees 

to participate, these same owners did sit for an interview.  The researcher has concluded 

that his status as a defense contractor working within a U.S. Army project office and the 

ongoing pandemic may have contributed to concerns of their employees inadvertently 

sharing proprietary information.      

Although in-person interviews are the preferred method for a case study, the 

interviewer complied with the wishes of the firms under study.  The interview questions 

(see Appendix C) were open-ended and flexible, allowing them to describe their detailed 

experiences (Charmaz, 2014).  The researcher attempted to schedule interviews 

convenient to the management and workforce, with most occurring in the evening.  The 

researcher also asked the subjects to keep the interview questions confidential and to not 

discuss with other subjects.  This strategy lessened the possibility that follow-on test 

subjects would be influenced unwittingly by previously interviewed participants.  The 

researcher scheduled 60-minute interviews, understanding that some sessions would run 

shorter or longer.  Upon the conclusion of each interview session, the researcher thanked 

the participant and mailed a $5 Starbucks gift card to show appreciation for participation.   

  Yin (2018) asserted that there are four principles of data collection and, when 

used properly, will help in establishing construct validity and reliability.  The principles 
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are (1) using multiple sources of evidence, (2) creating a case study database, (3) 

maintaining a chain of evidence, and (4) exercising care when using data from social 

media sources.  This study used (1) multiple sources of evidence, including open-ended 

interviews, electronic documentation, and archival data.  Yin (2018) suggested that 

multiple sources of evidence provide multiple measures of the phenomenon under study. 

The second principle focuses on the organization or (2) creating an orderly case 

study database for retrieval of information while writing the study.  Yin (2018) 

maintained that creating a database increases the reliability of the case study.  The use of 

Nvivo 12 software as employed in this study provided computer-assisted storage, 

retrieval, and analysis of the evidence.  The next principle, (3) maintaining a chain of 

evidence, ensures that the findings in the case study are based on the evidence collected; 

furthermore, this principle prevents the loss of evidence to increase construct validity and 

the quality of the case (Yin, 2018).  The last principle, (4) exercising care when using 

data from social media sources, aids in reliability.  This study used Zoom as the data 

collection tool for some of the participants, which allowed the researcher to observe the 

subjects, the office settings, and the background conversation or noises.  Each participant 

was aware of and approved of the interview being recorded.  The interviews conducted 

on a cellphone would only allow background noises to be heard and provided little value.       

The data collection process for this study consisted of subject observations while 

using Zoom and interviews with open-ended questions.  Because of Covid-19 concerns 

and restrictions, the researcher used Zoom software as the primary data-collection tool.  

While the researcher used Zoom to conduct interviews, the researcher’s cellphone also 

served as a backup.  Each participant was given the choice of choosing a pseudonym or 
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allowing the researcher to provide it.  All subjects interviewed asked that the researcher 

to create a generic pseudonym for them.  The interviewer recorded the interview sessions 

and ensured that all subjects provided their consent before being recorded or proceeding 

with the interview.  All recordings, interview notes, and other instrumentation tools are 

being safeguarded to protect the confidentiality of the study’s participants. 

Data Analysis 

According to Maxwell (2013), data analysis tends to be the weakest portion of a 

defense proposal and rarely includes the strategies chosen for analysis.  Charmaz (2014) 

contended that beginning the interview with nonjudgmental questions encourages 

narratives to emerge.  Yin (2018) affirmed that the case analysis stage is the most 

difficult and recommended a straightforward approach using a two-case design.  

Furthermore, the analysis approach of this case study used pattern matching and cross-

case analysis in which the researcher generated assumptions while also describing lessons 

learned using a reflective process from all subjects (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  

In order to develop internal validity and external validity, Yin (2018) 

recommended using one of the five specific analytic techniques such as (1) pattern 

matching, (2) explanation building, (3) time-series analysis, (4) logic models, and (5) 

cross-case synthesis.  According to Yin (2018), pattern matching is comparing the 

empirical and predicted patterns of a case study or the researchers’ assumptions vs. the 

actual findings.  As long as the patterns appear to be similar, the internal validity of the 

case is strengthened.  This research examined five assumptions to explore the research 

question.   
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Another technique, (2) explanation building, is similar to pattern matching but 

focuses on building an explanation about the case.  For instance, this technique uses 

narratives from participants to explain a phenomenon or “how” or “why” some type of 

outcome has occurred.  The next analytic technique, (3) time series, helps the researcher 

analyze changes in a phenomenon over time.  This technique examines the observed 

trend from the case study results and compares it to the predicted trend established at the 

beginning of the case study.  Yin (2018) described (4) logic models as an analytic 

technique that consists of “matching empirically observed events to theoretically 

predicted events” (p. 186).  Logic models, while similar to pattern matching, involves 

assessing a sequence of events for a phenomenon.   

The last analytic technique, (5) cross-case synthesis, was another technique 

employed in this study.  Yin (2018) declared that this analysis only applies to multiple-

case studies.  This technique identifies patterns within one case before analyzing the 

relationships across the other cases.  The study’s validity was increased since my subjects 

belong to firms that are women-owned, similar in size and revenue, while also competing 

for government contracts.  Chapter 5 of this case study is the heart of the pattern 

matching and cross-case synthesis and describes the assumptions in detail while also 

exploring the organizational effectiveness factors that were common across the cases.  

The synthesis also illuminated factors that were dissimilar.    

Finally, Yin (2018) emphasizes the following four principles that are key to a 

high-quality analysis.  This research (1) captured as much evidence from participants as 

feasible by capturing their lived experiences and by examining records, electronic data, 

and observations.  My research addressed (2) future research in Chapter 5 for the 
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potential to (3) examine other interpretations of organizational effectiveness beyond 

WOSBs.  Lastly, the study’s analysis addressed its (4) significance.  As stated earlier, this 

study assists researchers and practitioners in understanding factors influencing human 

capital and how it shapes the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs. 

Yin (2018) asserted that a quality analysis seeks to use as much data collection as 

possible.  He suggested that the analysis should focus on the most salient aspects of the 

research.  Yin (2018) recommended that researchers demonstrate an understanding of 

current thinking on the topic.  Data was collected through interviews, field notes and 

supplemented with company data procured from the Dynamic Small Business Research 

Tool and firm websites.  After data collection for this study ceased, the researcher used 

the transcription service, Weloty, to transcribe the audio interviews.  The accuracy of 

each transcription was approximately 95% verified against recording at 10, 20, and 30 

minutes.  Each participant from all four firms were given the opportunity to review their 

transcript for accuracy.  None of the participants requested that any transcript be 

modified. 

Transcriptions were entered into a qualitative software program, NVivo 12, that 

was used to develop themes from each interview session.  The researcher analyzed and 

selectively coded the interview transcripts.  As shown in Figure 4, interviews were auto-

coded to discover the number of repeated words in all interviews.  For instance, Barbara 

used the word “Competencies” twenty-one times and used “Resources” ten times.  This 

exercise enabled the researcher to uncover codes that may have been previously 

unnoticed during the interview sessions.  Any recurring words not relevant to the study, 

such as “know” or “time,” were discarded.  My research used NVivo 12 on multiple 
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occasions after taking a short break from the study.  This short sabbatical helped the 

researcher in the coding process as the data transitioned from emerging themes to 

significant themes (Creswell & Poth, 2018).     

 

Figure 4  

Auto Code Example 

 

After completing auto-coding and rereading the transcripts, themes from the 

initial auto code began to emerge.  Each interview was thoroughly reviewed to identify 

overall themes.  The overall themes were Core Competencies, Hindering/Improving 

Organizational Effectiveness, Knowledge, Measuring Organizational Effectiveness, 

Organizational Effectiveness Models, Resources, and Skills, as shown in Figure 5.  These 

themes were broken down into additional sub-themes as each interview was analyzed. 
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Figure 5  

Master Code Example 

 

The master codes were broken down into sub-themes, as depicted in Figure 6.  For 

example, some of the sub-themes of core competencies were Weapon System 

Acquisition, System Engineering, Modeling and Simulation, and Cost Point Accounting 

System.   
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Figure 6  

Sub-Themes 

 

Additionally, some of the sub-themes of hindering organizational effectiveness included 

Ineffective Leadership, Lack of Communication, Lack of Employee Development, and 

Lack of Sensitivity to Customer Requirements.  My research continued to analyze the 

interviews and to code the sub-themes under the proper nodes.  I also used a tool in 

Nvivo 12 called “Cluster Analysis” that provided a snapshot of words quoted most often 
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by subjects.  In Figure 7, the 3D image indicates that Core Competencies, Organizational 

Effectiveness Model, and Knowledge and were the most similar words from each 

interview. 

 

Figure 7  

Word Cluster 

 

After coding was complete, the researcher was able to identify the key findings required 

for Chapter 4. 

Ethical Considerations 

The researcher identified WOSB firms while working with the Huntsville City 

and Madison County Chamber of Commerce and using suggestions from current 
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coworkers.  Prior to conducting the study, an Institutional Review Board application was 

completed.  The subjects were prescreened and asked for their formal consent via 

signature to participate before starting the interview.  The subjects were told that their 

participation was voluntary (see Appendix D), and they could discontinue the interview 

at any time.  The subjects were asked to sign the consent form shown in Appendix E.  I 

asked for permission before recording any interview session and gained consent via 

signature.  The risk level to participants in this research was assessed as minimal on the 

IRB application, and the researcher predicted no discomfort for any of the participants.  

Lastly, an executive summary of the study will be provided upon completion to the 

WOSBs that participated in the study, and the confidentiality of participants will remain 

intact.  At all times, the researcher adhered to all the Institutional Review Board 

requirements to ensure that no subjects were harmed and strict confidentiality was in 

place.  

Researcher Positionality 

The researcher is a disabled veteran who served twenty-one years in the Army 

and has been retired since 1 September 2017.  The researcher is currently employed as a 

Program Analyst inside an Army Project Office within the defense sector of Northern 

Alabama.  I also served as an assistant product manager, product director, and test officer 

within the U.S. Army.   

The continued growth of WOSBs is of great importance to the health of the 

economy of the United States, and the researcher’s intent is to add to the organizational 

effectiveness body of knowledge.  Furthermore, my research will assist researchers and 
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practitioners in understanding better how human capital impacts organizational 

effectiveness and the factors shaping human capital within those firms.  The researcher 

did not have a personal relationship with any of the study’s participants. 

Validity and Trustworthiness 

The researcher for this study used a case study method to conduct interviews with 

WOSBs with similar revenue and number of employees to investigate factors leading to 

organizational effectiveness.  All of the firms originated within the defense sector of 

Northern Alabama.  For this study to be valid, the researcher verified that the WOSBs 

were fifty-one percent owned and controlled by one or more women and were U.S. 

citizens.  It is a prerequisite of the Small Business Administration that the female owner 

be a U.S citizen.  The ownership was verified to be direct and not subject to any 

limitation, and a woman, or women, managed the day-to-day operations (SBA Goaling 

Guidelines, 2020). 

Additionally, a researcher should disclose all biases at the beginning of the study 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018).  The interview questions focused on obtaining data about 

human capital’s contribution, or hindrance, to organization effectiveness for WOSBs 

pursuing government contracts.  The researcher allowed an auditor with no connection to 

the study an opportunity to provide feedback on the interview questions.   

The researcher assumed that responses from subjects were valid.  In addition to 

the recommendations above, the researcher also ensured that feedback from the auditor 

was executed during the actual interviews with subjects.  The case study methodology for 

the study is appropriate for collecting rich data for application in the next chapter. 
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Finally, the researcher used the following dissertations as a guide when 

organizing the participants’ lived experiences for this study.  Birdwell (2020) described 

women's lived experiences within the manufacturing industry, while Rivet (2018) 

discussed the lived experiences of nine executives serving as decision-makers within the 

semi-conductor industry.  In addition, Vintinner-Wallace (2014) discussed the lived 

experiences of obese employees within a workplace weight loss program.  All these 

studies helped the researcher better understand how to organize the lived experiences of 

WOSBs and convey their personal experiences and challenges.  
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Chapter 4 

Findings 

 

Overview 

This study aimed to explore human capital’s impact(s) on the organizational 

effectiveness of Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to secure 

government contracts.  The study also examined instances of the external impacts of 

Competitive Advantage, Core Competencies, and Absorptive Capacity on WOSBs within 

the defense sector of Northern Alabama.  Furthermore, the study investigated the internal 

influence of Human Capital Theory (HCT) and Human Capital Management (HCM) on 

human capital within each firm.  The study’s participants identified factors that shape 

human capital into a key resource, and they provided discussion points on requisite skills 

or knowledge critical in pursuing government contracts.   

The researcher conducted interviews with WOSB owners, management, and 

employees from different functional areas.  The owners, including directors, guided the 

firms in determining which government contracts were viable options for pursuit, while 

the employees were responsible for completing a portion of the contract proposal bid and 

performing the contract.  All interviewees possessed unique understandings of how 

organizational effectiveness was defined within their firm, how it was measured, and 

what criteria were used to assess effectiveness when their firm sought government 

contracts.    
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  The study examined five assumptions as discussed in Chapter one to explore how 

human capital impacts the organizational effectiveness of a firm pursuing a government 

contract.  These five assumptions were  

(1) Some factors are present in Women-Owned Small Businesses that lead to 

organizational effectiveness;  

(2a) Human Capital, consisting of skills, within Women-Owned Small Businesses 

contributes to core competencies;  

(2b) Human Capital, consisting of knowledge, within Women-Owned Small 

Business contributes to core competencies;  

(3) Women-Owned Small Businesses use core competencies to achieve 

organizational effectiveness; 

(4) Some human capital resources in Women-Owned Small Businesses may 

hamper organizational effectiveness; and  

(5) Some factors in Women-Owned Small Businesses assist in improving 

organizational effectiveness.   

This study extended the organizational effectiveness literature and assists in 

understanding factors influencing the underserved WOSBs (Reardon, Nicosia & Moore, 

2007).   

 The following section discusses the subjective experiences of participants, and 

their responses will inform the assumptions.  My research captured the lived experiences 

of each of the study’s fourteen participants across the four cases in order to address the 
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research question.  The participants’ understanding of how human capital impacts 

organizational effectiveness has implications surrounding the organizational effectiveness 

construct; moreover, this study explored how human capital influences those WOSBs 

within this study looking to capture government contracts.  Each of the represented firms 

encountered disparate challenges for competitive government contracts submission.  Each 

firm excogitated the human capital expertise necessary to win and fulfill the government 

contract.  Finally, each firm had to establish stipulated criteria used to measure its 

organizational effectiveness.  

Overview of Case Study Firms 

The fourteen interviewee transcripts from the four different WOSBs, including 

the owners, management, and employees, were examined through the lens of 

hermeneutical phenomenology as described by Van Manen (1990, 2014) and Creswell 

and Poth (2018).  According to Van Manen (1990, 2014), hermeneutic phenomenology is 

research built upon the collection of lived experiences that allows the researcher to reflect 

upon meaning.  In addition, NVivo 12 Pro, a qualitative data analysis computer software 

package, was used to organize, analyze, visualize, and discover insights from the 

interviews.   

While each of the four WOSBs within the study were seeking government 

contracts within the defense industry of Northern Alabama, each provided differing 

perspectives of human capital’s impact on organizational effectiveness for the study.  

Though findings from the study indicated that some firms view organizational 

effectiveness as goal-oriented (Georgopoulos & Tannenbaum, 1957), some of the firms 
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view organizational effectiveness diversely and will be explored in later sections.  

Furthermore, the researcher uncovered some factors that influence human capital’s ability 

to affect organizational effectiveness.  

The next section of the chapter details the profile of each of the four firms, 

including the CEOs and employees.  All subjects (See Appendix B) were assigned a 

pseudonym since no participant decided to choose their own.  All other findings and 

contributions to the literature will be discussed concurrently.  

Profiles of Case Study Firms 

Profile of Alpha   

Alpha Company was incorporated in 1991 and is headquartered in Northern 

Alabama.  The firm has a yearly revenue of $70 million with approximately 400 

employees.  Alpha Company provides technical products and services to the U.S. 

military, other U.S. security agencies, partner nations, and commercial customers.  

According to the CEO, the company's core strengths include systems engineering, 

acquisition support, equipment training, modeling and simulation, logistics, security 

assistance, and Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence, 

Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) expertise.  Additionally, the company has two 

wholly-owned and diverse subsidiaries focusing on civil aviation services to domestic 

and international entities.  

 The following profiles are of employees from the Alpha Company, beginning 

with the CEO, and will describe their title and employment experiences. 
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Jennifer - CEO.  Jennifer is the CEO of Alpha Company, and she has been 

employed within the defense industry for twenty-nine years.  For those twenty-nine years, 

her experience has been in a WOSB.  Her educational background includes a Bachelor of 

Science (BS) in Mathematics.  During the interview, Jennifer stated that she initially 

thought her future career would be an analyst of some type, so she pursued a mathematics 

degree.  Because Jennifer was uncertain whether a woman would get hired as an analyst 

in the 1960s, she pursued a biology minor.  Jennifer explained that she wanted to have a 

backup plan to enter the nursing field because “back then, there weren't a lot of options 

for females at that time.”  

 Jennifer described a rare opportunity to relocate to Huntsville, Alabama, to work 

for a major defense contractor in the space program as a computer programmer.  She 

generated data reduction software to reduce the propellant data following each space 

mission.  She explained that “we added to the software that did the propellant utilization 

projections so that I could analyze the effectiveness of the flight for the mission for [the] 

third stage of Apollo.”  Jennifer stated that she loved the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) and their mission during her two years.  However, the budget 

changed, as did the focus on NASA after the man to the moon mission was overcome by 

the defense mission that was more critical because of the Cold War.  She also discussed 

her opportunity to take her Fortran computer language and programming skill to the 

defense industry, where she worked for other defense contractors in Huntsville.  Before 

starting Alpha Company, her last defense company employer allowed her to garner 

expertise in generating Fortran simulations and models to study nuclear effects.  Jennifer 
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described her experiences to becoming CEO of a WOSB as an interesting but somewhat 

unfortunate time. 

Barbara – CFO.  Barbara is the CFO of Alpha Company, and her duties entail all 

financial and much of the administrative functions at the company.  Barbara emphasized 

that her role includes treasury, banking, auditing, indirect rate management, budgeting, 

forecasting, and strategic planning — those vital functions that involve “getting the bills 

paid.”  She also stated that she has worked in the defense industry for over thirty years, 

with twenty years in Washington, D.C.   

She described working for large, small, and service-disabled veteran-owned 

companies that focused primarily on engineering, aviation, and support services. 

Additionally, she has some experience in manufacturing, public safety, and 

telecommunications.  Having a wide array of experience, she stressed that she had been a 

program manager on an agile program and on a software development program.  She has 

a work background with several billion-dollar companies as well as some that have 

earned $50 million in annual revenue, once again highlighting her diverse background. 

Dan – Program Manager.  Dan is a Task Order Lead for Alpha Company’s 

System Engineering and Technical Assistance (SETA) contract for an Army Project 

Office.  He is regarded as a subject matter expert for rockets and missiles and received a 

Bachelor’s in Mechanical Engineering in 1968.  Dan began work as a Flight Test 

Engineer for just over a year and was drafted in 1969 for Army service in Vietnam.  

Upon leaving the Army in 1971, Dan worked as an engineer in the Army’s Research, 

Development, and Engineering Center (RDEC) labs for seven years.  He was also 
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recruited to be on the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Project Office start-up 

team and worked as a project engineer until the mid-1980s.   

 Dan’s subsequent work included serving as the hardware manager in a classified 

submunition program in 1985 and the chief engineer for a classified cruise missile 

program until 1994.  In 1994, he became the chief engineer for various missile programs 

within the MLRS Project Office, where he remained until the early 2000s, when he 

retired from government civil service.  Dan has been with Alpha Company since 2001 as 

an engineering analyst and Task Order Lead for the government project office.   

Victor – Program Manager.  Victor is a program manager for Alpha Company and 

is responsible for the overall management of specific task orders and promptly ensuring 

that the technical, financial, schedule and other customer deliverables are implemented 

quickly.  He organizes, directs, and coordinates the planning and production of all 

activities associated with assigned delivery order projects.  Victor has worked for several 

veteran-owned service-disabled companies and several billion-dollar companies.  His 

diverse background includes serving as a deputy project manager and as a chief engineer 

for a missile system.  He eventually became the overall chief engineer for a U.S. Army 

project office.   

Jerry – Program Analyst.  Jerry currently serves as a program analyst for Alpha 

Company.  He has been working for Alpha Company for approximately four years.  He 

began his tenure with Alpha Company in a part-time job where he learned the company’s 

payroll processes.  He performed the payroll function for 300 to 400 employees in the 

company, but the number of employees would vary by government contract award.  After 

doing payroll for six months, Jerry was promoted to another position, program control 
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analyst.  His position encompassed the allocation of money and hours to Alpha’s 

employees working on government contracts.  It also included tracking and maintaining 

the expenses for billing purposes and reviewing contract modifications for accuracy.  

Finally, Jerry was responsible for certifying an employee’s time, leave status, and 

fielding administrative questions.   

Jerry received an additional opportunity to work directly on a government 

contract with the initial responsibility of handling action items from higher headquarters.   

He was recently given another opportunity to work as a program analyst that includes 

supporting all programmatic functions within a government program office.  Jerry’s 

overall experience from working within the headquarters of Alpha Company and 

functioning as a government contractor within a product office has provided a wealth of 

knowledge on the inner workings of both entities. 

Claire – Project Controller.  Claire is a project controller at Alpha Company and 

has worked at the company for three years.  She began her education through classes at a 

community college before transferring to a university in North Alabama as an accounting 

major.  Claire also worked as a paid intern during her final college semester.  Upon 

graduation, she started as an entry-level program control analyst at Alpha Company.  

Although Claire has worked in the project controller role for three years, she has risen 

from an entry-level to an advanced project controller and the project & accounting 

execution lead backup. 
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Profile of Bravo   

Bravo Company was incorporated in 2000 and is headquartered in Northern 

Alabama.  The firm has yearly revenue of $7-10 million and has approximately 110 

employees, and is certified by the Small Business Administration as a WOSB, Small-

Disadvantaged Business, and Native American-Owned Corporation.  According to the 

CEO, the company provides exemplary support to the federal government and has 

established itself as an industry-leading professional services company.  The company 

provides a broad range of customer solutions, including safety training, test and 

evaluation, modeling and simulation, program management, operations support, access 

controls, force protection, and information technology.  Bravo company also provides 

pre-employment screening, background investigations, human capital management, and 

other professional and technical support services to the U.S. government. 

 The CEO of Bravo company stated that her vision is to exceed customer 

expectations in offering service, delivery, quality, and communications unparalleled to 

other firms in the industry.  Bravo company is dedicated to bringing unsurpassed 

attention to detail, hands-on management, and expert regulatory compliance to every task 

while meeting the highest quality standards.  Finally, she indicated that Bravo is 

committed to constant improvement in every business area to promote total customer 

satisfaction. 

 The following participant profiles are employees of Bravo Company, beginning 

with the CEO.  As with Alpha Company, these profiles describe titles and employment 

experiences. 
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Shelly – CEO.  Shelly has been the President and CEO of Bravo Company 

located in Huntsville for the past 20 years.  She is the founder of Bravo Company and 

views her job as growing, overseeing, and maintaining the company’s vision, morals, and 

ethics.  She stated that the most significant aspect of her duties is business development, 

which involves networking, conducting tons of research on upcoming government 

contracting opportunities, and assessing Bravo’s probability of securing these 

government contracts.  Shelly asserted that Bravo Company is a defense contractor and 

100% of their support services are for the federal government. 

Craig – Vice President.  Craig is the vice president of Bravo Company, and he 

received his bachelor’s degree in Acquisitions and Contract Management.  He stated that 

he has been employed by Bravo Company for over 20 years as vice president.  Craig 

joined Bravo Company after a 20-year career with the U.S. Navy, where he served as an 

Air Traffic Controller.  He was hired in 2003 and charged with overseeing all finance and 

contract administration.  He has additional experience facilitating classification 

management in industrial security, information security, personnel security, physical 

security, government-designated unclassified information, and intellectual property.  His 

adeptness and knowledge in the facility and personnel security have allowed him to 

proficiently administer an array of security services, from conducting pre-screenings and 

background investigations to assessing vulnerabilities regarding data and technology 

security. 

Shay – Vice President Operations.  Shay is the vice president of operations at 

Bravo Company and previously worked for the company during a nine-year period in the 

same capacity before resigning to relocate overseas with her active-duty military spouse.  
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She continued to work for Bravo Company overseas, albeit in a consultant capacity for 

the executive team, until returning to Northern Alabama in the mid-2010s.  Shay 

eventually returned to Bravo Company as a full-time employee in 2019.  Additionally, 

she held the Executive Director of Corporate Operations position for another small 

business firm on the East Coast from 2016 – 2019.    

Shay earned her bachelor’s degree in English with a minor in 

Telecommunications.  Furthermore, she is currently participating in an online Master of 

Business Administration (MBA) program with a concentration in Entrepreneurial 

Innovation.  While originally hired at Bravo Company in the early 2000s, Shay’s 

responsibilities included helping the CEO in all facets of the corporate business 

encompassing operations and infrastructure.  Shay’s current duties include human 

resources, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) compliance, business ethics, proposal 

management, and public affairs.  As a member of the Bravo Company executive 

management team, Shay provides developmental support to formal strategic plans and 

other corporate objectives for the overall achievement of the firm. 

Clara – Quality Control Analyst.  Clara is currently a quality control analyst for 

Bravo Company.  She has previously worked as an associate buyer focusing on pricing 

products for another firm.  Clara also stated that she had supervisory experience leading a 

team of more than forty-five agents where she was responsible for individual production 

metrics, overall team performance, and assisting the program manager in traveling to 

Omaha, Nebraska, to launch a new product line.  Clara has previous experience as 

an information specialist where she served as the liaison between the company and 

clients, ensuring all information provided to the team was current.  Clara’s current job 
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involves her reviewing data to ensure proper procedures and policies are followed.  She 

also prepares refresher training and provides weekly coaching to other quality control 

analysts in the company.  Finally, Clara’s previous work was as a background 

investigator for applicants seeking security clearances.  She assisted and coached new 

hire investigators for two weeks after they completed training. 

Cat – Contract Analyst.  Cat currently serves as a contract analyst for Bravo 

Company.  She is a veteran of the U.S. Army and has worked in various industries.  She 

was previously employed in manufacturing, a Not-For-Profit business, a restaurant 

owner, and a retail sales member.  While she enjoys working in federal government 

contracting, she continues to work with various non-profit organizations.  Cat earned a 

bachelor’s degree in Political Science and an MBA with human resources, contracts, and 

acquisition concentration. 

Tia – Accounting Assistant.  Tia is a recent college graduate and has been 

working in Bravo Company as an accounting assistant.  She started working in a part-

time role with the company while simultaneously pursuing her bachelor’s in business 

administration.  She has worked full time for Bravo Company for eighteen months and 

wants to obtain experience working in various company areas. 

Profile of Charlie  

Originally founded in the mid-2000s, Charlie Company initially focused on 

supporting the Department of Defense in computing services.  It currently employs over 

150 employees with annual revenue of over $25 million.  The company expanded to 

support NASA with engineering services support in 2008 and later started supporting the 

Missile Defense Agency (MDA) in the Ground-Based Midcourse Defense mission.  
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According to the CEO, Charlie Company works to identify a specific need and obtain the 

best mix of technical and programmatic resources in order to meet and exceed customer 

requirements effectively. 

Katie – CEO.  As one of the first women assigned to the Air Force Special 

Weapons Center’s maintenance squadron during the Vietnam War, Katie founded Charlie 

Company after having experienced the first-hand importance of supplying the warfighter 

with effective systems to accomplish critical missions.  With the indicated experience, 

she began Charlie Company as a research and development enterprise with a focus on 

designing a portable system to defend warfighters against small rocket threats.  She stated 

that “I saw a need to protect our soldiers from small mortar fire and thought to myself, 

how can I help save lives to ensure our fighters overseas come home?” 

Charlie Company is one of the few woman-owned small businesses classified as a 

service-disabled veteran-owned small business in Northern Alabama.  Katie stated that 

she did not really understand what being a defense contractor was, except for the story 

one hears about the hammer costing $400.  Fourteen years later, Katie has grown the 

company to 150 employees and works for the DoD, NASA, other larger defense 

contractors.  While Katie was very open to participating in an interview, she eventually 

retracted her concurrence for allowing other employees to be interviewed.  Unfortunately, 

she did not provide a reason for the retraction and ignored all follow-up attempts to 

arrange interviews. 
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Profile of Delta   

Founded in 2005, Delta Company is a certified WOSB and veteran-owned small 

business specializing in engineering and technical services.  Delta consists of 

approximately forty-two employees and has an annual revenue of approximately $45 

million.  Delta is also an AS9100D certified company that focuses on providing products 

and services to customers in a cost-effective manner, as mentioned by the CEO.  

Lisa – CEO.  Lisa is the CEO of Delta Company, but she began her professional 

career as a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN).  She pointed out that she was one of the first 

LPNs in the operating room.  She credits her husband with being the entrepreneur of the 

family and convincing her to quit her nursing vocation to start their business in the mid-

2000s.  Lisa originally started as the facilities security officer and then became the 

contracting officer of Delta Company.  She also attributes her previous military 

experience working on the Patriot Missile System in the National Guard with 

strengthening her leadership qualities.  While Lisa was open to participating in an 

interview, she eventually retracted her concurrence for allowing other employees to be 

interviewed.  Unfortunately, she did not provide a reason for the retraction and ignored 

all subsequent follow-up attempts to establish interviews. 

Research Findings 

 I used semi-structured interviews with WOSB owners, management, and 

employees as the instrument to collect the lived experiences as well as field notes 

transcribed during the interviews.  Due to the ongoing pandemic, the researcher 
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conducted the interviews over Zoom and by telephone.  The research question that guides 

the study is:  

How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to capture government contracts? 

 Findings from Alpha Company regarding the first assumption that “Some factors 

are present in Women-Owned Small Businesses that lead to organizational effectiveness” 

indicated that some factors did emerge from the lived experiences shared by the 

respondents.  For Alpha Company, the management of indirect costs and hiring retired 

U.S. military or retired Army Department of Defense civilians with technical 

competencies appeared to be the strongest factors for competing effectively for 

government contract awards and contract recompetes.  Jennifer, the CEO, stated that the 

key factor in just about every government contract that is won competitively focuses on 

cost management and human resources.  Barbara contended that WOSBs must have a 

cost structure to compete for government contracts effectively no matter how superior 

their product.  Dan proposed that Alpha’s WOSB certification placed them in a 

competitive position from the beginning when competing for government contracts.   

 Victor maintained the criticality of having the right people with technical 

competence and knowledge for the government contract for which the company is 

competing.  Jerry diverged and stated that managing cost or having financial expertise 

can also provide a competitive advantage when the firm pursues government contracts.  

He described the advantages of having a low overhead, which includes delivering 

competitive salaries to employees at a lower contract cost to the government customer.  

Finally, Claire claimed that company leadership being able to meet quickly, especially 
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when bidding on a government contract, is the single most significant advantage.  While 

other competitors may have various locations, Claire affirmed that Alpha Company can 

deal with emergencies throughout the company by surging leadership in one location, 

providing cost savings and more efficient communication flow. 

  Regarding the first assumption for Bravo Company, findings from the 

participants’ shared experiences pointed to technical competencies and knowledge of the 

system under contract as factors indicating organizational effectiveness when seeking 

government contracts.  Shelly, the CEO of Bravo Company, stated that “human resources 

are at the root of any and all competitive advantages.”  Shelly also asserted that the 

technical proposal or lowest cost usually helps win the government contract.  Craig 

commented that the employees' knowledge base not only helps to carry out the vision but 

also provides a competitive advantage.  Shay also relayed that procurement intelligence 

or insight into the level of effort, key personnel requirements, contract value, funding 

limitations, and any unique or special contract requirements are necessary to recompete 

on a contract.  Clara mentioned that training sessions are essential to remain current on 

policy and procedures when competing for government contracts.  Cat focused on leader 

attributes as a driving force for a competitive advantage when capturing government 

contracts.  Additionally, she emphasized that it is vital for leaders to lead with empathy.  

While Tia has limited experience with Alpha Company, she did affirm that superior 

quality over lower customer costs contributes to a competitive advantage when seeking a 

government contract.   

Interestingly, both the Charlie Company and Delta Company owners, Katie and 

Lisa, respectively, pointed to maintaining a low overhead initially as the factor shaping 
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human capital and influencing organizational effectiveness.  During the interview, the 

Charlie Company CEO suggested that subject matter experts within the company can 

lead the proposals to win government contracts.  Finally, Delta Company’s CEO took an 

unexpected tact and provided an example of absorptive capacity by asserting that her firm 

acquired new capabilities and information.  Moreover, she stated that the information 

proliferated throughout the firm assisted Delta Company in winning a recent government 

contract.  My research agrees that low overhead provides resources for critical employees 

to be retained for seeking government contracts, but this factor seems to point to cost 

position instead of organizational effectiveness.  Overall, multiple themes emerged from 

several lived experiences within Alpha Company, indicating factors perceived as leading 

to effectiveness.    

Assumption 2a that “Human Capital, consisting of skills, within Women-Owned 

Small Businesses contributes to core competencies” did not emerge from the lived 

experiences of the respondents as meaningfully observed.  It was difficult for the 

researcher to identify specific skills during the interviews that contributed to core 

competencies for Alpha Company when seeking government contracts.  While activities 

such as recruiting employees who can deal with the unexpected and use their judgment to 

make correct decisions are valued, many of the participants in this study could not 

identify a specific skillset.   

The closest skill identifiers noted by Alpha Company subjects were hiring 

employees with engineering and programmatic backgrounds.  It should be noted that 

Jennifer, CEO of Alpha Company, affirmed that competing for government contracts 

requires that employees have specialized training on the weapon system applicable to the 
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contract in question.  She also empowers her management to select the best employee 

who possesses the exact skills required for a contract and pushes her management to 

retain these employees to bolster Alpha Company’s core competencies.   

While not identifying pertinent skills, Barbara contended that the salient 

determinant between skill and knowledge is executing sound judgment.  Both Dan and 

Victor were similar in identifying engineering and programmatic backgrounds as critical 

skills for retaining Alpha Company’s core competencies.  Albeit, neither subject was able 

to isolate the exact skills from the engineering or programmatic fields.  Jerry pointed to 

having skills in budget preparation and analysis as key contributors to core competencies, 

but he did not describe how these skills could contribute to the firm securing a 

government contract.  To conclude Alpha Company’s lived experiences, Claire loosely 

described absorptive capacity instead of a specific skill when she stated that being detail-

oriented is a valuable proficiency that enables an employee to take new information, 

synthesize it, share with other employees, and then have the drive to execute with 

minimum error.  Ultimately, none of the Alpha Company subjects identified a specific 

skill leading to securing a government contract. 

Identifying Bravo Company skills that contribute to core competencies was also 

uneventful.  The proximate skill identifiers were hiring employees with a background in 

information technology, program management, engineering management, and human 

capital management; however, there was no description by the respondents of how these 

skills would lead to capturing a government contract.  Shelly, CEO, could identify 

generic skills such as attention to detail, professionalism, and common courtesy as 

essential traits.  Craig deflected the question by placing faith in the management to select 
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employees with the right skills to bolster the firm’s core competencies for successfully 

winning bids.  Both Shay and Clara discussed generic skills such as integrity, time 

management, honesty, and neither could describe how these skills assisted in securing 

government contracts.  Cat and Tia continued to describe generalities such as customer 

service and relationship building in addition to adaptability and multi-tasking but never 

pinpointed an exact skill that would contribute to core competencies and assist in 

capturing a government contract.   

Finally, the Charlie Company and Delta Company subjects did not identify a 

specific skill but stressed the importance of obtaining employees with certifications in a 

particular field as dictated by the contract proposal.  Katie, CEO of Charlie Company, did 

not directly address the question but reiterated the importance of certifications, 

qualifications, and specific education.  Lisa, CEO of Delta Company, was the only 

participant who briefly mentioned the skills of prior military members in mastering how 

to use Army Weapon systems and how this could contribute to winning proposals.  Lisa 

commented that “in the military, you kind of know what you’re getting with their 

expertise.”  Overall, the two subjects failed to identify critical competencies by 

discussing the merits of follow-on training for employees instead of specific skills.  

Based on the research of Lawler (2005) and Stanton and Nankervis (2011), who 

discussed the importance of educating and training for the workforce and how that 

development contributes to organizational effectiveness, the previous responses do not 

provide enough meanings or experiences of human capital, with specific skills, 

contributing to each firm’s core competencies as they seek government contracts.   
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Assumption 2b that “Human Capital, consisting of knowledge, within Women-

Owned Small Business contributes to core competencies” did emerge as a significant 

theme based on the lived experiences of the respondents.  Gonzalez-Loureiro (2013) and 

Zheng, Yang, and McLean (2010) examined how knowledge bolsters organizational 

effectiveness.  The overall responses from the participants indicated that observations of 

human capital, consisting of knowledge within a WOSB, contributed to core 

competencies.  The researcher extracted from the discussion that Alpha Company 

subjects preferred employees with knowledge from previously working on classified 

programs as vital to its core competencies and enabled them to compete successfully for a 

government contract. 

 The researcher surmised that Alpha Company valued the importance of 

knowledge in administration, project control, government contracts, accounting, and 

human resources as contributing to its core competencies.  Jennifer contended that a 

potential employee must have worked on classified programs and that maintaining a 

secret clearance is a top priority when working on proposals.  Barbara suggested that 

knowledge accumulation in administration, project control, government contracts, 

accounting, and human resources was essential in seeking government contracts.  Dan 

and Victor pointed to matching employees' engineering and program management 

knowledge with customers they may support on a contract.  Finally, Jerry purported that 

knowledge of the finance discipline and previous knowledge of working within a 

government project office as crucial for winning a proposal bid.  With Claire having less 

experience than the other participants, she readily admitted to not contributing much in 

this area except for generalities.      
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The researcher found it difficult to pinpoint the knowledge factors for Bravo 

Company since their responses were less detailed.  For instance, knowing how to handle 

emergencies, building on knowledge from peers, and having a foundation in technical 

knowledge were vague in understanding how each factor contributed to core 

competencies.  Shelly, CEO of Bravo Company, insisted that her employees meet tight 

deadlines, have knowledge of any new government requirements when submitting a 

proposal, and they are self-starters who seek out knowledge in areas where they are 

weakest.  Craig and Clara provided responses that did not address assumption 2b since 

they did not mention any specific knowledge areas contributing to core competencies.  

Craig simply stated that “an employee will gain knowledge as they become more 

experienced.”  Both Cat and Tia were more straightforward in explaining how technical 

knowledge is one of the most important requirements for winning government bids.  For 

instance, Cat relayed that “the knowledge employees should possess to contribute to a 

firm’s core competencies is education, experience, and the practical understanding or 

ability to apply the core competencies to various situations.”   

While the Charlie Company CEO was vague in her response of employees 

needing mentorship or internship program experiences to build a knowledge base, the 

Delta Company CEO provided a more detailed response.  The Charlie Company CEO, 

Katie, focused more on explaining the value of an internship to provide employees with a 

base of knowledge for helping her firm seek government contracts.  However, Lisa, CEO 

for Delta Company, proclaimed that Delta Company prefers employees with a military 

background and expertise on a weapon system that the company is bidding as 

contributing to its core competencies.  Therefore, the responses from the Alpha Company 
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subjects and the Delta Company CEO were the only lived experiences that provided 

observations of human capital, with specific knowledge, contributing to each firm’s core 

competencies. 

The third assumption that “Women-Owned Small Businesses use core 

competencies to achieve organizational effectiveness” emerged as a significant theme 

based on lived experiences.  While previous researchers examined core competencies 

central to organizational effectiveness in larger firms (Clardy, 2008; McCann, 2004; 

Richard and Johnson, 2001), this research explored subjects' experiences within WOSBs 

seeking government contracts.  My research identified that Alpha Company’s core 

competencies included weapon system acquisition support and training U.S. military 

soldiers and Foreign Military Sales (FMS) partners on various weapon systems.   

The other Alpha Company responses were deemed areas that tangentially 

influenced their core competencies rather than central to organizational effectiveness.  

Jennifer recognized during the interview that her objective was to build a staffed team 

with all of those skill levels to meet the government’s contractual requirements.  She 

contended that success usually occurs when Alpha Company’s core competencies are 

aligned when pursuing and executing a government contract.  Barbara avowed that 

companies that maintain their core competencies have effectively learned to develop and 

manage their human capital, resulting in a continuation of organizational effectiveness on 

contracts or while competing for them.  Dan contended that Alpha’s primary core 

competencies are programmatic and technical subject matter expertise and expressed his 

worry that, as programs evolve and technology advances, many firms tend to lose their 

technological expertise when those employees are hired away by competitors.  
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Specifically, Dan stated that “retention of these key personnel, where possible, is critical 

to retaining core competencies.”   

Victor acknowledged that employees with a military or a civilian government 

background lend a competitive advantage since many of the employees have previously 

worked in or led project offices seeking government contracts located in Northern 

Alabama.  Victor also underlined the edge that Alpha Company achieved when it creates 

an organization that matches the customer’s needs as it attempts to win contract bids.  

Victor noted that “it’s the opportunity to bring folks who’ve retired out of project offices, 

or in some cases, folks who just left the government to go to work in industry, to go back 

in, and be a part of and be involved in developing new programs, new products, that 

working in a project office environment [provide].”   

Jerry agreed with Victor that Alpha Company is creating a sustainable 

competitive advantage by seeking retired military personnel who already know systems 

on the proposal bid.  Although Claire is a junior employee, she emphasized that the 

knowledge and expertise of employees on Alpha Company’s Cost Point project 

accounting system was the main core competency for Alpha Company.  Claire points out 

that “…we have done well with having someone at all times, have the knowledge of our 

system [Cost Point] at the headquarters.”  Interestingly, Claire reiterated that as Alpha 

Company wins recompetes and new bids, the profitability of the firm will continue to 

increase as long as overhead is managed efficiently.  

The researcher was able to identify specific core competencies from Bravo 

Company which included modeling and simulation, business process analysis, scientific 
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services, human capital management, and pre-screening of background investigations.  

Shelly, CEO of Bravo Company, expressed that the early contracts that were initially 

awarded when the company first started were used as experience for future proposals.  

Shelly sarcastically stated that Bravo Company had about ten to twelve core 

competencies after three to four years.  Additionally, she expressed that “after ten years 

and even now, we have six core competencies we focus on.”  Shelly announced that she 

considers information technology, modeling and simulation, business process analysis, 

scientific services, human capital management, and pre-screening background 

investigations central to their organizational effectiveness.   

While Craig echoed the previous response from Shelly, Shay suggested that 

information technology, business process analysis, engineering services, and human 

capital management are the core competencies from her perspective.  She stressed that 

Bravo’s leadership sets out to identify and tailor the most feasible core competencies to 

satisfy contractual needs.  Shay reiterates that “this is done by collaborating with the 

customer to develop a common vision of alleviating their issues so that we can align our 

most applicable features that will benefit and be advantageous to the customer.”   

Clara provided a terse response regarding the core competencies of Bravo 

Company by stating that the main competency is a low-cost strategy when looking to 

capture government contracts.  Clara specifically stated that “we provide high-quality 

work at a lower price point than our competitors.  This opens the door to additional 

training and ensuring that our employees are top-notch in providing services for the 

customer.”  While Tia suggested that communication is the core competency that is 
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central to Bravo Company’s organizational effectiveness in pursuing government 

contracts, Cat provided the following core competencies for Bravo Company:  

(1) technical expertise or the ability to demonstrate the depth of knowledge and 

skill in a technical area to exceed the customer’s expectations;  

(2) strategic thinking or establishing processes and procedures for current and 

future employees to ensure that the firm will exceed expectations and assign tasks 

to individuals based on their skills, experience, and knowledge to deliver 

exceptional customer service daily;  

(3) results oriented-focus on the desired results of one’s own or teamwork, to 

exceed expected goals;  

(4) quality driven to establish guidelines and to utilize these guidelines to build 

high-quality teams to deliver exceptional quality services; and  

(5) customer-centric focus to provide a positive customer experience before and 

after the performance, which builds trust and loyalty from the customer and builds 

the firm's reputation.   

Cat, who holds an MBA, also mentioned that when these core competencies are executed 

flawlessly, the firm is in the best position when seeking government contracts. 

The Charlie Company CEO, Katie, proclaimed systems engineering as the firm’s 

core competency.  This admission aligned with the firm’s goal to hire retired military and 

DoD civilians with previous engineering backgrounds when attempting to secure 

government contracts.  Although Katie leads her own company, in a transparent moment 
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during the interview, she admitted that there will never be equal rights for women in the 

workplace during her lifetime.  Katie contends that “there will probably never be equal 

rights for women in the workplace, as long as I'm alive. And I don't even see that ever 

happening. Because it's such an unbalanced force, you know, the way, we think.  But one 

of the things you can do as a woman-own[ed] company is if you see there's a gap in 

something, you can fix it.”  Katie also declared that competing effectively starts with 

hiring the proper experts, obtaining the required government certifications, and 

establishing processes and procedures for executing a contract that exceeds the standard, 

if feasible. 

 The researcher found it more challenging to identify the core competencies from 

the Delta Company CEO since her responses seemed more generic to the capabilities of 

what the firm can provide customers instead of where they excel.  While Lisa, CEO of 

Delta Company, listed her firm’s core competencies as engineering, logistics, integration, 

operations and sustainment, and test and evaluation services, she never connected how 

these competencies impacted the company’s organizational effectiveness when 

competing for government contracts.  Lisa commented that Delta Company’s leadership 

looks to improve its subject matter experts by specifically recruiting retirees with a 

background that will assist in fulfilling contractual requirements.   The discussions 

indicated that the subjects viewed these core competencies as vital for successfully 

meeting government contract and customer expectations. 

The fourth assumption is that “Some human capital resources in Women-Owned 

Small Businesses may hamper organizational effectiveness.”  Findings indicate that some 

factors did emerge from the lived experiences of participants.  It should be noted that 
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Manzoor (2012) and Pettaway et al. (2015) examined factors that could diminish 

organizational effectiveness if management fails to develop employees or does not create 

a secure and professional working environment.  My research discovered that the 

overwhelming Alpha Company factors that hinder organizational effectiveness included a 

lack of responsiveness by management to an employee’s technical development, which 

can disrupt competitiveness, especially when pursuing government contracts.   

Jennifer, CEO of Alpha Company, identified the environmental factor of 

teleworking as the biggest hindrance.  Moreover, she stated that teleworking has really 

impacted Alpha Company’s organizational effectiveness “in every way you can think of.”  

Jennifer complained that the teleworking environment creates complacency and a lack of 

accountability toward contractual requirements.  Barbara implied that communication 

between employees is just as vital as their knowledge and skills.  She maintained that 

when an organization's culture becomes toxic due to poor communication in the 

workplace, and if management fails to act, this tends to hinder an organization's 

effectiveness.  Barbara affirmed that  

“If you are not communicating with your employees from the top down. And if 

people don't feel like they're [a] part of the company and they're being told things, 

whether they're pleasant or unpleasant, [then] there's a lack of security, there's a 

lack of job satisfaction, [and] there's lack of direction.”   

Some of the other lived experiences from Alpha Company identified limitations 

on job performance rather than hindering organizational effectiveness.  Dan declared that 

organizational effectiveness and efficiency are influenced considerably by the attitude of 
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the employee.  Dan focused on how a lack of development opportunities, raises, bonuses, 

and general praise for employees can create difficulties in the work environment.  Victor 

asserted that a lack of responsiveness by management to an employee’s technical 

development could disrupt competitiveness.  Victor stressed that Alpha Company’s 

management is attempting to create opportunities for growth which is feasible since the 

firm supports various customers and contracts.  He also declared that management must 

reduce any hindrances with career development that would decrease organizational 

effectiveness.   

Jerry was passionate that the first hindrance to organizational effectiveness in 

Alpha Company was the tendency of the CEO to hire business operation employees (i.e., 

finance, human resources, accounting, administrative) in a nonexempt status.  According 

to Jerry, hiring employees in a nonexempt status means that their position is similar to 

part-time employees with little or no benefits. Jerry expressed that “[its] hard for people 

who have families or just need health care for themselves.”  The stress of working at 

headquarters, the lack of benefits, and the lack of competitive salaries certainly lead to 

job dissatisfaction, he contended.   

Claire also focused on factors leading to employee dissatisfaction while 

discussing factors hindering organizational effectiveness.  Claire emphasized that 

dissatisfied employees are positively correlated to dissatisfied customers, and, when 

dissatisfied employees leave the company, nothing stays neat.  She expressed that 

“[Product Managers] PMs rely heavily on [Project Controllers] PCs, and we have 

these big giant work plans. And if there's high turnover in my position, those 
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work plans get screwed up, and PMs can't rely on us, which is, in turn, messing 

up our customers.”   

She noted, “especially in my position, nothing stays neat” or organized when there is high 

turnover.  In Claire’s opinion, employees' dissatisfaction caused by management at 

headquarters has been the greatest hindrance to organizational effectiveness. 

Bravo Company’s hindrances to organizational effectiveness centered on data that 

suggested misalignments between employees and company leadership on vision and 

mission or lack of effective communication between the firm and the customer.  Another 

factor of Bravo Company resembling a hindrance to organizational effectiveness was the 

observation that some employees lack time sensitivity and were failing to complete 

customer requirements on the government contract.  Shelly, CEO of Bravo Company, 

provided evidence of a potential hindrance factor in that she said poorly written 

government proposals that fail to communicate requirements have become a source of 

angst for her employees supporting external agencies.  Additionally, other employees like 

Craig stated that “bad leadership and an ineffective vision are the two major hindrances 

to organizational effectiveness,” while Shay claimed that the primary impediment to 

organizational effectiveness is employees with values or a mindset not aligned with the 

organization’s culture and goals.  Shay commented that 

“[…] not selecting employees that are well aligned with corporate values tends to 

adversely impact the overall strategic vision of the organization.  Employees who 

are not aligned with the organization’s culture creates imbalance, disorientation, 

and distraction within the environment. This may lead to increased turnover, as 
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employees who are unable to align with the culture will either resign or—after 

exhausting all efforts—be dismissed.” 

While these experiences are rich in detail, neither subject adequately explained how these 

might have prevented the firm’s successful procurement of government contracts.   

Tia mentioned dissatisfaction in employee development because of poor 

management as her major deterrent to organizational effectiveness, while Clara believed 

that employees who become disengaged and those who cannot transform constructive 

criticism into a positive outcome might become disruptive forces within the company.  

Cate provided the following seven obstacles: (1) personality conflicts (I vs. we 

mentality), (2) lack of technology, (3) poor leadership styles, (4) toxic culture, (5) lack of 

strategic planning, (6) lack of human resource development, and (7) leaders and 

employees not committed to the vision, mission, and goals of the firm.  While these 

factors could be a hindrance to successfully executing the contract, based on previous 

research, the lack of human resource development is the most salient that may negatively 

impact organizational effectiveness (Lajili, 2014; Richard & Johnson, 2001).   

The findings from Charlie company indicate a working environment that appears 

toxic to employees, as expressed by the lived experiences of Katie, CEO of Charlie 

Company.  Katie began her interview with a reticence to admit that hindrances to 

organizational effectiveness could occur in her firm.  She avowed that maintaining 

satisfied employees required stopping dissatisfaction when it is first noticed.  She 

commented, “we don't let it get that far. We don't let it. We don't let an employee get to 
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where they feel that way.”  The researcher’s opinion is that failing to admit that there are 

no hindrances within a firm is a hindrance to effectiveness.   

According to Wulfers (2017), authentic leaders are always prepared to look at 

themselves and the organization to realign when the environment is not conducive to 

inspiring, influencing, and empowering employees.  A reason provided by Katie for not 

allowing hindrances in her firm is that she “fires employees that mess up, cause trouble, 

gossip incessantly at work, and things like that.”  She reiterated that any employee 

observed as a hindrance is immediately dealt with since allowing any toxicity in the work 

environment is a non-starter.  While Katie did not want to admit to any hindrances in her 

firm, this was not the case for Delta Company. 

Lisa, CEO of Delta Company, confirmed that a lack of developing employees 

could negatively impact the relationship with the customer and that a failure to provide 

leadership training caused dissatisfaction in employees.  Potentially, this dissatisfaction 

could disrupt their contribution to the mission.  Lisa discussed the hindrances to 

organizational effectiveness caused when the firm fails to balance employee development 

by bringing in new capabilities to assist with seeking government contracts.  Lisa 

confirmed that “we felt we weren't really giving them the proper tools.”  She used an 

example of her firm procuring many new computers and the considerable front-end cost.  

Lisa stated that it takes time to recoup those costs, but she and management constantly 

weigh the risks versus the benefits of bringing in new capabilities that pull any funds 

away from employee training.  Finally, Lisa affirms that “we have the good [employee] 

relationships, which I think ultimately makes a better relationship with the customer, 

too.”  Based on the lived experiences from the respondents within the four cases, the 
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findings indicate multiple factors influencing human capital resources in Women-Owned 

Small Businesses that may hamper organizational effectiveness. 

The fifth assumption that “Some factors in Women-Owned Small Businesses 

assist in improving organizational effectiveness” emerged as a significant theme based on 

the lived experiences of respondents.  Some factors shared by Alpha Company may assist 

in improving organizational effectiveness.  For instance, some of these factors could 

assist Alpha Company in successfully competing for a government contract.  Research 

from Patricia-Ordóñez and Lytras (2008), Reimann (1975), and Wiener (1988) identified 

factors such as shared working values and motivation from management for influencing 

organizational effectiveness.  Within the context of the previous research, the research 

found that within Alpha Company, the factors viewed as improving organizational 

effectiveness included hiring and retaining highly qualified employees, competitive pay, 

and caring leadership.  The other recorded factors from Alpha Company interviews 

tended to focus more on aiding in mission accomplishment than improving organizational 

effectiveness.   

Jennifer suggested that the first factor in improving effectiveness is hiring 

employees that perform at the seven to ten level of performance, which means “hiring the 

superstars.”  She asserted that government customers tended to rely on Alpha Company 

employees who produce and always put more work on those personnel since “you will 

get the best product out of that person.”  Barbara affirmed that motivating employees is 

central to improving and sustaining organizational effectiveness.  Barbara stated that 

employees are motivated when they feel valued and recognized.  Barbara commented that 

“people are motivated when they're treated, like professionals.”  She insisted that 
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employees are motivated when they know that their service is valued and essential to the 

mission of capturing government contracts.   

Dan contended that Alpha Company’s leadership must continually balance 

salaries with talent and affordability to the government since most contract awards are 

based on technical capability, management strengths, and cost.  Consequently, Dan 

confessed that retaining good employees with good salaries is challenging in a 

competitive environment.  Dan keenly pointed out that “[o]ne must balance salaries with 

talent and affordability to the government since most contract awards are based on 

technical capability, management strengths, and cost.”  He also alleged that the 

government customer does not always understand the cost of keeping subject matter 

experts on board, especially when the government leans toward the lowest bidder.  As 

Dan commented, “one gets what they pay for.”   

Victor addressed the factors that improve organizational effectiveness about how 

Alpha Company manages employee opportunities to match their talents to contracts.  

Victor provided an example of an employee at the company headquarters who was stuck 

in a job that did not have many promotion opportunities, but management was able to 

find him a job in a government project office that matched up with his technical 

competencies.  According to Victor, “helping employees move to a different position can 

be a reward back to the company in the long run.”  Victor also stated that trust is the other 

factor that improves organizational effectiveness since employees of Alpha Company 

serving as support contractors in the government are viewed as confidants.   
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Jerry proposed that the factor that improves organizational effectiveness is the 

employee’s direct supervisor.  Jerry contended that the competitiveness of the 

government contracting firms saturates the marketplace.  Since WOSB, Veteran-Owned 

Small Business or Disabled-Small Business Owners are oftentimes competing against 

each other for the same contract, supervisors need to offer the most reasonably 

competitive salary and benefits to obtain the subject matter experts required for the 

contract.  He also relayed that “[…] if you invest in your employees, it's likely that you 

won't have major turnover.”  Jerry asserted that the supervisor should improve employee 

job satisfaction to retain experienced employees who will continue to be a competitive 

advantage for the company as they recompete for the next contract.   

Finally, Claire suggested that pay is the leading motivator for employees, and 

competitive pay contributes to worker's willingness to exceed customer expectations.  

Claire professed that competitive pay could be beneficial to firms that are unable to 

recruit employees since it could motivate current employees to perform their required 

duties with quality and expertise while pursuing government contracts. 

The researcher discovered that the factors from Bravo Company seen as 

improving organizational effectiveness from lived experiences included improving 

compensation and benefits, improving employee morale, and focusing on training and 

development.  The other factors tended to be less about improving organizational 

effectiveness but rather creating a more productive working climate.  Shelly, CEO of 

Bravo Company, focused on improving the compensation and benefits package as the 

source to improve organizational effectiveness.  Shelly affirmed that Bravo Company’s 

benefits package has been critical in helping the company retain quality staff.  She also 
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maintained that once an employee is vested, they generally do not want to start with a 

new company.  

Unfortunately, Craig’s two-word answer of “great leadership,” meaning effective 

leadership necessary for improving organizational effectiveness, lacked detail.  

Nonetheless, Shay explicitly stated that empowering employees serves as a catalyst to 

perform at exceptional levels while driving quality, profitability, and optimal customer 

satisfaction.  Shay claimed that empowering employees reinforces the strategic direction 

communicated from management to employees and enhanced the cohesion necessary to 

advance organizational effectiveness.   

Similarly, Clara declared that employees with a great work environment, pay 

(incentives), and a good benefits package help improve organizational effectiveness.  She 

also believes that “having a great managerial staff, and supplemental trainings conducted 

by a trainer or an employee pursuing individual training is key.”  Clara asserted that when 

employees with knowledge and skills are placed on contracts that maximize their talents, 

they tend to remain satisfied with their employer.   

Cat provided the following six explicit factors for improving organizational 

effectiveness: (1) leaders, managers, and employees all committed to the vision, mission, 

values, and core competencies of a firm,  (2) recruiting, retaining, and continuous 

professional development of highly qualified human capital, (3) customer-focused 

attitude, (4) consistently providing and delivering high-quality services, (5) effectively 

utilizing technology and (6) providing a work culture that promotes a team environment 

and one that keeps employees engaged.  It is debatable how these factors relate to the 
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pursuit of capturing government contracts except for the first factor that speaks to the 

entire firm being committed to the vision, mission, values, and core competencies of a 

firm.  Moore (2000) emphasizes that the best strategy model focuses on knowing the 

customer, understanding the markets, and identifying the competition.  This strategy 

aligns with the first point regarding competing effectively in capturing a government 

contract.  To conclude, Tia commented that “teamwork and employee morale” were 

factors for improving organizational effectiveness.  It should be noted that Tia’s response 

hearkens more to job performance factors than effectiveness. 

The researcher concluded that the Charlie Company subject’s response of starting 

programs outside the firm that are interesting to employees as a catalyst for improving 

organizational effectiveness was ambiguous.  Katie, CEO, did not expound upon her 

considerations of driving forces but stated that discovering employees' passions will help 

improve organizational effectiveness.  Katie declared that “[we] want them to be able to 

go out there and grow their own passion and find out things in the community that they 

are passionate about.”  She insisted that more companies should discover their employee 

learning goals or whether they desire to engage in local government or community 

affairs.   

Finally, the Delta Company CEO, Lisa, pointed out that granting employee 

flexibility and increasing the firm’s reputation were perceived as factors in improving 

organizational effectiveness, which ultimately allows the firm to compete successfully in 

the federal marketplace.  She unequivocally stated that while some companies list 

increasing pay as a factor in improving organizational effectiveness, her experience 

points to empowering and recognizing her employees' contributions.  Lisa insisted that 
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the flexibility provided to employees has ensured continuous productivity even amid 

teleworking.  Lisa avows that “everybody knows what's going on in the company, and it 

makes you feel more like a team, and what is my part?  What do I need to do to go 

towards our company goals?”  She declared that giving employees flexibility on 

accomplishing their work contributes to team unity and allows employees to feel like 

they have “skin in the game” or that they have a stake in the success of the firm’s 

mission.   

The purpose of this section was to explore the findings in greater detail.  As 

explained from the lived experiences, the finding indicated that there are some factors 

influencing human capital resources in Women-Owned Small Businesses that may 

improve organizational effectiveness.   The observations shared by the case study 

subjects regarding the phenomenon of human capital impacting organizational 

effectiveness inform this discipline.  Having addressed the five assumptions in detail, the 

next sections will identify additional findings from this research.   

Applicability of Measuring Organizational Effectiveness 

The second major finding aligns with the organizational literature (Kim, 1986; 

Steers, 1975) that organizational effectiveness is not merely about goal attainment.  This 

study concluded that each firm had a different criterion to use when measuring 

organizational effectiveness.  According to the study, some criteria within WOSBs might 

be useful in measuring organizational effectiveness.  In this section, the three main 

criteria of CPAR, Annual Audits, and Retention Rates are discussed that were influential 

across the board.  It is important to note that the CPAR, Annual Audits, and Retention 
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Rates were criterion criteria that participants' lived experiences identified as critical.  

Other superfluous factors were win/loss rates for contracts, employee and customer 

satisfaction surveys, organizational growth, and financial metrics.   

The Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR) is a report card from the 

government customer that assesses the strengths and weaknesses of a firm and is an 

essential portion of the government contract awarding process.  According to Jennifer, 

CEO of Alpha Company, firms that indicate successive government bids on contracts are 

required by the government to provide CPARs from prior related contracts.  She goes on 

to state that “[…] your past performance is very critical, and then building a team that can 

cover the requirements of the scope of work” is essential.  Dan reported that a glowing 

CPAR from the government customer sets the stage for continuing support and is a 

tremendous advantage in a crowded marketplace.  Dan notes that “What is most 

important to the company with respect to how successful support to customers has been is 

the CPAR.”  Victor affirms that CPARs provide the metrics that Alpha Company uses to 

determine whether they are doing an excellent job.  Victor denotes that “[…]any 

shortcoming, any bad CPAR, or less than excellent CPAR gets attention. What do we 

need to do to improve that activity, whether it be technical competence or personnel 

incompatibility.”  His experience over the years has repeatedly shown him that when you 

get excellent CPARs, it is a big contributor to Alpha’s success in a recompete for a 

government contract.  Other participants indicated the CPAR’s strategic importance since 

this document captures a firm’s historical performance and is considered a critical artifact 

for review by the customer before a firm is selected as the winner of a contract bid.   
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While Shelly contended that Bravo Company measures organizational 

effectiveness by using performance as a metric from CPARs, Shay suggested that having 

cost-effective price proposals and a solid performance record of evaluations for relevant 

work experiences as captured in CPARs is imperative to competitive advantage.  Shay 

also declared that Bravo Company is “fully committed to excellence and believe that 

customer feedback (i.e., CPARs and other performance evaluations) significantly helps in 

measuring the quality of our organizational effectiveness.”  Other employees within 

Bravo Company, Clara and Cat, pointed to the CPAR as the “go-to” evaluation document 

for measuring organizational effectiveness.  A history of poor CPARs, as stated by the 

participants, would result in a loss of business and little chance to compete for contracts 

effectively.  Both the Charlie Company and Delta Company CEOs confirmed that 

CPARs are a tool their firms use to improve specific areas from the customer’s 

perspective.  Additionally, both previous participants concluded that the government 

customer would look historically at past CPARs and potentially use previous data for 

selection.  Since CPARs have overwhelmingly been shown to be an important artifact for 

measuring effectiveness across the cases, the researcher will now explore a second 

criterion almost as crucial as CPARs. 

Annual Audits indicate whether a firm has been successfully following federal 

acquisition policies and procedures.  An organization called the Defense Contracting 

Auditing Agency (DCAA) conducts periodic checks of the WOSBs within this case 

study, and a string of negative audits would result in a loss of customers and significantly 

reduce the chance of winning new bids or recompetes (Defense Contracting Auditing 

Agency, 2021).  Jennifer, CEO from Alpha Company, vehemently believed that audits 
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are unbiased assessments of where her company is failing in effectiveness.  Hence, an 

audit outlines areas where the firm could improve.  Jennifer holds her management team 

responsible for implementing a plan to achieve improvement based on the audit results.  

If the audits show a lack of training for employees, Jennifer will instruct her managers to 

focus more on employee training by instilling processes called a performance evaluation 

that mandates a review of Alpha Company employee files once a year.  Jennifer also 

stressed that “…measuring performance through metrics, documenting that performance 

in annual reviews, [and] tracking progress against objectives helps an employee if he 

wants to learn to understand how he is progressing in that learning process.”     

Alpha Company’s CFO, Barbara, also provided an example of the urgency to tell 

employees when Annual Audits are coming up on the calendar. An unprepared employee 

could potentially provide erroneous information to auditors and damage the opportunity 

for Alpha to recompete government contracts.  Katie, the Charlie Company CEO, argued 

about the importance of the Annual Audits conducted by government organizations.  

Katie stressed that “if you don't have the government standards to go by, then you're not 

going to be profitable, you won't be able to retain your employees, [and] you won't 

understand that process of what it takes to run a business.”  Having discussed the 

criticality of Annual Audits, the researcher will discuss the third criteria deemed vital for 

measuring organizational effectiveness. 

Lastly, Retention Rates were used by the firms within this case study to measure 

whether employees, considered as subject matter experts, were staying with the firm so 

that federal contracts could be successfully bid upon.  If these subject matter experts 

remained with the firm, the company would be better positioned to win a recompete.  The 
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study’s participants also reiterated how crucial subject matter experts were for 

contributing to their core competencies.  Jerry, an Alpha Company employee, 

emphasized the importance of Retention Rates by stating how Alpha Company’s 

competitiveness was significantly damaged when headquarters employees became 

dissatisfied and left the firm.  He stated that Alpha Company’s Retention Rate within the 

headquarters section leaned toward being dismal with “employees [coming] in and out, 

sometimes like a revolving door.”  This failure to address Retention Rates could 

negatively impact Alpha’s ability to pursue and capture government contracts.  Cappelli 

(2000) asserted that firms need to develop cost-effective contingency plans for filling 

gaps in skills.  If Alpha Company fails to retain experts who are skilled in the 

government contract requirements for which they are bidding, they may not be able to 

compete effectively against other firms.   

Craig, Vice President of Bravo Company, and his employee Cat purported the 

importance of Retention Rates; furthermore, Craig lists this metric as his number one 

priority to track within the firm.  Craig stated that “while win rates on contract proposals 

and employee morale are important metrics in measuring organizational effectiveness, 

employee retention rate is the primary metric.”  Finally, Lisa, Delta Company CEO, also 

focused on the importance of tracking retention rates as a pivotal way to measure 

organizational effectiveness.  Lisa stressed that her management team works intimately 

with employees to offer them an attractive package to keep them on board, especially 

those contributing to the firm’s core competencies.  Lisa emphasized that she pushes her 

management to “catch turn-over issues as quickly as possible, maybe even before they 

arise.” 
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While the criterion of (1) Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR), 

(2) Annual Audits, and (3) Retention Rates did bring value to the study, the researcher 

was also able to collect additional data albeit not as common across all four case studies.  

The other criterion identified from the data included win/loss rates for contracts, 

employee and customer satisfaction surveys, organizational growth, and financial metrics 

(profitability, revenue, ROI, cash management, and indirect rate management). 

Table 2 captures all of the criteria that each participant discussed.  This section 

shows how WOSBs measure organizational effectiveness and identifying criteria 

common across all the firms.  The findings could indicate that these criteria are standard 

across other WOSBs outside the defense sector, but additional research would be 

necessary to confirm.  Analysis from this section informs research by Steers (1975), who 

pointed out the lack of consensus among researchers as to what constitutes a useful and 

valid set of effectiveness measures.  Based on participants' lived experiences, this 

research suggests that the CPAR, annual audits, and retention rates are valuable criteria to 

measure organizational effectiveness for WOSBs within this study from the defense 

sector of Northern Alabama.  The next section on effectiveness models informs research 

from Bates (1973) that aptly points to the multiple influences on a subject that influence 

how employees view organizational effectiveness.   
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Measuring Organizational Effectiveness Factors 

Alpha Company Bravo Company Charlie Company Delta 

Company 

CPAR CPAR CPAR CPAR 

Annual Audits Retention Rate Annual Audits Retention Rate 

Retention Rate Win vs Loss rates 

on contracts 

Retention Rate  

Employee 

Satisfaction Survey 

Employee and 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

Surveys 

  

Revenue, ROI, cash 

management, 

indirect rate 

management 

Profitability   

Win vs. Loss rates 

on contracts 

Organizational 

Growth 

  

Organizational 

Growth 

   

 

Table 2  

Measuring Organizational Effectiveness 

 

Applicability of Organizational Effectiveness Models 

The last major finding from the study regarding the five organizational 

effectiveness models (Jean-Francois, 2004) from Table 3 led to meaningful results that 

refuted the early assertions of researchers (Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum, 1957) that 

organizational effectiveness is simply goal-focused.  This study found that owners, 
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management, and employees had different perspectives of organizational effectiveness 

based on their positions and assessments within the firm.  Women owners tended to view 

the ineffectiveness model or “fixing what was broken” to achieve organizational 

effectiveness, while employees tended to have the perspective of the goal model, such as 

reaching a profit goal or employee retention goal to obtain organizational effectiveness.   

This exploratory case study helped to add focus to the organizational 

effectiveness literature since there is a lack of agreement among scholars regarding the 

topic of defining organizational effectiveness (Cameron, 1986; Flinchbaugh, Zare, 

Chadwick, Li, & Essman, 2020; Reiman, 1975; Steers, 1975).  According to Friedlander 

and Pickle (1968), organizational effectiveness definitions tend to reflect the point of 

view of a particular person as indicated by the five effectiveness models.  Friedlander and 

Pickle (1968) used an example in which business owners tended to view organizational 

effectiveness through a profitability lens, while employees would view organizational 

effectiveness in job satisfaction.  Research from Friedlander and Pickle (1968) indicated 

that defining organizational effectiveness is a function of who defines as well as their 

frame of reference.  This research on organizational effectiveness in WOSBs affirms the 

previous research from Cameron (1978, 1981) and Reimann (1975).  Given the diverse 

demographics of the study, organizational effectiveness is not merely defined as focusing 

only on goal accomplishment. 

The researcher of this study sought to explore how firms view organizational 

effectiveness to determine if the goal model was the means and end for all the cases.  The 

findings from the organizational effectiveness models (Table 3) were worthwhile.  In 

addition, the study sought to understand if the case study subjects would identify the goal 
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model as the overarching model, which would support the research of Georgopoulos and 

Tannenbaum (1957).  Moreover, the research is explanatory in that no theories or models 

exist regarding what variables are related to organizational effectiveness in WOSBs 

within the defense sector of Northern Alabama.  Jean-Francois (2004) examined extant 

literature to find models that focused on the goal achievement, the processes necessary to 

attain goals, powerful constituencies that influence an organization’s effectiveness, the 

values on which organizational effectiveness is grounded, and how the removal of 

ineffective factors impact organizational effectiveness.  This study revealed that many of 

the participants stated that their firms transitioned through multiple organizational 

effectiveness models.  Interestingly, the goal model (selected overall by employees) and 

the ineffectiveness model (selected mostly by the woman owners) were selected the most 

by subjects based on their lived experiences. 

 Within Alpha Company, Jennifer admitted that these models were all new to her, 

even with her tenure in business for over thirty years.  She described how her firm had 

experienced multiple organizational effectiveness models through the years, except for 

the strategic constituencies model because Alpha Company does not have a board of 

directors or external shareholders.  She clarified that business decisions are made within 

Alpha Company’s internal leadership team.  With the elimination of the previous model 

and with all of the processes that Alpha Company has in place, Jennifer eventually chose 

two models from the list.  She relayed that her firm operates to cure inefficiencies.  

Furthermore, her response included examining inefficiencies to make changes through 

continuous improvement.  For her, goal focus was also essential to continuous 

improvement.     
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 At the interview’s conclusion, Jennifer chose both the ineffectiveness model first 

followed by the goal model as the two organizational effectiveness models used to 

achieve competitive advantage for her firm.  When asked about what organizational 

effectiveness model closely fit Alpha Company, Barbara immediately stated the goal 

model.  She immediately pointed to Alpha Company being end results focused.  

 Dan from Alpha Company could not immediately decide on just one model.  Like 

Jennifer in a previous interview, Dan asserted that Alpha has a combination of the goal 

model and the ineffectiveness model.  He quantified this choice by stating that Alpha’s 

leadership analyzed results to determine firm performance in overall revenue, profits, 

customer ratings, and with retaining employees.  Dan commented that “we look at what 

we are doing ineffectively also and how we can improve. This is usually based on HQs 

functions, some of which is mine-HR, proposal quality, contract wins, teaming, contract 

management and execution, and subcontractor management.”   

 While Victor reiterated that Alpha Company resolves what is ineffective and 

selected the ineffectiveness model, Jerry asserted that the goal model is the one that 

closely represents Alpha Company.  According to him, leadership tracked profit goals 

and discussed whether the goals were met.  For instance, Jerry added, “I think that they 

[Alpha Management] are tracking things too, you know, for example, did we meet our 

profit goal?”  Lastly, Claire agreed with both Jennifer and Dan that the goal and 

ineffectiveness models currently provide the closest fit to Alpha Company.  She specified 

early on that the goal model was solely exercised when she was first hired, but now new 

management has begun to migrate to the ineffectiveness model at certain times while 

pivoting to the goal model as needed. 
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There was no consensus for Bravo Company, but the goal model, competing 

values model, and ineffectiveness model were the organizational models that were 

mentioned most by the subjects.  Shelly, CEO of Bravo Company, immediately said that 

the ineffectiveness model was the closest organizational effectiveness model describing 

her firm.  Her mandate to her employees and those with management roles is to 

concentrate on correcting inefficiencies.  As Shelly described the process, “if it is not 

broken then when time permits, go back and perfect [the] processes to gain more 

efficiency and effectiveness.”   

Craig stated that Bravo Company takes elements from the goal model, system 

model, and strategic constituencies model when deciding whether the firm has achieved 

organizational effectiveness.  Craig did not want to comment on which powerful interest 

group drives the company's expectations to fit the constituencies model.  The interviewer 

suspects that Craig views the government customer as a major influencer.  Shay claimed 

that the model that most closely fits Bravo Company is the goal model.  Shay does point 

out a drawback to the model’s effectiveness.  She asserted that the goal model is less 

effective when Bravo Company’s objectives must shift in order to be responsive to 

external factors such as political, environmental, social, technological, economic, and 

legal concerns.  This is important since a goal to expand Bravo Company’s government 

contracts may be impacted if the defense department budget is trimmed by a new 

administration.  

Clara, like Craig, listed the competing values model as the organizational 

effectiveness model that described Bravo Company.  It is interesting that Clara did not 

want to comment on which powerful interest group drives the company's expectations to 
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fit the constituencies model.  The interviewer’s perspective is that Clara views the 

government as the powerful interest group working in the background.  In a break from 

her management and peers, Cat selected the goal and ineffectiveness models as the 

organizational effectiveness models that most closely describe Bravo Company.  

Unfortunately, Cat declined to elaborate on why she chose those models further.  Despite 

her limited experience, Tia also declared that the system model was the closest 

organizational effectiveness model that describes her firm.  With Tia working in the 

accounting department, it is reasonable to understand her decision since this model 

focuses on changing inputs to the front end.  Tia provided no additional elaboration on 

her model selection. 

There were no additional perspectives from subjects within Charlie and Delta 

Companies, and, therefore, the owner’s contributions were inconsequential since they 

could not determine a superior model that fit their company.  Each owner asserted that 

the organizational effectiveness model was contingent upon the environmental or internal 

conditions faced by the firm.  Katie, Charlie Company CEO, responded that 

environmental changes tend to drive what organizational model fits a company.  She 

emphasized that a company needs to be flexible enough to transition between the models 

smoothly, or they will not be successful.  Although noncommittal, Katie’s final answer 

was that Charlie Company utilizes portions from each of those five organizational 

effectiveness models as needed.   

Lisa, CEO of Delta Company, initially provided a similar response to Katie, but 

from an internal perspective.  She stated that Delta Company, depending on internal 

challenges, could fit into all of the models.  Ultimately, Katie decided on the goal, 
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system, and ineffectiveness models since each allows the firm to drive changes when 

looking at the end result, depending on internal company conditions. 

The analysis above reinforces the finding that organizational effectiveness should 

not solely be defined as goal-oriented.  The data collected for this study indicates an 

overwhelming focus on remedying inefficiencies among the firms followed by goal 

accomplishment.  Interestingly, the research of Cameron (1986) traced the confusion 

among scholars who have struggled with ways to define and measure criteria for 

organizational effectiveness.  The consequence of this old disagreement has bolstered the 

need for this research to extend the organizational effectiveness literature through 

examination of the impact of human capital on the organizational effectiveness of 

WOSBs seeking government contracts.   

 Alpha Co Bravo Co Charlie 

Co 

Delta Co 

Goal Model XXXXX

X 

XX X X 

System Model X X X X 

Strategic 

Constituencies 

  X X 

Competing Values 

Model 

X XX X X 

Ineffectiveness Model XXXX XX X X 

Table 3  

Organizational Effectiveness Models by Case 
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Other Findings  

 The intent for this study was for the researcher to analyze organizational 

effectiveness through a phenomenological approach that was exploratory.  While the 

WOSBs included in this study were receptive to opening their company to interviews, 

many more rejected any offer to participate.  Whereas the ongoing pandemic may have 

contributed to the hesitation, the interviews conducted over Zoom and the telephone did 

provide rich data without causing harm to any participant.  Although some subjects were 

very guarded with their answers, others provided candor and honesty that indicated trust 

between interviewer and interviewee. 

 Even though it was disappointing that the Charlie and Delta Company CEOs did 

not allow their employees to participate even after the conditions of confidentiality were 

thoroughly explained, future research outside Northern Alabama may uncover more 

findings of the importance of human capital’s impact on organizational effectiveness and 

what happens when individuals are not fully developed.  The data collected during this 

study explored how Competitive Advantage, Absorptive Capacity, and Core 

Competencies potentially shape organizational effectiveness.  The study has also 

collected data informing Human Capital Theory, Human Capital Management, and 

Human Capital as essential components of organizational effectiveness requiring further 

examination as WOSBs pursue government contracts.  Further discussions, implications, 

limitations, and future research will be expounded in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion, Implications, Recommendations 

Overview   

 Women-Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) are a critical part of the United 

States’ economy, and the research informs this underrepresented segment (Hisrich & 

Brush, 1999).  While organizational effectiveness research is lacking with decades of 

disagreement among scholars (Cameron, 1986), my explorative case study added to the 

body of knowledge by investigating the impact of human capital on organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs seeking government contracts.  The researcher used the case 

study method in addition to a phenomenological approach with WOSBs from Northern 

Alabama.   

The research question guiding the study focused on examining the five 

assumptions which are listed in Figure 3.  Understanding the impact of human capital on 

organizational effectiveness in WOSBs may also help understand how knowledge and 

skills contribute to a firm’s ability to secure a government contract.  The chapter’s first 

section will highlight the study’s contribution.  The chapter’s second section presents a 

discussion of what was explored.  The third through seventh sections will outline 

implications, contributions, recommendations, limitations, and areas of future research.  

The final section ends with the researcher’s reflections. All pertinent references and 

appendices follow the end of this chapter. 
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Contribution of the Study 

The data collected in this study has contributed to a better understanding of how 

human capital impacts the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs pursuing government 

contracts.  Firstly, discovering the factors identified in how WOSBs shape their human 

capital resources to impact organizational effectiveness will allow researchers to 

investigate the challenges of achieving a competitive advantage by WOSBs in a crowded 

federal marketplace.  The findings from this research point to the importance of 

knowledge within human capital as a contributor to core competencies, while skills did 

not emerge as a significant theme for contributing to core competencies.  Secondly, 

investigating how human capital affects organizational effectiveness within WOSBs 

helps inform the decades of disagreement about defining criteria for organizational 

effectiveness and how to best measure it since it differs for each firm.  The study found 

that Contractor Performance Assessment Reports (CPARs), Annual Audits, and 

Retention Rates were overwhelmingly chosen as metrics for measuring organizational 

effectiveness with the WOSBs.    Thirdly, the researcher did not encounter a study that 

examined how WOSBs understand organizational effectiveness within their firms by 

examining Organizational Effectiveness Models (Jean-Francois, 2004).  The data 

collected for this study indicate that WOSBs tend to perceive themselves through the lens 

of the Ineffectiveness Model or the Goal Model (Jean-Francois, 2004)   Thus, this 

research extends the Organizational Effectiveness literature while being rooted in the 

Theory of Human Capital.   
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Discussion  

As discussed in Chapter Two, only by thoroughly examining the theoretical 

foundations of Competitive Advantage, Absorptive Capacity, Core Competencies, 

Human Capital Management, and Human Capital Theory could one comprehend the 

construct of Organizational Effectiveness within a WOSB seeking to capture government 

contracts.  Looking at participants' lived experiences, the researcher of this study was 

able to capture their perceptions of how human capital impacts organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs seeking government contracts.  Victor, an Alpha Company 

Program Manager, declared that employees with a military or a civilian government 

background lend a competitive advantage; moreover, many of these employees have 

previously worked in or led project offices in Northern Alabama that were seeking 

government contracts.  Jerry, an Alpha Company Program Analyst, stated that managing 

costs and financial expertise can provide a competitive advantage when pursuing 

government contracts.  Shelly, the CEO of Bravo Company, stated that “human resources 

are at the root of any and all competitive advantages.”   

Concerning Absorptive Capacity, Lisa, CEO of Delta Company, discussed her 

firm's path to acquire and shape new information.  She stated that disseminating this 

information throughout her firm was key in Delta Company winning a recent government 

contract.  Even Claire, a Project Controller from Alpha Company with limited 

experience, mentioned that employees who take new information, synthesize it, share it 

with other employees, and then have the drive to execute with minimum to no mistakes 

provide the most impact to the firm.   
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From these lived experiences, the findings revealed that core competencies shape 

organizational effectiveness.  For example, the subjects from Alpha Company valued the 

importance of knowledge in administration, project control, government contracts, 

accounting, and human resources as contributing to its core competencies.  However, 

Lisa, Delta Company CEO, preferred employees with a military background and 

expertise on a weapon system for which the company is bidding as valuable to its core 

competencies.  It is important to note that the subjects within this study also discussed 

factors that shape human capital, which assisted in their firms formulating bids to capture 

government contracts.   

Jennifer, CEO of Alpha Company, declared that the major factor in winning 

competitive government contracts focused on cost management and human resources.  

Barbara, CFO of Alpha Company, argued that companies who efficiently maintain their 

core competencies have effectively learned how to develop and manage their human 

capital in a crowded marketplace.  On the other hand, Clara, a Quality Control Analyst at 

Bravo Company, pointed to a lack of human resource development as a hindrance to 

organizational effectiveness.  Cat, a contract analyst at Bravo Company, stressed that 

recruiting, retaining, and continuous professional development of highly qualified human 

capital improves organizational effectiveness.  The Charlie Company and Delta Company 

owners, Katie and Lisa, declared that maintaining a Low Overhead provides flexibility in 

shaping human capital and influencing organizational effectiveness.  The case study’s 

respondents also identified knowledge as the main contributor to core competencies that 

impacted organizational effectiveness.  This dialogue, including responses to the other 

assumptions, is discussed in the next section.   
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Implications 

In this study, my research examined five assumptions to address the research 

question.  Critical themes emerged from the lived experiences, and these observations 

helped to inform the research question below:  

How does human capital impact the organizational effectiveness of Women-

Owned Small Businesses (WOSBs) attempting to capture government contracts? 

While Cameron (1981; 2015) and Reimann (1975) avowed that there is no 

generally accepted definition for organizational effectiveness in the literature, this study 

sought to capture each participant’s experience and the factors they perceived as 

impacting organizational effectiveness.  According to Lawler and Worley (2006), 

organizations that commit to continuously improving performance and those that seek 

temporary competitive advantages (D’Aveni et al., 2010) achieve organizational 

effectiveness.  Furthermore, research from Koys (2001) proposes that employee job 

satisfaction positively influences customer satisfaction.   

Findings from Alpha Company regarding the first assumption that “Some factors 

are present in Women-Owned Small Businesses that lead to organizational effectiveness” 

indicate evidence that some factors emerged from the participants' lived experiences.  

Within Alpha Company, the researcher identified cost management factors, which 

included controlling indirect costs, human resource processes that are focused on hiring 

technically competent employees, and being a provider of supplementary services for the 

prime contractor as impacting organizational effectiveness for WOSBs seeking 

government contracts.   
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Other factors encompassed a commitment to superior products and unhindered 

communication flow within the firm.  Of these factors, communication flow was a 

foundational factor for organizational effectiveness from the research of Dyer and Shafer 

(1998), who identified human resources as a core competency leading to effectiveness.  

Some of these factors align with the research, showing that when individuals are 

educated, trained, and developed, they may positively impact organizational 

effectiveness.  Hatch and Dyer (2004) and Lawler (2005) noted that firms are highly 

dependent on their human capital for their competitive advantage.   

The researcher identified that factors from Bravo Company leading to 

organizational effectiveness seemed consistent with the previous research and were found 

to rely upon hiring human capital with technical competencies and prior work 

experiences.  My research also recognized that the factors included hiring employees 

with knowledge of systems on the contract under bid, emphasizing a toxic-free working 

environment, empathy and trust from management, and a focus on delivering quality 

products.  Scholars such as Stanton and Nankervis (2011) suggested that human capital 

may contribute significantly to organizational effectiveness by increasing productivity, 

return on investment, competitiveness, and profitability.  Khanna, Jones, and Boivie 

(2014) insisted that employees, including management, are a source of competitive 

advantage.   

In comparison, the researcher discovered that some of the factors for 

organizational effectiveness identified by Katie, Charlie Company CEO, also pointed to 

cost management and the importance of human capital, especially retaining subject 

matter experts.  Similarly, to the Charlie Company CEO, the researcher extracted factors 
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from Lisa, Delta Company CEO, that relied on cost management and emphasized how 

employee incentives led to increased retention rates.  Overall, the factors such as 

maintaining a low overhead and retaining subject matter experts were universally 

identified by the researcher from the case study subjects; furthermore, these findings 

indicate that there are some factors observed in WOSBs that may lead to organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs seeking government contracts (Pettaway et al., 2015). 

Channar, Talreja, and Bai (2015) asserted that human capital is the acquisition of 

knowledge, skills, and expertise impacting the employees' satisfaction while influencing 

the organization's effectiveness.  As noted in the Literature Review, Human Capital 

Theory (Becker, 1962, 1964; Mincer, 1958; Rosen, 1976; Schultz, 1961) argued that 

workers have the skills and abilities that firms can improve over time with education and 

training.  Moreover, Wright et al. (2001) avowed that skills and knowledge are the basis 

of core competencies.  Additionally, Jardon, and Gonzalez-Loureiro (2013) contended 

that human capital is a source of competitive advantage that contributes to core 

competencies.   

Based on the lived experiences captured from the respondents and in a slight 

departure from the research of Dunford and Snell (2001), knowledge appeared to be the 

strongest contributor to core competencies.  Overall findings from assumption 2a that 

“Human Capital, consisting of skills, within Women-Owned Small Businesses 

contributes to core competencies” and assumption 2b that “Human Capital, consisting of 

knowledge, within Women-Owned Small Business contributes to core competencies” 

found that participants identified knowledge as essential for impacting core competencies 

instead of skills.  Based upon the observations from the participants, the researcher 
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discovered overall that case study subjects did not identify specific skillsets but simply 

described productive attributes of employees.   

The author found that responses from Alpha Company did not highlight specific 

skillsets but focused more upon external characteristics that would enhance skills already 

resident in an employee.  For instance, hiring employees who meet or exceed the contract 

labor category did not address any specific skills contributing to core competencies.  

Furthermore, recruiting employees who can deal with the unexpected or those who can 

use their skills and judgment to make the correct decisions are generalities that any 

employee should possess.  Moreover, employing personnel who can effectively and 

efficiently interact with civilian, military, and defense contractor personnel without 

creating conflicts is also inherent to being a professional.   

The ability of a firm to attract employees with the technical competencies of 

engineering and programmatic backgrounds are skills that could contribute to winning a 

government contract but hiring employees with the ability to cultivate personal 

relationships are more in line with executing the mission instead of contributing to a core 

competency.  Another relevant observation is hiring and retaining retired U.S. Army 

officers skilled or trained in a particular type of weapon system as they leave military 

service that could be used for fulfilling a government contract to train soldiers.  Dan, an 

Alpha Company employee, admitted that the basic skills of engineering and program 

management are necessary, but firms tend to value more the knowledge of how a project 

office works and the processes they use to select a winning bid since this knowledge 

contributes to successfully bidding a government contract. 
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The researcher identified skills from Bravo Company as more aligned with 

characteristics necessary for harmonious business operations instead of contributing to 

core competencies that aid in winning a government contract.  For example, employees 

with a skill of being able to step back from the problem before reaching a solution and an 

employee with the ability to attack the problem with common sense added nothing of 

substance that would contribute to core competencies for seeking government contracts.  

The author recorded other so-called skills such as tracking essential details or employees 

possessing intrinsic skills like integrity, time-management, honesty, getting the job done 

right the first time, and recognizing areas of improvement as valued traits instead of 

specific skills for WOSBs pursuing government contracts.  Time management, 

communications, and delegating responsibilities to lower-level personnel are still in line 

with productive attributes instead of competencies needed for winning government 

contracts.  Although the lived experiences from Bravo Company did help identify 

important functional skills for employee success, the findings do not indicate skills 

contributing to core competencies that would impact the organizational effectiveness of 

WOSBs seeking government contracts.  

Not surprisingly, the skills observed from the Charlie and the Delta Company 

CEOs also lack the identification of specific skills necessary to win government 

contracts.  Actions such as obtaining employees with certifications in a particular field as 

dictated by the contract proposal are important, but setting conditions for employees to 

learn from a mentor does not identify the skills needed to enhance core competencies.  

Although the cases lacked the specificity to identify skills, the researcher was able to 

extract rich data regarding the knowledge necessary to contribute to core competencies.   
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Godbout (2000) asserted that the impact of knowledge from human resources is 

key in developing core competencies.  Coombs (1996) claimed that firms should organize 

in such a way so that knowledge is developed to contribute to core competencies.  My 

research noted that lived experiences from Alpha and Delta Company subjects were the 

only responses indicating evidence for human capital, with specific knowledge, 

contributing to core competencies.  Employees with knowledge from working on various 

classified weapon system programs and the knowledge gained from an employee’s 

complete body of work in a functional area such as logistics illustrate how knowledge 

contributed to core competencies.  Other knowledge areas identified by the researcher 

were not as plausible such as employees being knowledgeable on how their work 

contribution impacts the whole team and the mission or management having the 

knowledge to perform a subordinate’s task.   

Other acceptable knowledge areas deemed acceptable include expertise in 

administration, project control, government contracts, accounting, and human resources.  

Finally, employees having a knowledge base in engineering and program management or 

expertise on the supported system within the contract and coupled with a thorough 

background in acquisition, program management, logistics, and financial areas indicates 

knowledge that contributes to core competencies for firms in pursuit of government 

contracts.   

The researcher identified responses from Bravo Company regarding the 

knowledge perceived as contributing to core competencies as vague.  Observations such 

as handling emergency situations efficiently, employees possessing inquisitiveness, and 

employees needing several years of hands-on knowledge fail to establish how these lived 
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experiences would contribute to winning a government contract.  Even after asking 

employees to expand their answers, the researcher still received attributes of successful 

employees, such as building upon their knowledge base from peers.  While the researcher 

was only able to retrieve an imprecise response from Katie, Charlie Company CEO, 

about the importance of mentorship and an internship program to build a knowledge base, 

the researcher did obtain a more detailed reply from Lisa, Delta Company CEO.  Lisa 

stated that her firm focused on hiring employees with a military background and 

expertise on a weapon system that the company is bidding such as missile defense 

system.  Lisa commented that “[employees] with a military background are going to be 

self-disciplined and will tend to stay with the firm a long time.”  Overall, the findings 

from Alpha and Delta Company indicate that respondents deem knowledge, as described 

by the literature (Gonzalez-Loureiro, 201; Zheng, Yang, & McLean, 2010), for 

contributing to core competencies when seeking government contracts. 

Clardy (2008) and Mooney (2007) assert that core competencies are crucial for 

competitive advantage.  The previous research indicates agreement among scholars that 

core competencies are central to organizational effectiveness.  Rahab, Anwar, and 

Priyono (2016) found empirical evidence that small and medium enterprises with core 

competencies in innovation, adaptation, and relationship building were viewed as 

contributing to organizational effectiveness.  Richard and Johnson (2001) examined how 

human capital increased organizational performance; moreover, the scholars found that 

human resource management reduced employee turnover and increased overall market 

performance assessment.   
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Ultimately, my research focused on robustness in investigating how the factors 

from the cases contributed to organizational effectiveness.  When addressing the findings 

from respondents for assumption 3 that “Women-Owned Small Businesses use core 

competencies to achieve organizational effectiveness,” the researcher identified core 

competencies that were dissimilar among the firms, but those that still contributed to 

organizational effectiveness for WOSBs pursuing government contracts.  Consistent with 

the literature review, core competencies discovered within Alpha Company include a 

focus on weapon system acquisition that comprised training soldiers on various weapon 

systems and hiring subject matter experts on weapon system acquisition.  The author of 

this study identified programmatic and technical subject matter experts who are former 

military or government civilians as a core competency and Alpha Company’s expertise 

on the Cost Point project accounting system that streamlined customer support.   

The core competencies recognized in Bravo Company included employees with 

technical expertise such as information technology, expertise in modeling and simulation 

for business process analysis, scientific and engineering services, and human capital 

management, including pre-screening background investigations.  Other core 

competencies presented were a low-cost strategy with a results-oriented-focus and 

quality-driven employees with a customer-centric focus.  As noted by the Bravo 

Company subjects, the firm has a history of building upon core competencies to stay 

competitive in a challenging market.   

The researcher identified Charlie Company’s core competency as systems 

engineering, which aligned with the firm seeking retired U.S. military personnel and 

retired DoD civilians with a previous engineering background to maintain this core 
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competency.  The only case that was difficult for the researcher to identify a core 

competency was from Delta Company.  Generic responses from the CEO such as 

engineering, logistics, integration, operations and sustainment, and test and evaluation 

services had no substantive explanation of their contribution to organizational 

effectiveness.  The researcher deemed these responses as capabilities of the firm rather 

than specific core competencies contributing to effectiveness.  Overall, the findings 

indicated that three of the four firms perceive core competencies, based on lived 

experiences, as impacting organizational effectiveness for WOSBs attempting to capture 

government contracts. 

Manzoor (2012) found a positive relationship between highly motivated 

employees to accomplish tasks and organizational performance.  Additionally, Khan 

(2013) found that organizations that develop and train their employees led to increased 

motivation and higher employee performance.  Interestingly, my research indicated that 

ignoring or marginalizing the development of individuals can hamper organizational 

effectiveness.  Mwajombe (2007) and Tawalare and Laishram (2019) agreed that failing 

to train employees and not acknowledging their input properly can negatively impact the 

organization.  During this study, the findings indicated that ignoring the development of 

employees as human capital can hamper organizational effectiveness.   

With respect to assumption 4 that “Some human capital resources in Women-

Owned Small Businesses may hamper organizational effectiveness,” my research 

identified the following negative factors from Alpha Company that hinder organizational 

effectiveness based on the lived experiences of respondents.  Participants highlighted 

areas such as a teleworking environment that creates complacency and a lack of 
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accountability, negative personality conflicts between employees, and a lack of 

communication between management and employees.  Other factors included a lack of 

development opportunities, limited or no raises or bonuses, an absence of general praise 

for employees, and a dearth of responsiveness by management to an employee’s technical 

development, which can disrupt competitiveness.  Fundamentally, based on their lived 

experiences, Alpha Company subjects identified these factors as negatively impacting 

organizational effectiveness.    

My research concluded that many of the negative factors from Bravo Company 

generally hinted more at management and employee disconnects that may slow firm 

growth instead of hampering organizational effectiveness.  For instance, while some of 

the factors such as a lack of communication between the company and the customer, 

ineffective leadership from management, and employees not being aligned with the 

organization’s culture and goals may hindering organization effectiveness, an employee 

not learning from past experiences may fall below the threshold of factors hindering 

organizational effectiveness.   

Other factors such as management and employees not committed to the vision and 

mission is another example of misalignment between employees and management.  The 

factors from Bravo Company indicating a hindrance to organizational effectiveness were 

employees not recognizing the time-sensitivity on completing critical tasks for customers.  

The researcher could not identify hindrances within Charlie Company due to a lack of 

clarity from the CEO.  Unfortunately, there were no other employee interviews from the 

company to provide candidness.  However, the Delta Company CEO admitted to a lack 

of developing employees during a recent revelation.  She readily admitted that her failure 
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to provide leadership training caused a disruption with the customer; furthermore, 

dissatisfaction in employees did surpass the threshold of hampering organizational 

effectiveness.  The researcher will now pivot from factors that hinder organizational 

effectiveness to factors that may improve it. 

Merchant (2010) purported that career development for employees is a critical 

step in improving organizational effectiveness.  Likewise, Lawler (1990) researched pay 

systems as a competitive advantage that could improve organizational effectiveness when 

used as a strategic tool.  Lawler (1990) found that the pay strategies were connected to 

performance.  Abd Rahman et al. (2013) found that training employees to acquire 

management skills and coaching them in process improvement improved organizational 

effectiveness.  My research uncovered rich data for assumption 5 that “Some factors in 

Women-Owned Small Businesses assist in improving organizational effectiveness,” 

indicating factors perceived by the respondents as key in pursuing government contracts. 

The researcher found some factors in Alpha Company observed as improving 

organizational effectiveness, including hiring and retaining qualified employees, 

competitive pay, and caring leadership.  Other factors such as motivating and building 

relationships with employees, trust between contractor and customer, and mentorship 

from supervisors were deemed generalities necessary for everyday functioning instead of 

assisting in the pursuit of government contracts. 

The author discovered some factors from Bravo Company that participants stated 

helped improve organizational effectiveness, such as refining compensation and benefits, 

improving employee morale, and employee training and development.  The other factors 
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appeared more aligned with producing a non-toxic working environment, such as positive 

leadership, employee empowerment, and a positive culture.   

The researcher could not pinpoint a clear position from the Charlie Company 

CEO regarding factors that improve organizational effectiveness other than her desire to 

start programs associated with employee desires for public service.  The response from 

the Charlie Company CEO lacked a supporting narrative that detailed how the creating of 

the program above directly impacted organizational effectiveness in the pursuit of 

government contracts.  The researcher was able to identify factors from the Delta 

Company CEO that she observed which improved organizational effectiveness.  Factors 

from the Delta Company CEO comprised providing employees the flexibility in 

completing their tasks, valuing employees with recognition, and maintaining a stellar 

reputation among government customers.  In summary, the researcher was able to 

identify some factors as indicated from the lived experiences that may contribute to 

organizational effectiveness. 

Measuring Organizational Effectiveness 

A second significant implication from the study aligned with the organizational 

effectiveness literature regarding decades of disagreement of measuring organizational 

effectiveness and defining criteria (Kim, 1986; Steers, 1975).  This current research 

shows that each firm had different criteria, as noted from the data and what the firms 

would use when measuring organizational effectiveness.  The three factors of (1) 

Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR), (2) Annual Audits, and (3) 

Retention Rates, as a measure of organizational effectiveness, did bring value to the study 
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(Table 3).  First, the customer, in many cases the U.S. government, provides a CPAR to a 

company that assesses their strengths (positives) and weaknesses (negatives) over a 

period of time up to twelve months.  Many subjects mentioned the strategic importance 

of having a stellar CPAR since it captures the firm’s historical performance and is 

reviewed when firms initially compete or recompete for government contracts.  Based on 

the observations, CPARs were a shared factor for measuring organizational effectiveness.   

Annual Audits were also a critical factor since these documents assist a firm in 

measuring how well they have been following federal acquisition policies and 

procedures.  Many subjects agreed that a poor audit could negatively impact a firm’s 

chances of winning a contract recompete.  Annual Audits were mentioned universally by 

the respondents as a vital factor for assessing organizational effectiveness.   

Lastly, Retention Rates of employees, especially those of subject matter experts, 

were the other common factor that the firms agreed was crucial to organizational 

effectiveness for a WOSB seeking government contracts.  If a subject matter expert was 

vital to the firm due to their expertise of a weapon system and departed for better 

opportunities or due to a hostile working environment, the company might have 

jeopardized its chance of winning a contract recompete or even successfully completing 

its current contract.  Other factors such as win/loss rates for contracts, employee and 

customer satisfaction surveys, organizational growth, and financial measures were also 

discussed during the interviews and subsequent analysis but were not as significant as 

CPARs, Annual Audits, and Retention Rates.    

Defining Organizational Effectiveness.  The remaining implication to explore 
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focused on the five organizational effectiveness models (Jean-Francois, 2004) from Table 

3 that reinforce the finding that organizational effectiveness should not solely be defined 

as goal-oriented based on early literature (Georgopoulos & Tannenbaum, 1957).  Based 

on their lived experiences, all of the respondents selected multiple organizational 

effectiveness models that they observed could apply to their firm.  My research was not 

able to identify one overarching model for any firm.   

Alpha Company subjects identified two models (goal and ineffective) as primary 

and secondary, respectively.  Bravo Company had no consensus with subjects identifying 

with the goal, the competing values, and the ineffectiveness model.  The Charlie and 

Delta Company CEOs stated that all five organizational effectiveness models could apply 

under different conditions for their firms.  Overall, the study’s findings provide valuable 

insights that may assist researchers and practitioners who study organizational 

effectiveness. 

  As discussed in Chapter 2, Jean-Francois (2004) introduced the five models of 

organizational effectiveness to bridge the gap in the somewhat contentious organizational 

effectiveness debate.  A firm using the Goal Model has an organization oriented towards 

achieving goals (Etzioni, 1960).  The organization also focuses on the “end results” and, 

as described from the case study, asks, “did we make our profit goal, productivity goal, 

among others.”  A firm using the System Model is positioned toward the examination of 

inputs, outputs, or transformation (Yuchtman & Seashore, 1967).  The previous 

organization focuses on the “front end,” which involves changing inputs, acquiring other 

firms, or another strategy deemed effective by the firm.  Using the Strategic 

Constituencies Model, a firm is built upon an internal organization that negotiates with 
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external constituencies (Connolloy, Conlon, & Deutsch, 1980).  The firm must respond to 

expectations from external entities like a board of directors, shareholders, etc., to 

determine whether organizational effectiveness was achieved.  Using the Competing 

Values Model, a firm focuses on where value (control vs. flexibility) is most supported as 

it tries to negotiate conflicting goals (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983).  A firm from this 

viewpoint looks both internally and externally while also observing the ends versus the 

means to decide whether organizational effectiveness was achieved.  Finally, the 

Ineffectiveness Model has an organization leaning toward the collection of problems and 

faults (Cameron, 1984).  This firm aims to correct what is ineffective in order to become 

effective (Jean-Francois, 2004).   

 Based on the observations, my research has determined that the organizational 

effectiveness model most perceived as being used by Alpha Company is the goal model 

followed closely by the ineffectiveness model (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8  

Alpha Organizational Model 

                                                                                                                                        

The researcher discovered no overall consensus for Bravo Company and 

concluded that the goal, competing values, and ineffectiveness models were 

perceived as fitting according to the subjects (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 9  

Bravo Organizational Model 

 

The author concluded that Charlie’s and Delta’s subjects did not choose a primary 

organizational effectiveness model when questioned on multiple occasions.  The 

researcher affirmed that an organizational effectiveness model perceived for both 

companies was contingent upon environmental or internal conditions (see Figure 10).  

 

 

Figure 10 

Charlie and Delta Organizational Effectiveness Model 

 

The analysis above reinforced the finding that organizational effectiveness should 

not be defined solely as goal-oriented.  All of the subjects selected multiple 
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organizational effectiveness models that they observed could apply to their company 

leading to no overall consensus for any firm.  Whether previous experiences primarily 

influenced their decision was beyond the scope of this study.  However, while there was 

no consensus in this exploratory case study analysis, numerous things could be further 

tested empirically and quantitatively regarding the effectiveness models.  It is interesting 

to note from the lived experiences that the CEO and management perspectives leaned 

toward the Ineffectiveness Model, while the employees tended toward the Goal Model 

regarding their organizational model selection. 

Contributions 

The observations in this study contributed to a better understanding of the impact 

of human capital on the organizational effectiveness of WOSBs seeking government 

contracts.  Firstly, factors influencing human capital’s impact on organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs have not been studied.  This research has discovered factors to 

aid in understanding how WOSBs shape their human capital resources to impact 

organizational effectiveness.  Secondly, investigating how human capital impacts 

organizational effectiveness within WOSBs helps to inform the decades of disagreement 

among scholars about defining criteria for organizational effectiveness and how to best 

measure it since it differs for each firm (Cameron, 1986, 1981; Reimann, 1975).  The 

researcher has not encountered a study that examines how WOSBs understand 

organizational effectiveness within their firms by examining Organizational Effectiveness 

Models (Jean-Francois, 2004). Thus, the study extended the Organizational Effectiveness 

literature while being rooted in the Theory of Human Capital.   
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Recommendations 

This study has explored the impact of human capital on organizational 

effectiveness in WOSBs seeking government contracts.  Therefore, firms should give 

special attention to CPARs, Annual Audits, and Retention Rates as metrics for measuring 

organizational effectiveness.  Other factors for criteria consideration include controlling 

indirect costs, hiring technically competent employees, providing services beyond what is 

required by the customer, and continuously improving communication flow between the 

firm and the customer.  Other helpful factors which might impact organizational 

effectiveness include building trust between employees and management, establishing a 

toxic-free work environment, and offering career incentives to employees for retention, 

including pay and bonuses.  The study reinforced that when employees are educated, 

trained, and developed, they can positively impact organizational effectiveness (Lawler & 

Worley, 2006).   

Most of the WOSB cases recommended hiring and retaining retired military or 

retired government civilians; moreover, these employees tended to have subject matter 

expertise and knowledge on a weapon system, some of which may be classified, that 

these firms exploited to capture government contracts.  Other valuable factors that 

WOSBs should regard in human capital include a background in material acquisition and 

human capital management.  Employees should be provided flexibility in completing 

their tasks and shown value through recognition.  A firm should maintain a stellar 

reputation among government customers as identified by CPARs and Annual Audits.  As 

mentioned by multiple subjects, an outstanding reputation helps position a firm to win a 
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contract recompete.  According to the study, WOSBs used their core competencies to 

achieve organizational effectiveness, and the recommendation is to retain these 

competencies by hiring technically competent employees instilled with a focus on quality 

and delivering superior products.   

The study’s observations revealed that ignoring or marginalizing the development 

of individuals can hinder organizational effectiveness.  A few recommendations from the 

study are for WOSBs to remove ineffective leaders, resolve employee personality 

conflicts, provide remedial training, and improve communication flow between the firm 

and the customer.  King, Fowler, and Zeithaml (2001) found that managers who are 

unable to identify and nurture a firm’s competencies led to negative impacts on 

organizational effectiveness.   

Finally, the study determined some factors as improving organizational 

effectiveness for WOSBs.  These recommendations to improve effectiveness include a 

competitive pay structure, mentoring from management, establishing trust between the 

firm and customer, providing flexibility for employees to conduct their work, and 

empowering employees to make decisions.  Overall, findings from this study suggest that 

human capital is a crucial component for developing core competencies within WOSBs 

of Northern Alabama.  The results from the lived experiences also indicate that human 

capital as a core competency contributes to organizational effectiveness.  While the 

literature demonstrated a lack of agreement among scholars regarding organizational 

effectiveness, this study helps focus the debate when using WOSBs within the defense 

sector as case subjects.   
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Limitations 

 The purpose of the study was to explore the impact of human capital on 

organizational effectiveness and explain the factors influencing human capital as they 

seek government contracts.  The researcher has collected qualitative data by capturing the 

lived experiences of subjects across four cases.  One of the limitations of this study was 

the lack of employee participation from Charlie and Delta companies.  Having the 

opportunity to explore the experiences of Charlie and Delta employees would have 

helped to provide additional depth and potentially introduced additional factors shaping 

human capital and impacting organizational effectiveness.  Securing employee 

participation in addition to the female owner(s) is(are) vital for future research to explore 

factors leading to organizational effectiveness.  Another limitation of this research is the 

relatively small number of participants when compared to larger quantitative studies from 

the manufacturing or service sector.  This study focused on collecting rich, qualitative 

data to capture the lived experiences of the subjects better.  Comparing men-owned small 

businesses to WOSBs was beyond the scope of this study. 

 Since it was not possible to interview all WOSBs within the defense sector of 

Northern Alabama, the study should not be generalized to the general population.  Since 

the findings were recorded from each subject, the study was entirely dependent upon the 

truthfulness of each participant.  Finally, the researcher was limited to conducting 

interviews on Zoom or the phone instead of in-person.  While in-person interviews would 

have allowed the interviewer to record all nuances of the interview, including the 

physical surroundings, the interviewer was still amazed by the sincerity of the subjects.  
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Future Research 

 Firstly, future research should focus on expanding the study outside of the defense 

sector of Northern Alabama while including additional cases.  More participants in the 

study would help discover additional factors leading to effectiveness and how other firms 

self-identify with the effectiveness models.  Researchers would also be able to identify 

what other factors shape human capital and their impact on organizational effectiveness 

outside of this region.  Future research could transition the study from a qualitative 

approach to that of a quantitative approach in order to focus via surveys on a larger 

number of Women-Owned Small Business sectors, such as manufacturing or service, to 

understand if the impact of human capital on organizational effectiveness is the same or 

different depending on the type of industry. 

 Secondly, future research could explore veteran-owned or disadvantaged small 

businesses to compare how their human capital impacts organizational effectiveness.  A 

case study with a phenomenological approach would still be recommended as long as 

subjects were allowed to participate.  Investigating these small business types would 

allow researchers to discover factors influencing human capital and dive deeper into how 

they contribute to or inhibit organizational effectiveness.  Specifically, future studies 

would further the current literature by exploring whether human capital becomes an 

essential resource and a core competency within a WOSB or disadvantaged small 

business to increase organizational effectiveness.   

Thirdly, conducting a study that compared the race of each WOSB to understand 

if similar factors were common that shaped human capital and impacted organizational 
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effectiveness would lead to additional insights for scholars.  It is interesting to note that 

the African-American CEO of Bravo Company did not point to race as a potential issue 

for her not competing successfully for government contracts.  Lastly, future research 

could examine WOSBs in other countries to discover if human capital impacts 

organizational effectiveness similarly. 

Researcher’s Reflections 

 While the researcher of this study was able to collect data from fourteen subjects, 

the global pandemic severely restricted access to more employees of WOSBs.   Ideally, 

the researcher would have been able to interview the subjects in person at their 

organization to glean even more information.  While the study was constrained, the 

researcher was able to rely on Zoom and the telephone to collect data. 

 While most of the subjects answered the questions freely, there was still some 

hesitancy in younger employees and those who had been with their firm for only a few 

years.  These subjects may have felt that the researcher would share their answers with 

management and receive retribution.  The researcher reassured the employees multiple 

times that their answers would remain confidential and secured data.  It was interesting to 

find that Katie, CEO of Charlie Company, did not think that the government was doing 

enough to even the playing field for WOSBs to compete successfully despite the 

numerous regulations that have been enacted. 

 Finally, this study has shown that different firms use their own criteria in 

assessing organizational effectiveness, and each case has some of its factors that 

influence effectiveness.  While this study explored WOSBs from Northern Alabama, the 
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disagreement among researchers trying to define organizational effectiveness may 

continue for decades more.  Although there are inconsistencies among the organizational 

models, this should not be a reason to abandon further research in this area.  The 

researcher would encourage organizational effectiveness studies for other disadvantaged 

groups from a qualitative perspective, especially when pandemic restrictions are lessened 

in the future.   
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Appendix A: The Summary of Definitions for Human Capital 

 

Scholar Definitions of Human Capital 

Becker (1964)  The economic value of education 

Nelson and Winter 

(1982)  

Tacit knowledge of individuals owned by organization members 

Hudson (1993)  Genes, education, experience and attitudes towards life and work 

Brooking and Motta 

(1996) 

Human assets are employee experience, knowledge, competence 

and creativity 

Saint-Onge (1996)  Employee attitudes, including assumptions toward matter, 

values and beliefs 

Brooking (1997)  Leadership abilities, management skills, professional skills, 

problem-solving skills and creative abilities 

Edvinsson and 

Malone (1997)  

Competence, knowledge, skills and employee and executive 

experience 

Grantham et al. 

(1997)  

A firm’s capacity to solve problems by utilizing employee 

knowledge 

Roos et al. (1997)  Human capital is composed of three dimensions, as follows: 

1) The ability to compete: employee skills and knowledge 

2) Work attitude: affected by motive, behavior and personal 

ethics 

3) Quickness in response: ability to innovate, imitate, adapt and 

integrate 
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Stewart (1997)  

 

The ability of employees to solve customer problems; the source 

of the 

innovative capacity of an organization; includes employee 

attitude, 

organizational tenure, employee turnover rate, experience and 

learning 

Sveiby (1997)  The ability of employees to create tangible and intangible assets 

Booth (1998)  Employee skill, training and attitudes 

Lynn (1998)  The stock of knowledge, skills and unique abilities possessed by 

employees 

Molyneux (1998)  Group knowledge, skills, professional technique and employee 

interpersonal networks 

Roos et al. (1998)  Work competence, attitude and quickness in response 

Ulrich (1998)  Competence multiplied by commitment 

Bontis (1999)  Employee implicit knowledge; employee intellect in terms of 

work 

Horibe (1999)  Knowledge and experience of the people related to work 

Johnson (1999)  Knowledge base of the workforce, employee competence and 

attitude and the characteristics of leaders and managers 

Tomer (1999)  Certain soft characteristics, such as spirit, leadership style, 

vision, morals and ethics 
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Van Buren (1999)  Knowledge, skills and competence owned by people in an 

organization 

Dzinkowski (2000) Employee know-how, competence, skills and professional 

knowledge 

Wu (2000)  Management team, professional skills, creativity and loyalty 

Baptiste (2001)  Employee knowledge and skills that produce economic potential 

for organizations 

Bontis and Fitz-enz 

(2002)  

Employee knowledge, competence and experience 

Davis and Noland 

(2002)  

Improvement/accumulation of employee competence through 

education 

Hitt and Ireland 

(2002)  

The pool of knowledge and skills with the value of a company 

Leliaert et al. (2003)  The skills, competence, reputation and potential of an individual 

Luthans et al. (2004)  Personal experience, level of education, professional skills, 

knowledge and creative ideas 

Retrieved from Han, Lin & Chen (2008) 
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Appendix B: Case Study Demographics 
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Appendix C: Interview Questions 

 

1. What resources in your experience tend to contribute to a firm having a 

competitive advantage over other firms?   

2. How should human capital be developed as a resource in a firm to contribute to a 

competitive advantage? 

3. How should human capital be managed as a resource in a firm to contribute to a 

competitive advantage? 

4. How do you define core competencies in your firm? 

5. What specific skills should employees possess to contribute to a firm’s core 

competencies while seeking government contracts? 

6. What knowledge should employees possess to contribute to a firm's core 

competencies while seeking government contracts? 

7. What are some ways that your firm measures organizational effectiveness? 

8.  What organizational effectiveness model best describes your firm?   
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9. What resources in your firm hinder organizational effectiveness?  

10. What resources in your firm assist in improving organizational effectiveness? 
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Appendix D: Consent Letter Explanation 

 

Florida Institute of Technology 

Participants: Women-Owned Small Business Owners, Co-Owners and Employees  

My name is Kerry S. Prowell, Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) and I am a student at the 

Florida Institute of Technology working on a doctoral degree in Business Administration.  

I am conducting a qualitative research study entitled Effectiveness in Women-Owned 

Small Businesses: A Case Study Approach.  The purpose of this qualitative study is to 

explore factors leading to effectiveness versus what researchers have already found as 

factors leading to effectiveness while using WOSBs as the context.    

Your participation in this study will involve a 60-minute-long interview session 

conducted on Zoom or located at ______________.   

Please note that your participation is voluntary, and you can choose to withdraw at any 

time.  You can withdraw without any penalty or loss of benefit to yourself.  The 

researcher will publish the results of this study and your name and questionnaire answers 

will be kept confidential. 

 There are no foreseeable risks to you in this research study.  Your participation 

will help to further the organizational effectiveness literature and fill a gap in regard to its 

influence on WOSBs.  If you are willing to participate, please sign the consent form on 

the next page. 
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Appendix E: Consent Letter 

 

Informed Consent (Retrieved from https://www.fit.edu/research/faculty--

researchers/compliance/human-subjects-regulation/developing-informed-consent-forms/) 

 

Please read this consent document carefully before you decide to participate in this study. 

The researcher will answer any questions before you sign this form.  

 

Study Title: Organizational Effectiveness in Women-Owned Small Businesses Within the 

Defense Sector of Northern Alabama: A Case Study Approach 

 

Purpose of the Study:  This research will focus on technology-based firms that are similar 

in revenue and employees. This research will focus on data collected from WOSBs who 

compete for federal contract dollars among other funding within the Tennessee Valley.  

The purpose of this qualitative case study is to explore factors leading to organizational 

effectiveness.   

 

Procedures:  The intent of the survey instrument is capture observations and rich-data 

from interviews with open-ended questions.  The interviewer will record the interview 

sessions and ensure that all subjects provide their consent before being recorded or 

proceeding with the interview. Although in-person interviews are the preferred method 

for a case study, the interviewer will comply with the wishes of the firms under study.  

The interview questions will be open-ended and flexible allowing the subject to describe 

detailed experiences.  The researcher will attempt to schedule interviews at a time 

convenient to the management and workforce.  The researcher will also ask subjects to 

keep the interview questions confidential and to not discuss with other subjects.  This 

should lessen the possibility that follow-on test subjects will be influenced to repeat a 

previously discussed factor or group of factors.  The researcher will schedule 60-minute 

interviews, with the understanding that some sessions may run shorter or longer. 

 

Potential Risks of Participating: The risk level to participants in this research is assessed 

as minimal and the researcher predicts no discomfort for any of the participants.  Lastly, 

an executive summary will be provided to the WOSBs participating in the study and the 

confidentiality of participants will remain intact.  The bottom-line is that the researcher 

will adhere to all requirements from the Institutional Review Board to ensure that no 

subjects are harmed. 

 

Potential Benefits of Participating:  Participation in this study will assist in adding to the 

body of knowledge regarding organizational effectiveness by helping to understand 

organizational effectiveness in WOSBs.  The gaps to be addressed in the study include: a 

lack of understanding of organizational effectiveness in WOSBs and the limited 

qualitative research. 

 

Compensation: A $5 Starbucks gift card will be mailed upon successful completion of the 

interview. 
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Confidentiality: Your identity will be kept confidential to the extent provided by law. 

Your  

information will be assigned a code number, instead of any personally identifying 

information.  

Appendix E: Consent Letter (Continued) 

The list connecting your name to this number will be kept in a locked file at the 

researcher’s home. When the study is completed and the data has been analyzed, the list 

will be destroyed. Your name will not be used in any report. 

 

Voluntary participation:  

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. There is no penalty for not 

participating.  You may also refuse to answer any of the questions we ask you.  

 

Right to withdraw from the study:  

You have the right to withdraw from the study at any time without consequence.  

 

 

Whom to contact if you have questions about the study: Mr. Kerry S. Prowell at 

kprowell2017@my.fit.edu 

 

 

Whom to contact about your rights as a research participant in the study:  

Dr. Lisa Steelman, IRB Chairperson 

150 West University Blvd. 

Melbourne, FL 32901 

Email: lsteelma@fit.edu  Phone: 321.674.8104 

 

Agreement:  

I have read the procedure described above. I voluntarily agree to participate in the 

procedure and I have received a copy of this description.   

 

 

 

Participant: ___________________________________________ Date: 

_________________  

 

 

Principal Investigator: Kerry S. Prowell                                   Date: _________________  
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